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Abstract

Reliable biochemical implementations of linear controllers can provide a large
set of tools for the design and analysis of control in Synthetic Biology. Theoretical
frameworks are now available to represent feedback control systems as chemical
reaction networks which can be readily translated into equivalent nucleic acid-based
chemistry. However, the development of tools for constructing and analysing such
controllers is still in its infancy.

Nucleic acid-based chemistry is a strong candidate framework for the con-
struction of future synthetic biomolecular control circuits. The capacity of strand
displacement reactions with Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) to implement analogue
signal processing in vitro and in vivo makes them a promising candidate to embed
synthetic feedback control circuitry in biomolecular environments. However, little
progress has so far been made in developing the requisite theoretical machinery to
inform the systematic design of feedback controllers in this context.

Here, the potential complexity of such controllers is extended significantly by
showing how time-delays, numerical differentiation (to allow proportional-integral-
derivative control), and state feedback may be implemented via chemical reaction
network-based designs.

This work also provides a number of foundational theoretical results on the
equilibria, stability, and dynamics of nucleic acid controllers, and the analysis high-
lights the many interesting and unique characteristics of this important new class of
feedback control systems. In particular, that the implementation of feedback con-
trollers using DNA strand displacement reactions introduces additional nonlinear
dynamics, even in the case of purely linear control designs, and a robust design of
the linear system does not imply the robustness of its chemical implementation.

The robustness of the controllers to experimental uncertainty is analysed with
the structured singular value (µ) analysis tool, which is extended with a model of
how parametric uncertainty in the system affects the location of its equilibrium. This
framework provides more reliable results than sampled based statistical methods,
where analysis via Monte Carlo simulation fails to uncover the worst-case uncertainty
combination found by µ-analysis.

The implementations of the examples and controllers in nucleic acid-based
chemistry are simulated and checked using the Visual DSD simulation package, a
bespoke software tool for simulating nucleic acid-based circuits.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The field of Synthetic Biology has emerged in the last decade with the objective of

designing biological parts and systems, and it differentiates itself from pre-existing

life sciences due to its approach, where beyond understanding biological systems, it

aims at the rational design of new biological processes from scratch [1–3].

The need for process information and control of biomolecular processes led

to designs based on protein expression and gene regulation mechanisms for logic

circuits [4,5], oscillators [6] and filters [7]. However, such a bottom-up approach faces

the hard task of developing well characterised and modular genetic components [8]

for a reliable assembly without problems like retroactivity [9]. Moreover, engineered

gene networks in living cells suffer from interactions with the host, with effects arising

from the cell context, competition for shared resources and loading effects [10].

Cell-free biology and information processing functions with biochemical pro-

cesses outside of cells have shown several advantages, like a high degree of control,

reduced design–build–test cycles which allow streamline design processes and fa-

cilitate debugging of complex synthetic circuits [11], flexibility, and relaxed design

constraints compared to in vivo [12, 13].

Such an alternative paradigm of building embedded information processing

with molecular circuits based on non-living components is currently the subject of

intense research efforts. With the proposal of computation based on DNA [14], a

number of approaches based on dynamic DNA nanotechnology [15] have emerged

using DSD reactions and DNA enzymes, with which to wire arbitrary networks and

experimentally reproduce the dynamic features of a genetic network in vitro [15,16].

The understanding of toehold mediated DNA strand displacement reactions [17,

18] and the use of DNA strands as fuel for autonomous nano-machines [19] led to

the development of DNA hybridisation networks for sensing, analogue and digital

1



computation [20,21].

The development of processes to assemble oligonucleotides at a low cost pro-

vides strands of DNA as building blocks for completely synthetic circuits based

on hybridisation and strand displacement reactions. The biomolecular circuitry is

based on non-living components that can be decoupled from self-replication and evo-

lution, face fewer regulatory hurdles, and result in predictable and programmable

chemistry. Nevertheless, the systems retain their biocompatibility and capacity to

interface with biological DNA and RNA, making them very interesting for thera-

peutics [22], biosensing, bioimaging and biomedicine [23].

The capability of enzyme-free strand displacement reactions to realise sophis-

ticated information processing, computation, and control, resulted in a large growth

and interest in dynamic DNA nanotechnology in recent years [24]. DNA circuits

have been constructed to implement amplifiers [25], digital logic [26], Boolean neu-

ral networks [27], Kalman filters [28], programmed oscillations [29], weighted-sum

operations [30], and analogue computation [31,32].

As one of the most used processes in nucleic acid nanotechnology, there is also

interest in using strand displacement reactions in living cells [33], and on top of the

aforementioned benefits, we also have also the capacity of nucleic acids to operate

in vivo and interface with endogenous cellular machinery. Some notable examples

demonstrated in mammalian cells include engineered oligonucleotide ”AND” gates

responding to Messenger Ribonucleic Acid (mRNA) inputs [34], multi-input logic

based on DNA circuitry interacting with native mRNA [35], and reliable strand

displacement probes triggered by mRNA being transcribed into cells [36].

The programmability, predictability, versatility and biological compatibility

of nucleic acids makes them the current molecules of choice for molecular program-

ming and strong candidates for implementing computing and controllers in synthetic

biology [37].

1.1 Feedback control in synthetic biology

Synthetic biology requires systematic design and analysis frameworks for biomolecu-

lar processes that can regulate concentrations of molecular species inside the cell [38,

39]. Such necessity motivated the urgent development of control tools for biomolec-

ular processes [38, 40, 41] and the development of molecular circuits suitable for

analogue computations in different biological contexts [42].

Control theory is an interdisciplinary branch of engineering that studies how

the behaviour of dynamical systems is modified by feedback, and recent advances
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in synthetic biology incorporate many control engineering design principles into

the construction of biomolecular circuits [43–46]. For decades, control and systems

theory in other fields of engineering has produced vast bodies of work ensuring

performance and robustness of large and complex systems [47, 48]. Now, these

concepts need to be precisely defined and investigated in the biological context [49,

50], and there are expectations that control systems engineering can contribute in

order to improve metabolic product and chemical network robustness [43,51,52].

There is an extensive list of autoregulation and feedback network motifs in

biology [53], and mechanisms for gene regulation such as promoter occupancy, rate

of activated transcription, repressible transcription, regulation with multiple tran-

scription factors, and cooperative factor binding [54], all result in nonlinear expres-

sions for the reaction rates. Moreover, either by simplification methods or empirical

fitting, in biological systems we typically arrive at a set of nonlinear differential

equations.

Of interest are also systems with monostable steady state step response (where

the dynamics have a single global attractor) which provide well-behaved building

blocks for arbitrary systems [55], because we can map a static input–state charac-

teristic curve, where for each constant input value there exists a globally asymptot-

ically stable equilibrium [56]. However, these characteristics are usually nonlinear.

For example, the Michaelis-Menten dynamics for enzymatic reactions (derived from

mass action laws assuming timescale separation to get rate laws in enzymatic re-

actions [54]), Hill functions and cooperativity [57], and ultrasensitivity [58] have

hyperbolic and sigmoidal characteristic curves.

It can be argued then, that new control approaches must come from regu-

lating living systems [55], and the resulting controllers may not resemble a direct

counter part from the usual linear operators. For example, the functioning of the

control structure introduced in [59] applies integral control to a network using an

annihilation/sequestration reaction as comparator, and the results are analysed and

proved in a stochastic framework, where the proof of ergodicity substitutes stability.

A control based on the same type of comparison with annihilation or sequestration

and using covalent modification cycles for gain implementation [60] also differs from

the classical error feedback controller. Additionally, like the analysis and character-

isation of biological systems, there is usually a focus on the steady state outcome

and the characteristic curve.
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1.2 Biochemical networks for linear negative feedback

Even if the processes suffer from positive and nonlinear dynamics, with the recent

increase in the scope and industrial potential of synthetic control systems, it is

appealing to exploit the long-established tools and techniques of linear control theory

for the synthesis and analysis of biomolecular controllers. The application of linear

negative feedback to synthetic biology is desired and foreseen [38], including classical

control and design in the frequency domain [61, 62]. Such a view departs from the

emphasis on the characteristic curves and steady state conditions, and recovers more

traditional control requirements and objectives.

A promising direction is to integrate control theory with CRN theory within

the overall context of deterministic Mass Action Kinetics (MAK) [63], which have

traditionally been used to model biochemical processes [11,42,64]. CRN theory is an

area of applied mathematics that analyses the behaviour of chemical systems, with

applications in biochemistry and chemical engineering. Computations using MAK

implementations of polynomial Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) make CRNs

Turing universal [65,66] and suitable for use as an abstract programming language,

with which to perform biomolecular computations and design synthetic circuits [67].

System representations and models can be built from system theoretic operators

using CRNs, such as algebraic [68], polynomial [69], and rational functions [62],

using direct or dual-rail computation [70].

Recent work has shown how CRN theory may be used to design dynam-

ical systems and operators, which can be implemented biologically with nucleic

acids [31, 59, 71] where the CRN programs can be translated into enzyme-free,

entropy-driven DSD reactions in a systematic manner [21,72,73]. Predictable mech-

anistic models for DNA hybridisation and the law of mass action provide nucleic

acid nanocontrollers with kinetics equivalent to the regimes of the CRN [72,74], and

a systematic pipeline for engineering dynamical systems with DSD cascades [29].

Theoretical frameworks and software tools are now available that allow a

CRN to be translated directly into nucleic acid-based chemistry [75–77], but gaps

remain in the synthesis and analysis when representing linear feedback control sys-

tems.

One challenge is the positivity of the CRNs, where the subtraction modules

which compare concentrations are usually one sided and compute only the positive

control error [68,78]. With the adoption of dual-rail representation [20,70] and ide-

alised versions of catalysis, annihilation, and degradation reactions, we can represent

linear systems and negative feedback controllers [62,79] with a CRN, which in turn
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can be systematically translated to DSD reactions with equivalent dynamics for im-

plementation. However, to date, linear feedback control system designs attempted

within this framework have been restricted to extremely simple Proportional and

Integral (PI) controller architectures [76, 79], and a linear framework, to be useful,

needs to allow for frequency and state space design using classical control.

Moreover, when considering uncertainty due to unknown dynamics and para-

metric variability (for example due to spurious dynamics and variability in reaction

rates [29,74]), concepts of robustness and performance must be defined and assessed

to retrieve information about the system’s sensitivity and capacity to perform un-

der uncertainty. Little progress has so far been made in developing the requisite

theoretical machinery to inform the systematic design of feedback controllers in this

context and the development of tools for analysing the robustness of such controllers

is still in its infancy. The application of control engineering tools and concepts from

nonlinear and positive systems can aid the advance towards a comprehensive theory

of feedback control for biochemical reaction networks.

1.3 Aims and objectives of this thesis

This work is at the intersection of Control Engineering and Synthetic Biology, and

addresses several gaps with the aim to

� develop methodologies for both design and robust analysis of linear feedback

control systems implemented with nucleic acids;

� provide a development cycle for design and analysis, with the same formality

and rigour as in other less recent engineering disciplines.

The particular objectives for design are:

1. the use of the current framework of dual-rail representation to propose the

chemical computation of more complex components or linear control strate-

gies missing in literature such as higher order transfer functions, time delays,

derivative control and linear state feedback;

2. the collaboration with biochemists to identify the main bottlenecks that have

hindered the experimental testing of linear negative feedback using DNA based

circuits;

3. the testing of the designs beyond the dynamics of the chemical representation,

by simulating the constructions with DNA based reactions with suitable tools

that account for the DNA biophysics and stochastic nature of the reactions;
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4. the proposal to the synthetic biology community of candidate chemical reac-

tion networks that represent classical linear negative feedback control systems,

which are simultaneously feasible with the current capabilities in experimental

research laboratories.

The particular objectives for analysis are:

1. the understanding of the properties of the positive dynamics involved in the

representation of linear negative feedback with chemical reactions;

2. the characterisation of the role and impact of nonlinear dynamics present in

the chemical reaction network which are used to represent linear systems;

3. the investigation of possible conditions that guarantee performance and/or

stability of the designed chemical network using positive control theory;

4. the investigation of the impact of experimental conditions in the designed

chemical representation, in particular, parametric variability due to inexact

reaction rates;

5. the rigorous quantification of the robustness of the chemical representation to

variability in the reaction rates, using established or modified tools from ro-

bust control theory which account for the nonlinearity, positivity and multiple

equilibria of the dynamics of the chemical reaction network.

1.4 Contributions and organisation of this thesis

The contributions are identified in Figure 1.1, and the manuscript is organised as

follows:

Chapter 2 recaps control and feedback concepts necessary to understand the

subsequent chapters. It provides background on CRN theory and modelling, the

methods and DSD technology considered in this work, nomenclature, and results

from the literature used to support the work presented.

Chapter 3 significantly extends the potential complexity of pre-existing con-

trollers by proposing novel CRN representations for plants with time-delays and

for two important classes of linear feedback controllers - PID and SFI control.

The structure of the PID controller uses a novel filtered approximation of

the derivative, with a fundamental tradeoff in the parameterisation between the
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Figure 1.1: Contributions from the thesis to the design and analysis of feedback
nucleic acid controllers. Chapter 3 broadens the classes of linear feedback controllers
represented with nucleic acids, and Chapter 4 proposes constructions feasible for
experimental validation. Chapters 5 and 6 provide results and tools for stability
and robustness analysis lacking in the current building frameworks.

accuracy of differentiation and the feasibility of DNA binding reaction rates. The

SFI structure takes advantage of the ready access of the controller to the chemical

species, and it is posed as a regulation problem with a simpler CRN and fewer DNA

strand species. The controllers are implemented and tested using VisualDSD [80],

via both deterministic and stochastic simulations of the DSD reactions.

This chapter has been peer reviewed and published in N.M.G. Paulino, M.

Foo, J. Kim, & D.G. Bates, “PID and State Feedback Controllers Using DNA Strand

Displacement Reactions”, IEEE Control Systems Letters, 2019, 3(4):805-810.

Chapter 4 proposes designs representing reference tracking control circuits (inte-

gral and state-feedback control), for which the complexity of the chemical reactions

required for implementation has been minimised.

Experimental construction, validation and scale-up of nucleic acid control

systems is still significantly lagging theoretical developments, due to several technical

challenges, such as leakage, crosstalk, and toehold sequence design.

The designs proposed in this chapter use fewer reactions and species to allevi-

ate spurious effects, to simplify the design of the DNA strands and the construction

of the DSD circuits, and to encourage the progress towards experimental implemen-

tation while still capturing important features of relevant linear negative feedback
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control systems.

This work has been peer reviewed and presented in N.M.G. Paulino, M. Foo,

J. Kim, T.F.A. de Greef & D.G. Bates, “Minimally complex nucleic acid feedback

control systems for first experimental implementations”, Proceedings of the 21st

IFAC World Congress, Berlin, 2020.

Chapter 5 presents a number of foundational theoretical results on the equilibria,

stability, and dynamics of nucleic acid controllers.

Several recent works have applied dual-rail representation to obtain linear

I/O models of synthetic feedback control systems without explicitly considering the

potential impact of the internal nonlinear positive dynamics of the representation.

The implementation of feedback controllers using dual-rail representation with DSD

reactions relies on bimolecular reactions which introduce nonlinear dynamics, even

in the case of purely linear designs, e.g. PI controllers. By decomposing the effects

of these non-observable nonlinear dynamics, this chapter highlights the many in-

teresting and unique characteristics of this important new class of feedback control

systems.

One of the main results is that under the unavoidable experimental variabil-

ity of the reaction rates, the stability of the represented I/O linear system does not

necessarily guarantee the stability of the underlying chemical network. Although

the dual-rail construction is very useful to design CRNs that represent linear neg-

ative feedback I/O systems, the experimental realisation of the chemical reactions

will violate the assumption of nominal conditions with exact parameterisation of

the reaction rates. The representation of the I/O dynamics assumes exact parame-

ters, and does not consider the additional feedback interconnections introduced by

variability in the parameters.

We show that in practice, we need to perform an analysis to the complete

nonlinear dynamics, to assess their robustness to the inevitable parametric variabil-

ity introduced by the experimental implementation. An example illustrates how the

robustness of the represented linear system does not guarantee robustness of the

CRN representation, justifying the need for robust analysis of the positive nonlinear

MAK, and motivates the development of the techniques in the following chapter.

This work (except Section 5.4.2) has been peer reviewed in N.M.G. Paulino,

M. Foo, J. Kim, & D.G. Bates, (2020) “On the stability of nucleic acid feedback

controllers”, Automatica 119, 109103.
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Chapter 6 covers how the Structured Singular Value (SSV) analysis framework

can be extended to rigorously analyse the robustness of the class of systems in the

previous chapters, overcoming how the parametric uncertainty in the system affects

the location of its equilibrium. The methodology is applied to an example of a

linear system represented by the Input/Output of nonlinear mass action kinetics.

The SSV (or µ) framework, which tells us how much the uncertain parameters can

vary before losing closed-loop stability, is applied to obtain a stability margin more

reliably than sample based methods like Monte Carlo simulations. It is also shown

how the parameterisation of the system can be scaled for experimental feasibility

with nucleic acid-based chemistry without affecting its robustness properties.

This work has been peer reviewed and published in N.M.G. Paulino, M.

Foo, J. Kim, & D.G. Bates, “Robustness analysis of a nucleic acid controller for

a dynamic biomolecular process using the structured singular value”, Journal of

Process Control, 2019, 78:34-44.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a summary of the main results of this work

and suggests future research.
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Chapter 2

Background

What follows is a summary and aggregation of some fundamental concepts necessary

to understand the contributions presented in the following chapters.

2.1 Linear control theory and negative feedback

For decades, control and systems theory has produced in other fields of engineering

vast bodies of work ensuring performance and robustness of large and complex sys-

tems. Established references exist for the different topics in control such as classical

multivariable control in the frequency domain [81–83], uncertainty, robust and op-

timal control [82,84,85], application of of convex optimisation tools (Linear Matrix

Inequalities and Integral Quadratic Constraints) [86, 87], and nonlinear dynamics

analysis and control [88–92].

The most extensive body of work in control relates to linear systems, and

classical control relies extensively on analysis and design in the frequency-domain.

For this class of systems, given an input signal i(t) = I0 sin(ωt) oscillating in time

t, with gain I0 and frequency ω, the linear process modifies the output gain Oo

and phase φ to the output signal o(t) = Oo sin(ωt + φ), Figure 2.1a. Applying

the Laplace transform [83] we can express the linear sets of differential equations

in the frequency domain, with a transfer function that maps the gains and phase

modifications for each frequency of the input (for the complex variable s = jω),

Figure 2.1b.

In linear feedback, the output of a linear plant P (s) is used as input to a

linear controller K(s), to modify the response of the closed loop, Figure 2.2, and

nullify the error signal E(s). In a regulation problem, the objective is to reject the

effect of a disturbance D(s) on the output of the plant, while in a reference tracking
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Figure 2.1: Representation of linear systems: a) for each sinusoidal input i(t) at a
frequency ω, the output of a linear system results only in modifications in amplitude
(or gain) and delay (or phase); b) how the linear system affects the gain and phase
at each frequency can be mapped by a transfer function, dependent on the complex
variable s = jω (frequency).

problem, the objective is to have the output of the plant track the reference signal

R(s). In classical linear negative feedback, the reference and output are compared

with a subtraction where the error is given by the algebraic difference between the

reference and the output, Figure 2.2a, such that a null error entails reference tracking

and disturbance rejection.

Given a linear plant and linear controller, we can take the Laplace transforms

of the ODEs modelling P (s) and K(s) to express in the frequency-domain the loop

transfer of the system, where

Y (s) = L(s)R(s) = K(s)G(s)R(s) (2.1)

represents the open loop response (without feedback). Once the negative feedback

is in place, Figure 2.2b, we can derive the closed loop response from the reference

to the output with

Y (s) = L(s) (R(s)− Y (s)) (2.2a)

⇒ Y (s) = [I +K(s)G(s)]−1K(s)G(s)R(s) (2.2b)

= [I + L(s)]−1 L(s)R(s) . (2.2c)

In classical frequency-domain designs, given the transfer function of the plant, the

controller K(s) is designed to shape the loop gain transfer function L(s) and fulfil the

control requirements (e.g. stability margins, response time, damping, and settling
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Figure 2.2: Linear negative feedback structure: a) a controller K(s) us be used to
reject a disturbance D(s) in the output Y (s) of the plant G(s), or to drive Y (s)
towards a reference R(s); b) transfer function of the closed loop system from the
reference to the output.

time). The controller is used not only to set the steady state conditions, but also to

modulate the dynamical response of the closed loop system.

For systems with multiple inputs and outputs, a convenient way to write

the differential equations is through a state space representation, using matrix and

vectorial algebra. Let us represent the elements of column vectors v and multipli-

cation of matrices to a vector x = Mv with xj = [Mv]j =
∑

imjivi. Define also

the constants 1 as a vector with elements 1, and I as the identity matrix.

If the vector x = [x1, x2, . . . , xN ]T is a vector collecting the states of a linear

system, we can write the differential equations of the linear system with the state

space representation given by

ẋ = Ax + Bu (2.3a)

y = Cx + Du (2.3b)

where u and y are vectors with the respective input and output signals. For brevity,

time dependency in state variables is implicit, i.e. xj ≡ xj(t), and ẋj represents the

derivative with respect to time. The Laplace transform of a signal xj is represented

by Xj(s), and the steady state conditions are represented in the time-domain with

x∗j = lim
t→∞

xj(t), or Xj(0) = lim
s→0

Xj(s) in the frequency-domain. The transfer func-
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tions between the different inputs and outputs can be recovered with

Y(s) =
(
C (sI−A)−1 B + D

)
U(s) . (2.4)

The state space representation of the system is not unique, and can be ex-

pressed in different state space coordinates. For example, taking the similarity

transformation z = Tx given by the non-singular matrix T [86], the dynamics in

the new coordinates are given by

ż = TAT−1z + TBu (2.5a)

y = CT−1z + Du. (2.5b)

A change of coordinates is useful to express the dynamics in more convenient vari-

ables, or to decompose the system into its natural modes.

2.1.1 Stability

Among the conveniences of linear systems are the state space dependence on linear

algebra and that the stability properties are determined by the spectral properties

of the matrix A in (2.3) [86].

Definition 2.1. Given a square matrix A, for a scalar λ and a non-zero vector v

that fulfil the equation Av = λv, λ is an eigenvalue of A and v is the corresponding

eigenvector associated to λ.

Definition 2.2. The spectrum ρ {A} is the set of the eigenvalues λi of a matrix A,

and the spectral abscissa is represented as α {A} = maxi<{λi}.

For a linear system, we have from literature a direct result for stability, based

on the spectral abscissa and eigenvalues.

Lemma 2.1 (see for example [88]). For the linear system ẋ = Ax, the origin is

Globally Asymptotically Stable (GAS) if and only if all eigenvalues of A satisfy

<{λi} < 0.

Definition 2.3. Represent the set of Hurwitz (stable) matrices with H, such that

A ∈ H ⇔ α {A} < 0.

It suffices to check the eigenvalues of the state matrix to determine the global

stability of the system, and A ∈ H entails GAS. Moreover, the similarity transforma-

tion in (2.5) does not change the stability of the system, since ρ {A} = ρ
{
TAT−1

}
and A ∈ H ⇔ TAT−1 ∈ H [86].
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In the presence of non-linearities, the ODEs no longer result in the linear

representation in (2.3). Nevertheless, some of the linear tools can still be applied to

study stability.

Definition 2.4. Consider the system

ẋ = f {x,u} (2.6)

where f is a continuously differentiable function in x and u. Define the state x0

and input u0 the equilibrium (or trim) conditions such that f
{
x0,u0

}
= 0 with f

continuously differentiable around x0 and u0.

For a linear system we have a closed form to determine the equilibrium with

x0 = A−1Bu0 . (2.7)

For a nonlinear system, we must first determine the possibly multiple equi-

librium solutions of (2.6), either analytically or numerically, depending on the com-

plexity of the system. Then, taking the Jacobian matrices of f(x,u) evaluated at

the trim values, we obtain a linear local approximation of the dynamics around the

equilibrium conditions, given by

∂
(
x− x0

)
∂t

=
∂f

∂x
{x,u}

∣∣∣∣
x=x0,u=u0

(
x− x0

)
+
∂f

∂u
{x,u}

∣∣∣∣
x=x0,u=u0

(
u− u0

)
(2.8)

Such a linearised system can provide information about the local stability around

the equilibrium.

Theorem 2.1 (Lyapunov’s indirect method [88]). Let x0 be an equilibrium point

for the system ẋ = f {x}, where f is continuously differentiable in the neighbourhood

of x0. Given

A =
∂f

∂x
(x)

∣∣∣∣
x=x0

(2.9)

then

1. x0 is exponentially stable if and only if α {A} < 0

2. x0 is unstable if α {A} > 0

Theorem 2.1 provides a simple test to determine local stability a nonlinear

system around its equilibrium, based on eigenvalues of the linearised system. The
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Figure 2.3: M−∆ and LFT representation of the uncertainty system for µ-analysis.

limitation is that if α {A} = 0, then the linearisation cannot inform on the stability

of the equilibrium point. This is the case if A has eigenvalues at the origin or pairs

of purely complex poles.

2.1.2 Robustness analysis with the Structured Singular Value

In biology it is common to have parametric sloppiness [93] in the parameters of the

system, motivating the search for a structural stability as viewed in CRN theory.

Nevertheless, relating stability and performance with individual uncertainties in the

system is of value, especially when the parameters are designed such as in the DNA

strand displacement framework used in this work.

Uncertainty in the model may result from simplifications, approximated

knowledge of the parameters, and unknown dynamics in the plant. For synthetic

CRNs the most common approach for testing robustness is the probabilistic Monte

Carlo method [60, 94, 95], relying on sampling possible values of the reaction rates.

However, this method does not provide a certification of robustness, and may not

correlate properly the robustness with specific parameters or parametric ranges.

Definition 2.5. Take a parameter pi decomposed into

pi = p̄i (1 + δi) (2.10)

where p̄i is the nominal value of the parameter, and δi represents the multiplicative

uncertainty associated with such parameter.

The design is based on the nominal values of the parameters, which are

assumed to be perfectly known and exact. In practice, manufacturing tolerances,

unmodelled dynamics and random variability in the implementation deviate the pa-

rameterisation from the nominal values used for design. For analysis and validation,

we define instead a possible continuous range for the parameters, and treat the

parameterisation as an uncertainty interval around the nominal value.
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While the nominal parameterisation represents the ideal and perfectly known

conditions used in design, for analysis we need to include in the system description

a representation of their realistic uncertainty. If the parameters are within charac-

terised uncertainty, linear analysis like the structured singular value analysis [82],

combined with a linear representation of the system, opens the way for robust anal-

ysis and robust control in biological systems. This type of analysis has been carried

in the context of systems biology [49,50, 57, 96, 97]. The input for the SSV analysis

is a Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT) representing the linear system in the

presence of uncertainties, Figure 2.3. A transfer function which depends on the

collection of parameters pi, can be decomposed into the M −∆ interconnection in

Figure 2.3, where the uncertainties δi are lumped into the uncertainty matrix ∆.

From the interconnection between the two systems in Figure 2.3 we have[
Z(s)

Y(s)

]
=

[
M11(s) M12(s)

M21(s) M22(s)

][
W(s)

U(s)

]
(2.11a)

W(s) = ∆(s)Z(s) (2.11b)

and the uncertain system

Y(s) = G (s,∆) U(s) (2.12)

is modelled by the LFT given by

G (s,∆) = M21(s) (I−∆(s)M11(s))−1 ∆(s)M12(s) + M22(s) . (2.13)

The response of the system without uncertainty (∆ = 0) is given by M22(s) and

defines the nominal performance of the system. However, from (2.13) we can see

the presence of uncertainty can destabilise the system if (I−∆(s)M11(s)) = 0. In

this framework, Robust Stability (RS) is defined as the system remaining stable for

all possible combinations of the parameters within the limits of their continuous

ranges. If the system in (2.13) is robust, then (2.13) remains stable for any possible

combination of δi.

The condition for robust stability is defined in terms of the maximum singular

value σ̄ (∆). In our case, we have parametric uncertainty given by the variability of

reaction rates and other physical parameters, which results in a diagonal ∆ ∈ R with

real diagonal elements. The SSV, or µ is a generalisation which takes into account

the structure of ∆ for a less conservative result. The real non-negative function µ
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is then defined [82] for a structured ∆, as

1

µ(M)
= min {km|det (I− kmM∆) = 0} (2.14)

where a larger µ entails that a smaller uncertainty level σ̄ (∆) exists which desta-

bilises the system. The value of µ is not computed directly, but is instead taken

from upper (µ̄) and lower (µ) bound values, which may be computationally expen-

sive, especially in the case of a real µ problem, like the one above with strictly real

uncertainties δi ∈ R. Given normalised uncertainties |δi| ≤ 1, we can make two

interpretations from the bounds [82,98,99]:

� if for the lower bound we have 1/µ < 1, then the system is robustly stable.

� the parameterisation corresponding to 1/µ̄ has the minimum σ̄ (∆) which re-

sults in an unstable system.

The former provides a powerful validation criterion for stability of the system for the

entire possible range of uncertainties, which cannot be obtained by sampling and

testing the system. The latter can be used to compute the smallest parameterisation

vector that destabilises the system.

Definition 2.6. The worst case parameterisation (or worst case ∆) is the vector of

parameters pi (or associated δi) corresponding to the smallest σ̄ (∆) that destabilises

the system in (2.12).

It is noteworthy how this method differs from sampled based systems like

Monte Carlo methods, where the system is simulated with possible combinations

of the values of the parameters, and the results rely on large numbers of samples

to fulfil a prescribed level of confidence. Sample based methods cannot completely

cover the continuous range of the parameters, while the bounds provided by the SSV

analysis do apply to the complete infinite family of systems in (2.13) covering the

entire range of the parameters. On the other hand, sampled based methods can be

applied to complex and nonlinear systems, while the results from the SSV depend

on the description of uncertainty and validity of the linear or linearised model. The

bounds or worst case identified by the µ bounds must be checked with the nonlinear

process.

2.2 Chemical reaction networks

The theory behind CRNs is inherited from chemistry [63] and we apply the same

principles to model and analyse biochemical reaction networks. With their exten-
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Figure 2.4: Example of a graph description of a chemical network, involving uni-
molecular and bimolecular reactions. When a species is removed from the network
the resulting product is indicated as ∅.

sive computational capabilities [66,100], CRNs provide a convenient representation

for implementing elementary arithmetic operations [68] or the computation of poly-

nomials [69], using any chemical system with mass action kinetics (MAK). They

also provide an appropriate level of abstraction for designing complex circuits [67],

and integrating the different elements necessary to build linear feedback control sys-

tems [76, 79]. Definitions of models and properties for CRNs are widely available:

in connection with Petri nets and monotone systems [101,102]; deficiency theorems

and structural analysis work from [103–106] and applied to biochemical networks

in [107].

Definition 2.7. We define a CRN as a set of M reactions between N chemical

species Xj, represented by

N∑
j=1

ajmXj
γm−−→

N∑
j=1

bjmXj , (m = 1, . . . ,M) (2.15)

where for each reaction m, the reactants on the left are converted into the products

on the right, at a rate γm, according to the stoichiometric coefficients ajm and bjm.

The use of the same species in different reactions creates an interconnection

between the different species, leading to a graph description of the network, Fig-

ure 2.4. Where the product is inactive (either due to degradation or sequestration)

and no longer participates in the reactions, it is replaced by the symbol ∅.

2.2.1 Modelling chemical reaction networks

The time evolution of the species concentrations can be modelled assuming different

principles. Here we focus on deterministic models based on MAK [63] traditionally

used in biochemical applications [11, 42, 64]. Assuming a large number of available
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molecules, MAK describe the time progression of the average concentrations of the

species with a deterministic model expressed as a set of ODE [54,57,108], which are

suitable for control systems theory, even if these are usually nonlinear.

Definition 2.8. For a deterministic model based on MAK [63], we have that for

each species Xj in (2.15), the dynamics of its concentration xj is given by

ẋj =
M∑
m=1

(
γm (bjm − ajm)

N∏
i=1

xaimi

)
. (2.16)

Example 2.1. Take the reaction between the reactant species X1 and X2 which

produces species X3, represented by

a1X1 + a2X2
γ−→ bX3 (2.17)

where the reactants on the left are converted into the product on the right at a rate

γ, according to the stoichiometric coefficients a1, a2 and b. The MAK model results

in the ODEs

ẋ1 = −a1γx
a1
1 x

a2
2 , x1(0) given (2.18a)

ẋ2 = −a2γx
a1
1 x

a2
2 , x2(0) given (2.18b)

ẋ3 = +bγxa11 x
a2
2 , x3(0) given (2.18c)

where the stoichiometric coefficients a1, a2 and b indicate, respectively, the relative

number of molecules consumed and produced during the reaction.

Representing the positive orthant with R+
0 , where all the coordinates of a

vector v are non-negative, vj ≥ 0, we have that expressing the dynamics of (2.18) in

their natural coordinates, the concentrations, results in a non-negative state vector

x ∈ R+
0 . If the sets of reactions are properly modelled with realistic non-negative

initial conditions, the system is non-negative (x(0) ≥ 0 ⇒ x(t) ≥ 0), where the

concentrations are always non-negative.

Quasi-steady state and singular perturbation analysis

The presence of nonlinear terms is the general case in biological systems, and it is

usual to aim for simplifications of the model by reducing the ODE system through

singular perturbation analysis, timescale separation, and quasi-equilibrium approx-

imation (e.g. [54, 108–110]). Take two sets of state variables x ∈ RN and z ∈ RM ,
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and the dynamics

ẋ = f (x, z, ε, t) , x(0) given (2.19a)

εż = g (x, z, ε, t) , z(0) given. (2.19b)

The model is in standard-form where it is explicit which states have the derivatives

multiplied by a “small” scalar ε > 0 [109]. To reduce the model, we consider a

singular perturbation parameter and consider the limit when ε → 0. In that case,

part of the dynamics turns into an algebraic equation

0 = g (x, z∗, 0, t) (2.20)

and the model is reduced from N +M states to N with

ẋ ≈ f (x, z∗ (x) , 0, t) , x(0) given. (2.21)

The states z may be referred as at Quasi-Steady State (QSS) assuming that for a

small ε, ż is very large and z rapidly converges to a root of the equation in (2.20) [109].

Although trimolecular reactions are unlikely and an overall chain of bimolec-

ular reactions is more plausible [111] (see also [63] on stoichiometric coefficients), it is

common to assume timescale separation between different reactions to remove state

variables at the cost of replacing chains of reactions with higher order nonlinear rate

functions. However, in the case of the synthetic biochemical networks considered

in this work, timescale separation can be exploited by design without necessarily

resulting in additional complexity, and the QSS assumption proves useful.

Stochastic analysis

Other modelling approaches use stochastic descriptions, such as a Markov process

leading to the Chemical Master Equation (CME), which has simple principles but

are hard to integrate [101]. Instead of concentrations, we have random variables

to describe the number of molecules at a given time, and their time evolution is

modelled by a differential equation for the probability function of the state.

Under some assumptions we can derive stochastic differential equations, such

as the chemical Langevin equation [112], or the Linear Noise Approximation (LNA)

where the process is the sum of the solutions for deterministic ODE and a zero

mean solution to a linear stochastic differential equation [113]. The LNA is par-

ticularly useful for analysis since it scales better for large number of species and

reactions [114]. For accuracy the LNA requires a large enough volume and number
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of molecules, whereas the CME can be used in certain cases such as affine propen-

sities to express closed systems of differential equations for the dynamics of the

moments and covariances [115].

When dealing with low numbers of molecules, a stochastic approach is the

most representative, but the CME is limited by the lack of analytical solutions.

For stochastic analysis and validation, this work uses simulations with Gillespie’s

Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA) [116,117], which models exactly the proba-

bility distribution and species concentrations to update the propensity of a specific

reaction. Gillespie’s SSA is available in tools like Visual DSD [80].

2.2.2 CRN theory and positive systems analysis

The network structure and non-negative property of CRNs give way to the use

of specific theoretical results for these kinds of systems. Two approaches lead to

somewhat complementary results. CRN theory is specific for MAK, but relies only

on the topology of the network. Positive and monotone systems can deal with other

types of kinetics but need a signed incidence graph [57].

The CRN theory from [103–105] arranges the reactions guided by mass action

laws as a network of complexes (groups of reagents) without arrow directionality,

and aggregates them into linkage classes. From the number of linkage classes, num-

ber of complexes, and rank of the network it defines the deficiency of the network.

The deficiency theorems allow conclusions about the existence of steady state or

cyclic trajectories in networks with zero and one deficiency, just based on the struc-

ture and stoichiometry. The existence of structural motifs which increase robustness

independent of the reaction rates and parameterisation lead to the definition of ab-

solute concentration robustness [118,119], and network based criteria to find species

which always have the same value for all admissible steady states.

Non-linear analysis uses phase plane and direction fields, bifurcation analy-

sis, nullclines, and eigenvalue analysis [54, 57], although they can suffer from some

limitations. Bifurcation analysis for variations of three parameters or more are dif-

ficult and not well understood [57]. Most results for nonlinear dynamics take a

local analysis around operating equilibria (usually the regulated set point), and try

to use linear approximations, to enable the use of the extensive toolkit for linear

systems [54].

Another approach is to bring in the results from positive systems [92]. This

characteristic of CRNs actually helps since some counterparts to control results

simplify, and provides new ways of analysis. Most of them rely on Lyapunov direct

and indirect theorems.
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Definition 2.9. Define the notation where x = v ◦ u ⇒ xj = vjuj represents the

element-wise (or Hadamard) product.

We can use the element-wise product to write linear and quadratic Lyapunov

functions based on norms, since for positive vectors v ≥ 0 it results

V {v} = 1Tv =
∑

vj = ‖v‖1 ≥ 0 (2.22a)

V {v} = vT Iv = 1T (v ◦ v) =
∑

v2
j = ‖v‖22 ≥ 0 . (2.22b)

The framework from [40] shows how the use of quadratic Lyapunov functions may

not be suitable for stability assessment in monotonic systems, with linear Lyapunov

functions being sufficient and in some cases being better than quadratic. The work

in [111] provides over 44 motifs of biochemical networks with monotone reaction

rates, for which stability was tested, and which can be used to show the stability

of interconnected motifs. In [120] it is shown how a joint linear Lyapunov function

can be used to show stability of a polytope of positve systems (see also [121] for

co-positive linear Lyapunov functions). These can be combined with integral and

quadratic Lyapunov functions, if the structure of the system demands it [92].

For the specific case of positive linear systems there is a long list of properties

such as irreducibility, excitability and transparency, that can be inferred just from

the influence matrix which captures the graph structure of the network [122]. It

happens that, for the state space realisation of a positive linear system given by

ẋ = Mx + Bu, given x(0) ≥ 0 (2.23)

the state matrix M is a Metzler matrix [122], where the interconnections (off-

diagonal elements) between states are always given by positive gains. For con-

venience of representation, take the following definitions.

Definition 2.10. In this work, the inequality M ≥ 0 means all elements of the ma-

trix M are positive, mji ≥ 0, and M ∈ R+
0 (unrelated to positive definite matrices).

Definition 2.11. For a vector v, define the operator D {v}, which represents a

square matrix with v on its diagonal: djj = vj and ∀j 6=i, dji = 0.

Definition 2.12. If m is the diagonal of M, the matrix M� containing the off-

diagonal elements of M and zeros in the diagonal is defined as M� = M−D {m}.

We can then write a definition for the group of Metzler matrices.

Definition 2.13. The group of Metzler matricesM is defined such that if M ∈M,

then mji ≥ 0, ∀i 6=j. Or more compactly M ∈M⇔M� ≥ 0
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Further discussion on minimality and realisability of positive systems is done

in [123]. Despite the non-negative constraints of Metzler matrices, some results

simplify for linear positive systems, such as the condition for stability.

Theorem 2.2 (Lyapunov theorem for positive systems from [122]). A continuous-

time positive system is asymptotically stable if and only if there exists a strictly

positive diagonal matrix D {d} (d > 0) such that MTD {d}+ D {d}M is negative

definite.

Proof. Omitted. See [122].

Further properties result from the structure of the positive network and the

Metzler dynamics matrix M. For example, a stable positive system is automatically

D − stable [92, 122]. Also, we have M ∈ M,H ⇒ m < 0, which means that for

any chance of stable dynamics and α {M} < 0 it is necessary to have a negative

diagonal (but not sufficient, since M ∈M,m < 0 ; α {M} < 0).

Also very useful is the Perron-Frobenius theorem and the definition of a

dominant eigenvalue [92]. Consider the following definitions.

Definition 2.14. Define the set of lower triangular matrices L, such that if M ∈ L
then mji = 0, i > j.

Dynamics where M ∈ L, the derivative of an element in the state vector

depends only on the preceding state variables. For spectral information, we have

the trivial result for triangular matrices that M ∈ L ⇒ λi {M} = mii.

Definition 2.15. Defining the set I of irreducible matrices [122], if M ∈ I, then

there is no permutation matrix P such that PMPT ∈ L. Conversely, if M ∈ L then

M /∈ I.

If M ∈ I, a lower triangular form is not achievable by reordering the state

vector, and the derivative of a state variable depends at least on one other state.

For spectral information in the case M ∈M, I, we use the following results.

Theorem 2.3 (Dominant Frobenius eigenvalue and eigenvector [122]). Define the

Frobenius eigenvalue λF as the dominant eigenvalue of a continuous positive system.

Then λF is real and unique. The positive eigenvectors wF associated with λF are

defined as Frobenius eigenvectors.

Proof. Omitted. See [122].
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Theorem 2.4 (Frobenius eigenvalue and eigenvector of irreducible systems [122]).

The Frobenious eigenvector wF of an irreducible system (M ∈ I,M) is unique

and strictly positive, wF > 0, and the Frobenius eigenvalue λF has an algebraic

multiplicity equal to 1. There are no positive eigenvectors other than wF .

Proof. Omitted. See [122].

Additionally, exploiting the Perron-Frobenius theorem, we can put bounds

on the stability radius for non-positive systems using properties of Metzler matri-

ces [124, 125]. While in general systems the analysis of robustness in the presence

of uncertainty (µ-analysis) can numerically be a hard problem [126], in positive sys-

tems for some structures of uncertainty a closed solution is available from the state

matrices [127]. An extension on the stability conditions for monotone norms, and

how bounds on the stability radius of a non-positive system can be obtained from a

Metzler type version of the system, are found in [120].

2.3 Representing negative feedback with chemical reac-

tions

The positivity of the biological models hinders the direct implementation of classical

control feedback. Problems that appear suitable for available control theory can have

fundamental differences that call for new tools [55], and many counterpart results

for control theory of positive systems have been proposed and solved.

This includes conditions for stability [128] and methods for state and output

stabilisation [128–131]. Specifically [128] also discusses and shows observer-based

stabilisation using the separation principle. For the design of nonlinear control, there

is the approach of making the system dissipative using Lyapunov storage functions

(for example, based on entropy [101, 107]) to ensure asymptotic convergence (see

for example [90] on passivity by feedback). The fact that static gain determines

the induced norms of positive systems [132] invites the use of norm-based operators

to establish control problems, such as for L1-induced [133–136], and L∞-induced

gains [137], H∞ feedback design is possible [138, 139], with some recent work at-

tempts at H2 state feedback on positive switched systems [140]. The sub-class of

monotone systems has further interesting properties since conclusions can be drawn

about the interconnection of this type of system [102]. Properties like stability carry

over from individual parts to the integrated system, which is relevant when designing

and decomposing a larger system into monotone sub-components [55].
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In terms of feedback it is an important result that for an interconnection of

positive systems to be stable, all the sub-systems need to be stable [122]. This is

not true for non-positive systems, and this has fundamental consequences in terms

of feedback since it implies that an unstable positive system cannot be stabilised by

interconnecting it with another positive system [129].

2.3.1 Dual-rail representation

The application of negative feedback, with the implementation of linear operators

common in control, like gain and integration, need careful attention in the context

of CRNs. The operation of subtraction, critical for the computation of the error in

negative feedback, is a challenge when the states are concentrations that are always

non-negative, and the output must be a non-negative concentration [68].

The so-called dual-rail representation [20,71,79] overcomes the limitation of

the positivity of CRNs, and allows the representation of both positive and nega-

tive signals (crucial for the generation of error signals in feedback control) using

molecular concentrations.

Definition 2.16. Consider two chemical species X+
j and X−j , and respective con-

centrations x+
j ≥ 0 and x−j ≥ 0. A dual-rail signal pj ∈ R is represented by

pj = x+
j − x

−
j , with dynamics given by ṗj = ẋ+

j − ẋ
−
j .

We then have signals given by the difference between two positive quanti-

ties, allowing the subtraction between signals (instead of concentrations) to result in

positive or negative signals. Linear negative feedback systems with simple propor-

tional and PI controllers have been designed with this now standard practice [76,79],

resorting to only three types of elementary reactions

catalysis : Xi
γ−→ Xi +Xj (2.24a)

degradation : Xj
γ−→ ∅ (2.24b)

annihilation : Xi +Xj
η−→ ∅ . (2.24c)

The MAK of (2.24) in their natural coordinates result in non-negative state vari-

ables, the concentrations, not suitable for circuits involving negative gains and neg-

ative control error for linear feedback. However, defining instead dual-rail signals

we can compute positive and negative control errors, using positive concentrations.

Example 2.2 (Representation of subtraction). Let p1 = (r − y), with positive or

negative outcomes p1, r, y ∈ R. With the chemical species
{
X+

1 , X
−
1 , R

+, R−, Y +, Y −
}
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and respective concentrations
{
x+

1 , x
−
1 , r

+, r−, y+, y−
}

(M), define r = r+ − r−,

y = y+ − y−, and p1 = x+
1 − x

−
1 . From the following CRNs

R+ γ−→ R+ +X+
1 , R

− γ−→ R− +X−1 (2.25a)

Y + γ−→ Y + + X−1 , Y
− γ−→ Y − + X+

1 (2.25b)

X+
1

γ−→ ∅, X−1
γ−→ ∅ (2.25c)

X+
1 +X−1

η−→ ∅ (2.25d)

we obtain the nonlinear MAK

ẋ+
1 = −γx+

1 + γr+ + γy− − ηx+
1 x
−
1 , x+

1 (0) = 0 (2.26a)

ẋ−1 = −γx−1 + γr− + γy+ − ηx+
1 x
−
1 , x−1 (0) = 0 (2.26b)

where the notations in bold highlight the crossed contributions from the components

of y to the result p1. Expressing the dynamics from the inputs r and y to the output

p1, under steady state conditions, we obtain the linear operation of subtraction

γ−1
(
ẋ+

1 − ẋ
−
1

)
= −x+

1 + x−1 + r+ − r− − y+ + y− (2.27a)

⇒
(
x+∗

1 − x
−∗
1

)
=
(
r+∗ − r−∗

)
−
(
y+∗ − y−∗

)
(2.27b)

⇒ p∗1 = r∗ − y∗ . (2.27c)

Crossing the contributions in (2.25b) results in a negative gain when expressing the

subtraction in terms of differences of concentrations in (2.27b).

Since the dual representation admits infinite combinations of the pair of

concentrations x+
1 and x−1 for the same difference p1 = x+

1 − x
−
1 , in practice, the

annihilation reaction in (2.25d) is used to keep the concentrations of all molecular

species low (that is, experimentally feasible) even in the presence of peak transients.

The cost to pay for this representation is the duplication of the required num-

ber catalysis and degradation reactions, which can be problematic in practice. The

implementation of a larger network is more challenging since it needs more species

and leads to more reaction rates and parameters to be tuned. A larger network is

more complex overall, with increased risk of leakage and unforeseen interactions.

Remark 2.1. Following [79], we compact the notation so that X±1 represents si-

multaneously both species X+
1 and X−1 , and x±1 the respective concentrations x+

1 and
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x−1 . We also abbreviate the pair of duplicated reactions and ODEs with

Y ±
γ±−−→ Y ± +X∓ ⇔

Y + γ+−−→ Y + +X−1

Y −
γ−−−→ Y − +X+

1

(2.28a)

ẋ±1 = −γ±x±1 + γ∓y∓ − ηx+
1 x
−
1 ⇔

ẋ+
1 = −γ+x+

1 + γ−y− − ηx+
1 x
−
1

ẋ−1 = −γ−x−1 + γ+y+ − ηx+
1 x
−
1

. (2.28b)

Assumption 2.1. The nominal parameterisation and nominal implementation as-

sume perfectly designed reaction rates in the absence of variability, and a symmetri-

cal parameterisation where the reaction rates are the same for each pair of duplicated

reactions with γ+ = γ− = γ.

Assumption 2.1 is used in the duplicated reactions to represent linear sys-

tems (for example, the derivation of (2.27b) from (2.26)), and it is implicit in the

methodology that the ideal CRNs have perfect or closely matched reaction rates, or

mechanisms for fine tuning of the reaction rates [62,79].

We see also in Example 2.2 how the representation of the first order system

is the dynamics from the dual signal input to the dual signal output, which leads to

the definition of input to output systems in [79].

𝑌−

𝑌+

∅

𝑈+

𝑈−

𝑘2

𝑘2

𝑘1

𝑘1

𝑘1

𝑘1

∅

∅
𝜂 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠
𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑖ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

Figure 2.5: Network for dual-rail representation of the first order transfer function
in Example 2.3. The unimolecular reactions of catalysis and degradation are dupli-
cated (the representation of the autocatalysis in grey will be omitted in the CRN
representations throughout the thesis). The two components of the output signal
y = y+ − y− annihilate each other through a bimolecular reaction.

Definition 2.17. The Input-Output (I/O) dynamics of the positive real system is

the response Y (s) = G(s)U(s), from an input u = (u+ − u−) to an output y =

(y+ − y−). The states are also dual-rail pj = x+
j − x−j , where u, y, pj ∈ R and

u±, y±, x±j ∈ R+
0 .
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Example 2.3 (First order system). To chemically represent the first order system

with a negative gain given by the transfer function

Y (s) = − k1

s+ k2
U(s) (2.29)

with u, y ∈ R, we take the pairs of chemical species {U±, Y ±} and the CRN from

Figure 2.5 with

U±
k1−→ U± + Y ∓ (2.30a)

Y ±
k2−→ ∅ (2.30b)

Y + + Y −
η−→ ∅ . (2.30c)

From the MAK we derive the ODEs for the concentrations

ẏ+ = −k2y
+ + k1u

− − ηy+y−, y+(0) = 0 (2.31a)

ẏ− = −k2y
− + k1u

+ − ηy+y−, y−(0) = 0 (2.31b)

and from Definition 2.17, the linear I/O system results

ẏ+ − ẏ− = −k2

(
y+ − y−

)
− k1

(
u+ − u−

)
(2.32a)

⇔ ẏ = −k2y − k1u, y(0) = 0 . (2.32b)

Following a systematic construction using the elementary reactions in (2.24),

we can perform computations with the steady state solutions, represent linear dy-

namics and transfer functions, and represent negative gains [62,76,79]. The linearity

of the I/O system in Definition 2.17 results from how the nonlinear terms in the

MAK in (2.31) cancel out in the ODEs of the I/O dynamics in (2.32).

Albeit the linearity of the I/O dynamics, even in ideal design conditions

(with perfect implementation and parameterisation), the representation of the I/O

linear system relies on a realisation with internal unobservable nonlinear dynamics

and unidentifiable parameters.

The constructed MAK is an augmented system to address the problem of

designing a realisation of a non-positive I/O system using a combination of positive

realisations. This problem is relevant in practical applications, when a positive

realisation design is the implementable choice [141]. In this case, the goal is a positive

realisation with concentrations of biochemical species, even if the realisation with

dual rail networks results in a duplication of most of the dynamics, with additional

parameters. Moreover, we have nonlinearities since the annihilation reactions are
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ATCATTCAGCTTCCGG

TAGGAATAGTAAGTCG

ATCCTTATCATTCAGC

a) b) c)

Toeholds

Binding domains

Figure 2.6: Three different representations of single and double stranded DNA:
(a) as sugar-phosphate backbones with either exposed sugar bases, or forming an
helicoidal double structure; (b) as sequences of bound pairs of complementary se-
quences of nucleotides; (c) with numbered domains, where 2∗ is the complementary
sequence to the domain 2.

essential in order to ensure that species concentrations remain within the bounds of

experimental feasibility.

Even if the dimension of the linear I/O system is half of the nonlinear MAK,

and there are nonlinearities unobservable between the selected inputs and outputs,

the realisation of the representation is always the larger augmented and nonlinear

Internal Positive Representation (IPR) [142]. We also note that analysing the linear

I/O system overlooks dynamics and parameters present in the realised system, and

the impact and consequences of the annihilation reactions in the properties of this

class of IPR are the topic of Chapter 5.

2.4 Chemical circuits with nucleic acids

Nucleic acids are chains of nucleotides connected by phosphodiester linkages. Each

nucleotide is composed by a purine or pyrimidine base, one or more phosphoryl

groups, and a five-carbon sugar: ribose (in Ribonucleic Acid (RNA)) or deoxyribose

(in DNA) [143]. A Single Stranded DNA (ssDNA) is composed of a sequence of four

types of nucleotides, Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Cytosine (C) and Thymine (T),

forming a chain connected by phosphodiester links.

Hydrogen bonds between pairs of nucleotides, A-T and C-G, result in heli-

coidal shaped Double Stranded DNA (dsDNA) formed by two antiparallel strands

of DNA, Figure 2.6a, where the sugar-phosphate backbones of each strand have

opposing directions [143]. The hydrophilic backbone together with the hydropho-

bic nature of the bases stabilise the bonding between the complementary pairs A-T

and C-G, leading to an enzyme free hybridisation reaction between two antiparallel
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of a bimolecular DNA strand displacement reaction A +
B → C + D involving single and double strands. The displacement is initiated
by hybridisation between overhanging complementary toeholds 1 and 1∗, and the
incoming strand A competes with the incumbent strand for the domain 2∗. The
hybridisation continues until the incumbent is completely displaced resulting in new
”species” C and D. The single strand C has an exposed toehold that can trigger
other hybridisation reactions. Species D is considered unreactive waste, due to the
absence of exposed toeholds.

complementary ssDNA to form a dsDNA, Figure 2.6b.

The development of processes to assemble oligonucleotides at a low cost

enables the use of synthetic ssDNA as building blocks for circuits based on hy-

bridisation reactions and networks of DSD reactions. Systematic ways to program

and compose circuits have been proposed [75], which translate CRN programs into

reactions using nucleic acids, where the reaction rates and binding affinities can,

to some degree, be defined. Simple chemical reactions like catalysis, degradation

and annihilation can be readily mapped into reactions based on nucleic acids with

equivalent dynamics [21, 72], resulting in an implementation technology for circuits

on CRNs, where the nucleotide sequences of the DNA strands effectively program

the biochemical circuitry to compute digital and analogue functions [74,75].

2.4.1 DNA strand displacement reactions

Looking at the domains (sequences of nucleotides) in Figure 2.6b, we have the

domain 2 bound to its complementary sequence 2∗, Figure 2.6c, and two overhanging

single stranded sequences 1∗ and 3. If the illustrated ssDNA is also present, its

domain 1 will hybridise with 1∗, and its domain 2 will compete with the existing

double strand for the domain 2∗. This process may start a DSD reaction, where a

strand of DNA displaces another strand from its binding to a complementary strand.

In Figure 2.7 we represent a bimolecular A + B → C + D reaction using

DNA strands, where the hybridisation of the toehold 1 in the incoming strand A

with a complementary toehold 1∗ in strand B starts branch migration, displacing

the domain 2 and releasing the output strands C and D. The displacement of the in-
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Figure 2.8: Cascade of strand displacement reactions to implement with DNA the
dynamics of a bimolecular reaction U + V → X + Y (figure taken from [29]).

cumbent domain 2 is thermodynamically favoured over the unbinding of the toehold

1, leading to the complete displacement of C. Due to the absence of overhanging

complementary toeholds in the output strands C and D the displacement is irre-

versible. Given its irreversibility, and that the output strand C can participate in

other reactions, this enables a cascade of multiple reactions.

The single-stranded overhangs, toeholds, provide initial binding sites for in-

coming strands to initiate toehold-mediated branch migration process that can result

in strand displacement [74, 75]. An accurate description on the hybridisation reac-

tion is challenging, however some predictive models provide an estimation of the

reaction rate based on the nucleotide sequences [74]. We then have that, in a DSD

reaction, the signal species are DNA molecules composed of binding domains, and

the hybridisations between strands are bimolecular reactions with unitary stoichio-

metric coefficients. The mediating complementary toeholds code in their sequences

which strands can initially hybridise to trigger strand displacement, and define the

propensities of the reactions.

2.4.2 Implementation of chemical reaction networks

Several frameworks assign formal species in the CRN to sets of DNA species, allowing

the construction of circuits supported by a high level of automation using available
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Table 2.1: Scheme in [21] to translate elementary reactions of catalysis, degradation
and annihilation into DSD reactions with equivalent dynamics. Considering large
concentrations of auxiliary strands at a value Cmax nM, the bimolecular reactions
are approximated by unimolecular reactions.

Catalysis

Zi
ki−→ Zi + Zj︸ ︷︷ ︸ ⇒

{
Zj +Gi

ci−→ Oi

Oi + Ti
cM−−→ Zj + Zj︸ ︷︷ ︸ ≈

{
Zi

Cmaxci−−−−→ Oi

Oi
CmaxcM−−−−−→ Zi + Zj︸ ︷︷ ︸

CRN DSD reactions Approximation

Degradation

Zi
ki−→ ∅︸ ︷︷ ︸ ⇒ Zi +Gi

ci−→ ∅︸ ︷︷ ︸ ≈ Zi
ciCmax−−−−→ ∅︸ ︷︷ ︸

CRN DSD reactions Approximation

Annihilation

Zi + Zj
ki−→ ∅︸ ︷︷ ︸ ⇒


Zi + Li

ci−−⇀↽−−
cM

Hi +Bi

Zj + LSi
cM−−⇀↽−−
cM

HSi +BSi,

Zj +Hi
cM−−→ ∅︸ ︷︷ ︸

≈

Zi
ciCmax−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−
cMCmax

Hi

Zj +Hi
cM−−→ ∅︸ ︷︷ ︸

CRN DSD reactions Approximation

syntax and software tools [75,76,80].

For example, the DSD reactions in Figure 2.8 were used in [29] to implement

a CRN with programmed oscillations, based on bimolecular reactions of the form

U + V → X + Y . The signal strands have four domains: a first toehold (< f >),

the branch-migration domain (< m >), the second toehold (< s >), and an history

domain (< h >). Besides the input signal strands U and V , the reactions need aux-

iliary molecules React, Back, Produce and Helper available in large concentrations.

The intermediary species like Flux and the output strands X and Y are released

from the auxiliary strands due to strand displacement. The competition for the

branch strands < m > and their eventual displacement, are mediated by the affini-

ties between the toeholds < f > and < s > and the toeholds with complementary

nucleotide sequences < f∗ > and < s∗ >. To implement dual-rail circuits, the influ-

ential work from [21] supplies a framework to translate the three types of reactions of

interest in (2.24) into bimolecular reactions using DSD reactions, Table 2.1. In the

catalysis circuit, the intermediate species Oi serve as a map of identifiers between
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Figure 2.9: Implementation of A + B → C with a cascade of strand displacement
reactions where the presence of species A and B lead to the release of a signal strand
< r tq > from the Join template (top), which in turn triggers the release of a strand
C from the Fork strand (bottom) (figure adapted from [72]).

the reactant and the two products. The gate Gi and translator Ti species serve

as translators of Oi, thus decoupling the identifying sequences between different Zi

(further details in [21]). In the degradation circuit, Gi sequesters Zi into a waste

complex, removing it from the reaction network. For the annihilation reaction, the

backward strand Bi minimizes the use of Zi when Zj is absent. The reversibility of

the first reaction keeps Hi and Zi at equilibrium, allowing the conversion of unused

Hi back to Zi. When both Zi and Zj are present, Hi is irreversibly consumed,

affecting the equilibrium and causing Zi to be used.

The reactions produce waste in the form of inactivated double stranded

molecules which cannot participate in any reaction. As a consequence, the gate

Gi and translator Ti are consumed irreversibly as fuel, and the reactions stop if

these are not replenished. In practice, the auxiliary species are initialised at high

concentrations, to prevent their consumption from significantly impacting the dy-

namics.

In Table 2.1, the rate cM (nMs)−1 is the maximum strand displacement rate

for full toehold binding and the bimolecular reaction rate ci (nMs)−1 can be tuned

by the sequence of nucleotides of the complementary toeholds which initiate the

strand displacement reactions, together with partial mismatches which weaken their

propensity to hybridise [74]. Considering that we have limiting reactions (ci � cM ),

we end up with approximating unimolecular catalysis reactions (where Oi is only

an intermediary). Assuming high concentrations of the fuel species and that these
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Figure 2.10: Left: cooperative hybridisation with a net reaction of the system
T1 + T2 + D1 → H1 + P1 as proposed in [144]. Right: cooperative hybridisation
used in [145] where Sj + Sk +Annjk → ∅ (figures adapted from [144,145]).

remain (approximately) constant around an initial value Cmax, or that they can be

replenished, we can write the simplifying reactions in Table 2.1 [21], and we can

map the rates between the CRN representation and the DSD rates.

Other schemes provide different architectures to represent the elementary

reactions, also based on toehold mediation and auxiliary strands supplied in abun-

dance. Chapter 4 proposes and describes in further detail an architecture for the

DSD networks using Join-Fork templates and cooperative hybridisation. The im-

plementations for catalysis and degradation are based on the Join-Fork templates

from [72] in Figure 2.9. The Join complex interacts with one or several input strands

to release a signal strand (< r tq >), which will start a cascade of DSD reactions

in the Fork template, to release one or more output strands. The Join and Fork

templates and the auxiliary two-domain strands (for example, < tr r >) must be

present in large concentrations.

The implementation of the annihilation reactions use the cooperative hy-

bridisation in Figure 2.10 (left) from [144], in which a single auxiliary species D1

hybridises with both input signals T1 and T2 to produce waste species. Both input

species must be present for the cascade to become irreversible with a net reaction of

the system of T1 + T2 +D1→ H1 + P1. The same cooperative hybridisation was

used in [145] to remove the weighted sum species Sj and Sk using a single complex

Annihilator(Annjk) to produce two waste species, Figure 2.10 (right). Again, the

removal of the species is only irreversible if both inputs are present.

Chapters 3 and 5 use a different architecture, based on the primitives explored

in [76]. The implementation of all elementary reactions can be related in terms of

Join-Fork templates, including the replacement of cooperative hybridisation with
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Code the toeholds 
and domains

Analysis at domain level

Simulation of the DSD network

Figure 2.11: User interface for Visual DSD [80, 147], with a panel to express the
domain structure of the DNA strands (left) and resulting domain level analysis of
the domain interactions (right).

two auxiliary Join templates. A detailed description of the used reactions can be

found in Section 3.5.

We then have several ways to map the reactions and reaction rates of the CRN

into sets of DNA strands with tuned affinities of the toeholds, based on the base-pair

complementarities and the nucleotide sequences [74,146]. These frameworks provide

a direct translation from CRNs into an experimental set of biomolecules for design

testing and validation.

2.5 Simulation and analysis software

Control design and analysis is carried out in Matlab� using the Robust Control

Toolbox� [148] and optimisation toolboxes, which allow for the representation of

uncertain systems, LFTs and to carry SSV analysis. The simulation of the mass

action kinetics of the developed CRNs is carried out in Matlab�, using solvers with

methods intended for stiff problems that may arise from timescale separation (for

example, ode15s and ode23s).

Considering the MAK to model the DSD reactions, it results in much larger

systems of ODEs. Fortunately, modelling of DNA systems is supported by existing

tools, with domain level analysis and simulation of interacting strands. The software

Visual DSD [80,147] uses a domain-level description language for formally describing
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DSD systems [75] and to model and analyse their behaviour. It provides extensive

analysis capabilities, enumerating all possible reactions between domain-level DNA

complexes, stochastic simulations (SSA [149], CME and its LNA [114]), tiles with

tethered species, and spatio-temporal dynamics for CRNs described by reaction-

diffusion equations [150]. Throughout this work, Visual DSD is used to program

the rates and domain interactions in the DSD networks, Figure 2.11, and verify and

analyse their performance via both deterministic and stochastic simulations of the

DSD reactions.

Other available tools include the analysis at base-pair sequence level, which

must account for additional non-ideal interactions between domains such as binding

due to partial domain sequence matches. The NUPACK package [146] calculates

free energies and equilibrium concentrations of ordered complexes [151], providing

sequence-level thermodynamic analysis to reaction rate constants and secondary

structure formation. The Piperine compiler [29] automates the translation of a CRN

into DNA at domain and sequence level, with toehold candidates based on NUPACK

analysis, albeit for a fixed DSD scheme. The more recent Nuskell CRN-to-DNA

compiler [77] promises a growing library of translation schemes (e.g. from [21, 29,

72,73]), and can be used to compare DSD implementations in terms of molecule size,

network size, or simulation behaviour (in this case using the domain-level reaction

enumerator Peppercorn [152]).
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Chapter 3

Linear feedback controllers

using DNA strand displacement

reactions

In classical linear negative feedback control, the controller is driven by comparing the

output of the system with a reference signal, usually through a two sided subtraction

where the result can be positive or negative. A key challenge when using CRNs to

realise negative feedback system, is the inability to represent negative outcomes with

“negative” concentrations. A CRN generally can only compute a positive difference

between two positive inputs, resulting in one-sided subtractions [68]. Concentra-

tions can only be non-negative, whereas signals in arbitrary linear systems take

on positive and negative values [79]. The use of chemical concentrations as state

variables is therefore not suitable for circuits involving negative signals necessary

in negative feedback control, since the representation of a subtraction must always

result positive.

The dual-rail methodology from [20,79] facilitates the implementation of em-

bedded synthetic controllers due to the fact that linear operations (e.g., integration,

sum, gain, etc.) can be implemented with networks of elementary chemical reac-

tions, i.e. catalysis, degradation and annihilation. In this methodology, instead

of representing a signal directly with the concentration of a species, each signal in

the system is given by the difference between two species’ concentrations. Despite

the positivity of the concentrations, dual-rail computations can yield a two-sided

subtraction, where a negative outcome is still represented by the difference of two

positive concentrations.

For implementation, the elementary chemical reactions can be mapped into
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Figure 3.1: PI control of a first order system, where individual algebraic and dy-
namic modules are represented by a CRN.

chemistry based on DNA strands, through programmable DSD reactions [21, 29].

The sequence design of DNA species provides a mechanism to tag species and pro-

gram the affinities in each reaction [72, 76]. It preserves modularity and can be

scaled up to a very large number of chemical species [153].

The available mapping between transfer functions, CRNs and DSD reactions

makes straightforward the use of classical control theory in the synthesis and im-

plementation of biomolecular control systems, [76, 79, 95, 154]. This approach was

exploited in [62] to define configurable primitives, that can be combined to realise

any strictly proper transfer function. So far, however, the examples in the literature

for linear negative controllers have been limited to very simple plants like static

gains or first order systems [76, 79], and are also limited to PI control action as in

Figure 3.1.

Three fundamental limitations of recent efforts to develop a comprehensive

theory of feedback control for nucleic acids have been the lack of:

1. methods for computing the derivative of a signal, necessary for the implemen-

tation of PID controllers,

2. a convenient way to represent time delays, and

3. the ability to implement state feedback controller architectures.

This chapter proposes novel designs based on CRNs that address each of these open

questions. It provides a representation for a linear system common in industry, and

illustrates how to apply two fundamental classes of linear controllers: PID and state

feedback control. The correct functioning of the circuits is checked via deterministic

and stochastic simulations of the DNA strand displacement network using the Visual

DSD rapid prototyping tool [80].
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3.1 Representation of linear systems with CRNs

Considering a linear negative feedback system such as the one in Figure 3.1, the

objective of a linear controller is to cancel the difference between a reference r and

an output y. Since concentrations are non-negative, they are ill-suited to represent

a subtraction e1 = r − y, since we need e1 to be a real number. We apply, instead,

the dual-rail representation of [79], with sets of reactions for each operation in the

feedback loop, Figure 3.1.

3.1.1 Dual-rail representation of a plant with delay approximation

with a CRN

Here we consider for the plant a first order system with a pure time-delay.

Definition 3.1. A FOTD system, with gain β, a pole at s = −α−1, and a phase

delay θ, can be expressed in the frequency domain as

F (s) =
β

1 + sα
e−θs . (3.1)

The FOTD plant is commonly used to approximate more complex systems

into a simpler form suitable for the tuning rules of PID controllers [155], while

remaining complex enough to represent the bandwidth, gain and phase of a system,

all of which are critical metrics for linear feedback design. In the case of biomolecular

systems, the pole can model the effects of degradation and dilution, while the phase

can capture signalling delays due to diffusion. For the latter, we introduce a novel

method for representing time-delays using the dual-rail CRN formulism.

Definition 3.2 (Plant). Modelling the delay θ with the first order Padé approxima-

tion, decomposed into a subtraction and a first order system, we have

e−θs ≈ 2− θs
2 + θs

=
4

sθ + 2
− 1 (3.2)

and the FOTD system in (3.1) can be approximated by the transfer function

Guy(s) = β
1+sα

2−θs
2+θs = g1

s+g2

(
g3
s+g4

− 1
)

=
g1

s+ g2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gu1(s)


G1y(s)︷ ︸︸ ︷
g3

s+ g4︸ ︷︷ ︸
G12(s)

−1

 (3.3)
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Figure 3.2: Linear negative feedback for reference tracking, with a linear plant
Guy(s) decomposed into two first order systems Gu1(s) and G12(s). Two side sub-
tractions are necessary to compute the control error e1 and the output y from the
states p1 and p2.

where

g1 = βα−1 (3.4a)

g2 = α−1 (3.4b)

g3 = 4θ−1 (3.4c)

g4 = 2θ−1 . (3.4d)

The plant (3.3) is decomposed as shown in Figure 3.2, into two first order

systems Gu1 and G12, with intermediary states p1 and p2. The approximation of the

delay introduces a non-minimum phase zero at s = 2θ−1 and an additional two-sided

subtraction

Result 3.1. Using the dual-rail representation, we assign species to each signal

according to the methods in Section 2.3.1, to arrive at the CRN representation of a

plant with a time-delay

U±
g1−→ U± + P±1 , P±1

g2−→ ∅, P+
1 + P−1

η−→ ∅ (3.5a)

P±1
g3−→ P±1 + P±2 , P±2

g4−→ ∅, P+
2 + P−2

η−→ ∅ (3.5b)

P±1
γ−→ P±1 + Y ∓, P±2

γ−→ P±2 + Y ±, Y ±
γ−→ ∅ (3.5c)

U+ + U−
η−→ ∅, Y + + Y −

η−→ ∅ . (3.5d)

The first order system Gu1(s) is represented in (3.5a), and (3.5b) is the rep-

resentation for G12(s). The subtraction results from the steady state conditions

of (3.5c), and the annihilation reactions in (3.5d) are introduced to limit the con-
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centrations. Writing the MAK, the ODEs for (3.5) are given by

ṗ±1 = −g2p
±
1 + g1u

± − ηp+
1 p
−
1 , p±1 (0) = 0 (3.6a)

ṗ±2 = −g4p
±
2 + g3p

±
1 − ηp

+
2 p
−
2 , p±2 (0) = 0 (3.6b)

ẏ± = −γy± + γp∓1 + γp±2 − ηy
+y−, y±(0) = 0 . (3.6c)

The choice of reactions for the representation might not be unique. For example, the

catalytic degradation scheme from [76] replaces the use of the degradation reactions

with catalysis and annihilation reactions. An example is also discussed in Chapter 4

(see Figure 4.9), where we have two possible CRNs to represent the same I/O system.

The use of dual-rail representation can lead to a considerable increase in the

number of reactions in (3.5). The degradation and catalysis reactions are duplicated,

with additional annihilation reactions. Moreover, number of reactions is aggravated

by the representation of the subtraction, which introduces the six reactions in (3.5c).

Although the method is very convenient to represent non-positive linear dynamics,

such an increase in the number of reactions and species makes the realisation more

difficult.

In some cases, it might be possible to combine representations of operations

in the same reactions, to decrease the complexity of the CRN. These possibilities

are the topic of Chapter 4.

3.1.2 I/O dynamics of the CRN representation

To derive the linear representation we use the I/O systems from Definition 2.17.

Definition 3.3. Define the I/O dynamics of the plant (3.3) as the response of the

CRN dynamics in (3.6), from the input u = u+ − u− to the outputs pj = p+
j − p

−
j

and y = y+ − y−.

The dynamics for ṗj = ṗ+
j − ṗ−j and ẏ = ẏ+ − ẏ− are linear because the

bimolecular terms cancel out (see details in [79]), and the I/O dynamics do not

depend on η. From (3.6), we have

ṗ1 = −g2p1 + g1u, p1(0) = 0 (3.7a)

ṗ2 = −g4p2 + g3p1, p2(0) = 0 (3.7b)

γ−1ẏ = −y + p1 + p2, y(0) = 0 . (3.7c)

Although we recover Gu1(s) from (3.6a) and G12(s) from (3.6b), the I/O dynamics

are an approximation of Guy(s) in (3.3). The additional dynamics in (3.6c) that
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Table 3.1: Parameterisation for the CRN representation of the plant
Parameter Value Units Rates Value Units

θ 105 s g1 5× 10−6 s−1

α 2× 105 s g2 5× 10−6 s−1

β 1 - g3 4× 10−5 s−1

g4 2× 10−5 s−1

γ 2.5× 10−4 s−1

result from the crossed contributions P+
1 to Y − and P−1 to Y +, provide an exact

subtraction only at steady state, when ẏ = 0 and

y∗ = y+∗ − y−∗ = p+∗
2 − p

−∗
2 − p

+∗
1 + p−∗1 = p∗2 − p∗1 . (3.8)

From the standard-form in (3.7), it is straightforward that under singular perturba-

tion analysis [109], we are considering a QSS approximation, or timescale separation,

for γ � gi, i = 1, ..., 4, so that (3.7c) degenerates into an algebraic equation.

The parameterisation of the plant and the resulting reaction rates in the

CRN are provided in Table 3.1. The values for the pole, gain and delay (α, β and

θ) are prescribed as an arbitrary example of a plant that we wish to represent with

a CRN, although there was some care to ensure the feasibilty of the reaction rates.

Since the bimolecular reactions for implementation with DSD reactions are

limited by the maximum feasible hybridisation rate and concentrations of DNA

strands, the timescale and rates of the plant were chosen to ensure the reaction

rates gi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 of the CRN (from (3.4)) result in a realistic and feasible

parameterisation suitable for realisation with DSD reactions.

The value of γ was set to be faster than the remaining reaction rates to

allow timescale separation, but without introducing stiffness issues. Theoretically,

γ should be as fast as possible but in practice it is also limited by the maximum

hybridisation rate in the DSD reactions, and the dynamics of (3.7c) will impact the

representation of the I/O system.

3.2 CRN representation of PID and state feedback con-

trollers

We now introduce novel CRN representations for two important classes of reference

tracking controllers in linear control theory.
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Figure 3.3: PID control structures: A) with a pure derivative; B) using the ap-
proximation D(s) in (3.12) that results in the controller K(s) in (3.13).

3.2.1 Proportional-integral-derivative control

Definition 3.4. Define the classical PID as the control law depicted in Figure 3.3

A), with the actuation U(s) given by

U(s) =
(
kP + kI

s + kDs
)
E1(s) . (3.9)

The challenge here is how to represent the derivative using a proper transfer

function which can be represented with a CRN.

Approximation of the derivative

We approximate the limit for the differentiation of a signal v with the difference

between the signal without and with a delay of τ seconds, so that we have

v̇(t) ≈ v(t)− v(t− τ)

τ
⇔ sV (s) ≈ 1

τ

(
1− e−τs

)
V (s) . (3.10)

Replacing the delay with its Padé approximation results in a transfer function with

zero relative degree

1

τ

(
1− e−τs

)
≈ 1

τ

(
1− 2− τs

2 + τs

)
=

2s

2 + τs
. (3.11)

Definition 3.5. Define the proper transfer function of zero relative degree

D(s) :=
2s

2 + τs
=

2

τ

(
1− 2

2 + τs

)
=

2

τ
− 4

2τ + τ2s
(3.12a)

D(s) ≈ s, |s| � 2

τ
(3.12b)

which is equivalent to a subtraction with a first order system, that closely approxi-

mates the derivative over a frequency domain satisfying |s| � 2τ−1.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the Bode plots for the derivative s, and the approxima-
tion in (3.12) as function of the delay τ . A lower value of τ increases the bandwidth
where D(s) ≈ s.

Remark 3.1. The frequency domain where the approximation (3.12) is valid de-

pends on a single parameter τ , where a smaller τ results in a larger bandwidth (Fig-

ure 3.4). Its parameterisation can be naturally related with the frequency description

of the plant and specifications of the controller.

Remark 3.2. With the CRNs for the dual-rail representation of subtraction, we can

represent the transfer function with a zero relative degree (3.12) as the difference be-

tween a static and a dynamic system [155]. This avoids the need for approximations

based on strictly proper transfer functions, and removes assumptions on saturated

regimes or constraints in the parameterisation to disregard higher-order terms (as

in [156, 157]).

We can now construct a new controller that replaces the derivative with the

defined approximation D(s). Its decomposition into a subtraction and first order

system can be represented using the dual-rail methods.

Definition 3.6. Define the modified PID control law in Figure 3.3B, which uses (3.12)

instead of differentiation, to arrive at the control law given by

K(s) = kP + kI
s + kD

(
2
τ −

4
2τ+τ2s

)
= k1 + k2

s −
k3
k4+s (3.13)

where k2 = kI , k1 = kP + 2kD
τ , k3 = 4kD

τ2
, and k4 = 2

τ .
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Figure 3.5: Dependency of the parameters k1 and k3 on the delay τ , used in the
control law K(s) in (3.13).

A smaller τ results in a wider bandwidth and a faster pole s = −k4. However,

a larger τ can also be beneficial to filter peaks introduced by the derivative, acting

as low pass filter on the delayed signal (similar to the filtered PID controller [155]).

Remark 3.3. While k2 depends only on the integral gain kI , the remaining param-

eters k1, k3 and k4 depend also on τ . Both k1 and k3 depend on the inverse of τ ,

and quickly increase for a very small delay τ (Figure 3.5). We then have that the

physical limits of the reaction rates lead to a trade-off, between having a τ which is

large enough for feasible reaction rates and a τ that is small enough to ensure the

bandwidth and accuracy of D(s).

In practice, the parameterisation of the control gains and bandwidth of the

differentiation are limited by the reaction rates achievable in the experimental real-

isation of the system. The design of the control law in (3.13), and the choice for

the gains and tuning of the differentiation need to be checked against the feasibility

space of the implementable reaction rates.

CRN representation of PID controller

A CRN is derived, following the formalism of [79] and Section 2.3.1, where species

are assigned to each signal in Figure 3.3B, so that e1 = e+
1 − e

−
1 , x1 = x+

1 − x
−
1 ,

x2 = x+
2 − x

−
2 , and x3 = x+

3 − x
−
3 .
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Result 3.2. The PID controller of (3.13) is represented by

R±
γ−→ R± + E±1 , Y

± γ−→ Y ± + E∓1 , E
±
1

γ−→ ∅ (3.14a)

R+ +R−
η−→ ∅, Y + + Y −

η−→ ∅, E+
1 + E−1

η−→ ∅ (3.14b)

E±1
γk1−−→ E±1 +X±1 , X

±
1

γ−→ ∅, X+
1 +X−1

η−→ ∅ (3.14c)

E±1
k2−→ E±1 +X±2 , X+

2 +X−2
η−→ ∅ (3.14d)

E±1
k3−→ E±1 +X±3 , X

±
3

k4−→ ∅, X+
3 +X−3

η−→ ∅ (3.14e)

X±1
γ−→ X±1 + U±, X±2

γ−→ X±2 + U±, U±
γ−→ ∅ (3.14f)

X±3
γ−→ X±3 + U∓, U+ + U−

η−→ ∅ . (3.14g)

The error e1 = r − y is represented in (3.14a-3.14b), using the same steady

state computation and assumption of timescale separation as in (3.8).

From constructions in literature for PI controllers [76,79], we have the CRNs

for the gain x1 = k1e1 in (3.14c) and integration ẋ2 = k2e1 in (3.14d). The first order

system ẋ3 = −k4x3 +k3e1 is represented by the reactions in (3.14e) in the same way

as we did for the plant in (3.5). The summing junction results from (3.14f-3.14g),

where the crossed contributions to represent the subtraction are highlighted in bold

in (3.14g).

Remark 3.4. In the case of negative gains, the constraint of positive reaction rates

ki > 0, (i = 1, . . . , 4) can be fulfilled by applying the negative signs in the computation

of u. For example, if kI < 0, we keep k2 = |kI | > 0 and reverse the contributions

in (3.14f) with X±2
γ−→ X±2 + U∓, to obtain the negative gain in the I/O dynamics.

3.2.2 State feedback with integral control

Since we are not dealing with compartmentalised modules, the plant species are in

the same solution as the controller species, and the control law can have access to

the species involved in the representation of states of the plant. This direct mea-

surement is exploited to show for the first time how to design linear state feedback

biomolecular controllers, where measurements upstream of the output are used for

damping purposes, as an alternative to the derivative gain in the PID controller.

To design the controller, we first define an error vector, which we wish to

cancel. The problem is then solved as a disturbance rejection with state feedback

control, and after it is translated to a reference tracking problem with state feedback

and feed-forward control.
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Figure 3.6: Structure of static state feedback for regulation control defined in the
error space coordinates. The controlled plant contains an additional integrator and
subtractions to compute the error signals.

Definition 3.7. Given the plant in Figure 3.2, let us define the error coordinates

as

e =

 e1

e2

e3

 =

 r − y
G−1

1y (0) r − p1∫
e1

 (3.15)

where e1 is the output tracking error. The second component e2 is the error between

the state p1 and its steady state condition p∗1, when r = y∗ = G1y(0)p∗1. For the

purposes of integral control, we augment the state vector with the integral e3 =∫
e1dt =

∫
(r − y)dt.

Regulation problem for controller design

For the error defined in (3.15), we have that e∗ = 0 ⇒ y∗ = r. Hence, we restate

the controller as the regulation solution, which cancels the error vector e from

Definition 3.15 when the plant is subjected to a static disturbance r. With ṙ = 0,

the error dynamics are ė1 = −ẏ and ė2 = −ṗ1, and therefore, the error plant used
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Figure 3.7: Structure of static state feedback (gains c1 and c2) and feed-forward
gain control (cr), extended with integral control c3s

−1 (dashed). The constants
gains are the solution of a regulator with negative static state feedback.

for control design is given by

E(s) =

 −Guy(s)
−Gu1(s)

1
s (−Guy(s))

U(s) (3.16)

as depicted in Figure 3.6. The control law is chosen as the static negative state

feedback law

U(s) = −
[
c1 c2 c3

]
E(s) (3.17)

with scalar static gains ci ∈ R, i = 1, 2, 3, such that the closed loop dynamics (3.16-

3.17) have zero steady state error e∗ = 0. Assuming all of the states of (3.16) are

available for the controller, the gains ci can be designed using linear control meth-

ods like pole placement or through optimisation (for example as a linear quadratic

regulator) [81,83].

Controller structure

Once the gains ci are solved for the problem (3.16-3.17), we can use (3.15) to express

the actuation u as a functions of p1, y, and r, and recover the reference tracking

control structure with the original plant.

Definition 3.8. Defining the feed-forward gain cr = c2G
−1
1y (0)+c1, we have from (3.15)

that the static reference tracking control law can be written in the original coordinates

as

u = −
∑
ciei = c1y + c2p1 − c3

∫
(r − y)− crr . (3.18)
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With the control written in function of the states of the plant, we can apply

the control law (3.18) to the original plant, resulting in the control architecture in

Figure 3.7.

We can also derive the closed loop transfer function. Recalling from (3.3)

and Figure 3.7 that

Guy(s)P1(s) = Gu1(s)G1y(s)P1(s) = Gu1(s)Y (s) (3.19)

we can take (3.18) and solve for Y (s) = Guy(s)U(s) to obtain the closed loop transfer

function as

Y (s) = Guy(s)
(
c1Y (s) + c3s

−1Y (s) + c2P1(s)− c3s
−1R(s)− crR(s)

)
= Guy(s)Y (s)

(
c1 + c3s

−1
)

+ c2Guy(s)P1(s)−
(
c3s
−1 + cr

)
Guy(s)R(s)

=
(
Guy(s)

(
c1 + c3s

−1
)

+ c2Gu1(s)
)
Y (s)−

(
c3s
−1 + cr

)
Guy(s)R(s)

⇒ Y (s) =
−
(
c3s
−1 + cr

)
Guy(s)

1−Guy(s) (c1 + c3s−1)− c2Gu1(s)
R(s) . (3.20)

Remark 3.5. We then confirm that with integral control we achieve steady state

reference tracking, since it follows that

lim
s→0

Y (s)

R(s)
= lim

s→0

−Guy(s)
(
cr + c3

s

)
1−Guy(s)

(
c1 + c3

s

)
− c2Gu1(s)

= lim
s→0

Guy(s)
c3
s

Guy(s)
c3
s

= 1 . (3.21)

CRN representation

The CRN for the state feedback control law (3.18) is then given as follows.

Result 3.3. Assuming negative gains ci < 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) (hence cr < 0), the state

feedback in (3.18) can be written as

u = − |c1| y − |c2| p1 + |c3|
∫
r − |c3|

∫
y + |cr| r (3.22)

and represented by the CRN

Y ±
γ|c1|−−−→ Y ± + U∓, P±1

γ|c2|−−−→ P±1 + U∓, (3.23a)

R±
γ|cr|−−−→ R± + U±, U±

γ−→ ∅, R+ +R−
η−→ ∅ (3.23b)

R±
|c3|−−→ R± +X±0 , Y ±

|c3|−−→ Y ± + X∓0 (3.23c)

X±0
γ−→ X±0 + U±, X+

0 +X−0
η−→ ∅ . (3.23d)

We ensure positive reaction rates in the CRN, by setting them as the absolute values
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of the controller gains, and addressing the signs of the gains in the catalysis reactions

in the summing junctions.

The annihilation reactions for Y ±, U± and P±1 are included in the CRN of

the plant in (3.5a) and (3.5d). Both (3.23a-3.23b) apply the feedback and feed-

forward gains at steady state, where γ should be on a faster timescale for a QSS

approximation. The reactions (3.23a) apply the subtractions in (3.18) by inverting

the contributions to U (in bold). The negativity of cr cancels the minus sign in (3.18)

and results in the catalysis in (3.23b). The gain and integral of the tracking error

are applied in (3.23c-3.23d).

Remark 3.6. Comparing (3.23) to the CRN for the PID controller (3.14), the state

feedback scheme needs fewer reactions and fewer additional species, making it highly

attractive for the experimental implementation of feedback with DSD reactions. The

CRN simplifies even further without integral control, since removing X±0 and (3.23c-

3.23d) reduces the controller to a summing junction. However, this results in a

non-zero steady state error.

For example, without integral gain (c3 = 0 in (3.20)) we get

Y (s) =
−Guy(s)(cr)

1−Guy(s)(c1)−c2Gu1(s)R(s) . (3.24)

From Table 3.1 we have that Guy(0) = Gu1(0) = G1y(0) = 1, hence the steady state

results

y∗ = − c1 + c2

1− c1 − c2
r . (3.25)

The steady state error can be reduced with the use of high gain feedback, but not

entirely eliminated.

3.3 CRN dynamics for the closed loop systems

The full dynamics of the CRNs representing each of the closed-loop systems are

now derived from the mass action law in (2.16). The crossed contributions are

highlighted in bold, which ultimately result in subtractions and negative gains in

the I/O systems.

For the PID controller K(s) from (3.13), we combine the CRNs of the

plant (3.5) and the controller (3.14). The dynamics are given by the dynamics
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of the plant (3.6) together with

ė±1 = −γe±1 + γy∓ + γr± − ηe+
1 e
−
1 , e±1 (0) = 0 (3.26a)

ẋ±1 = −γx±1 + γk1e
±
1 − ηx

+
1 x
−
1 , x±1 (0) = 0 (3.26b)

ẋ±2 = k2e
±
1 − ηx

+
2 x
−
2 , x±2 (0) = 0 (3.26c)

ẋ±3 = −k4x
±
3 + k3e

±
1 − ηx

+
3 x
−
3 , x±3 (0) = 0 (3.26d)

u̇± = −γu± + γx±1 + γx±2 + γx∓3 − ηu
+u−, u±(0) = 0 . (3.26e)

Similar to Definition 3.3, the I/O dynamics of the closed loop systems are

given by the response from r = r+ − r− to the output y = y+ − y− and actuation

u = u+ − u−. The I/O system for the closed loop results then in the linear ODEs

γ−1ė1 = −e1 − y + r, e1(0) = 0 (3.27a)

γ−1ẋ1 = −x1 + k1e1, x1(0) = 0 (3.27b)

ẋ2 = k2e1, x2(0) = 0 (3.27c)

ẋ3 = −k4x3 + k3e1, x3(0) = 0 (3.27d)

γ−1u̇ = −u+ x1 + x2 − x3, u(0) = 0 (3.27e)

ṗ1 = −g2p1 + g1u, p1(0) = 0 (3.27f)

ṗ2 = −g4p2 + g3p1, p2(0) = 0 (3.27g)

γ−1ẏ = −y − p1 + p2, y(0) = 0 . (3.27h)

A QSS approximation with a faster γ is assumed for the subtractions that compute

the control error e1, control actuation u and the output of the plant y, and also to

compute the proportional gain in (3.27b).

For the state feedback controller in (3.18), combining the CRN of the plant (3.5)

with the CRN from (3.23), we get the dynamics of the plant (3.6) together with

ẋ±0 = |c3|y∓ + |c3|r± − ηx+
0 x
−
0 , x±0 (0) = 0 (3.28a)

u̇± = −γu± − ηu+u− + γx±0 + γ|c2|p∓1 + γ|c1|y∓

+γ|cr|r±, u±(0) = 0 (3.28b)
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Table 3.2: Parameterisation of the controllers and CRNs
Control designed parameters Reaction rates in CRN

kP = 2 k1 = 4
kI = 9.5× 10−6 s−1 k2 = 9.5× 10−6 s−1

kD = 5× 105 s k3 = 8× 10−5 s−1

τ = 5× 105 s k4 = 4× 10−5 s−1

c1 = −0.4064 |c1| = 0.4064 s−1

c2 = −3.7264 |c2| = 3.7264
c3 = −6.656× 10−6 s−1 |c3| = 6.656× 10−6 s−1

cr = −4.1328 |cr| = 4.1328
γ = 2.5× 10−4 s−1

resulting in the linear I/O system given by

ẋ0 = |c3|r − |c3|y, x0(0) = 0 (3.29a)

γ−1u̇ = −u+ x0 − |c2|p1 − |c1|y + |cr|r, u(0) = 0 (3.29b)

ṗ1 = −g2p1 + g1u, p1(0) = 0 (3.29c)

ṗ2 = −g4p2 + g3p1, p2(0) = 0 (3.29d)

γ−1ẏ = −y − p1 + p2, y(0) = 0 . (3.29e)

The closed loop system has fewer states than the PID control system, and the

controller has a single operation dependent on the QSS approximation and a fast

reaction rate γ.

3.4 Closed-loop performance of the controllers

To simulate the closed loop systems with the proposed representations, we create two

examples for the two types of control. The controller K(s) in (3.13) was tuned with

the PID block available in the toolboxes of Matlab/Simulink® to achieve steady

state reference tracking, and response times than the plant, while avoiding tracking

overshoot. A similar response was obtained for the state feedback control setting

the closed loop poles of (3.16-3.17) at (−2± j0.4)× 10−5 and −1.6× 10−6 rad/s.

The tuned controllers result in the parameters in the left column of Ta-

ble 3.2, and are examples of prescribed designs that we can represent with CRNs.

From (3.13) and the construction in (3.23) we derive the reaction rates for the CRN

representations in the right column of Table 3.2, which are within the limitations of

the hybridisation rates of DSD reactions.

The MAK for both control systems were simulated in Matlab/Simulink® to
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Figure 3.8: Simulation in Matlab of the feedback systems and CRN representations:
A) step responses of the FOTD F (s) and its approximating transfer function Guy(s).
B) comparison of the reference tracking with ideal PID control of F (s), the control
system using both approximations K(s) and Guy(s), and the output signal using
the MAK from (3.6) together with (3.26). C) comparison of the designed reference
tracking of Guy(s) with SFI control, and the I/O dynamics of (3.6) and (3.28).

compare the closed-loop transfer functions with the I/O dynamics of the CRNs in

Section 3.3. Since we have the controller parameters positive kP > 0, kI > 0 and

kD > 0, we did not have to change the connections in the CRN (3.14) to introduce

additional negative gains (as discussed in Remark 3.4).

The step response of the FOTD plant F (s) with pure delay from (3.1) is

compared in Figure 3.8A with the plant Guy(s) from (3.3) with the approximation

of the delay, where the output of the approximating transfer function shows the

characteristic initial reversed action introduced by its non-minimum phase zero.

The FOTD system F (s) controlled with the classical PID from (3.9) is com-

pared in Figure 3.8B to the control of Guy(s) using K(s) from (3.13). The main

difference is the non-minimum phase response due to the delay approximating model.
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The trajectories of the I/O dynamics of the CRN are different from the closed

loop response with Guy(s) and K(s) due to the additional dynamics introduced by

the implementation of subtractions and sums in (3.26a) and (3.26e).

Figure 3.8C shows the closed loop response of Guy(s) with the designed

state feedback control from (3.18). The controller provides reference tracking with

zero steady-state error, for both the transfer function (3.20) and the I/O dynamics

of the CRN composed of (3.6) and (3.28). The non-minimum phase behaviour is

introduced by the approximation of the plant delay in (3.3).

3.5 Verification with DSD reaction networks

We validate the experimental feasibility of our designs for implementation with DSD

reactions, by demonstrating their correct functioning with the dedicated simulation

package Visual DSD [80]. Each reaction of the elementary reactions in (2.24) are

translated to the DSD networks according to [76] and detailed in Figures 3.9, 3.10

and 3.11.

For the catalysis reactions of the form U → U + Y , the cascade of reactions

are in Figure 3.9 (see also Figure 8 in [76]). The set of reactions is given by:

JoinU + U
c×ks−−−⇀↽−−−
ks

JoinU−1 + sigsut2 (3.30a)

JoinU−1 + auxt2sy
ks−⇀↽−
ks

JoinU−2 + sigsyt2 (3.30b)

sigsut2 + ForkU
ks−⇀↽−
ks

ForkU−1 + U (3.30c)

sigsyt2 + ForkY
ks−⇀↽−
ks

ForkY −1 + Y (3.30d)

JoinU−2 + auxt2si
ks−→ ∅ (3.30e)

ForkU−1 + auxsit1
ks−→ ∅ (3.30f)

ForkY −1 + auxsit1
ks−→ ∅ (3.30g)

where the auxiliary species in bold are supplied in high concentrations. In the first

reaction, ks is maximum toehold hybridisation rate ks and 0 < c < 1 is a scalar

parameter that reflects a degree of complementary between the toeholds < t1 > and

< t1∗ > in U and JoinU , respectively.

For example, mismatches in < t1∗ > in JoinU decrease the hybridisation

rate and slowdown the propensity of (3.30a) Since the first reaction has the slowest

reaction rate (c× ks < ks), the production of JoinU−1 is the limiting reaction and
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Figure 3.9: Cascade of strand displacement reactions to implement a catalysis
reaction of the form U → U + Y , based on the primitives of [76]. The presence of
the input strand U triggers strand displacements in the template JoinU which leads
to the release of signal strands sigsut2, sigsyt2. In turn, these strand displacements
in ForkU−1 and ForkY −1 to release the outputs U and Y .

sets the overall production of the output strands. The reactions removing JoinU−2,

ForkU−1 and ForkY −1 in (3.30e-3.30g) ensure that the overall catalysis of U and

Y is irreversible, and the overall conversion rate is defined by the reaction rate

c× ks � ks of the limiting reaction (3.30a).

For an annihilation reaction between two species Y + Y ′ → ∅, the scheme

in [76] uses only one toehold (the same in the definition of the species Y and Y ′), as

illustrated in Figure 3.10. The scheme uses two templates JoinY Y ′ and JoinY ′Y

and two auxiliary strands < hy ty > and < hy′ ty > which need to be initialised at

high concentrations. The reactions are

JoinY Y ′ + Y
ks−⇀↽−
ks

JoinY Y ′−1 + auxhyty (3.31a)

JoinY Y ′−1 + Y ′
ks−→ ∅ (3.31b)

JoinY ′Y + Y ′
ks−⇀↽−
ks

JoinY ′Y −1 + auxhy′ty (3.31c)

JoinY ′Y −1 + Y
ks−→ ∅ . (3.31d)
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Figure 3.10: Cascade of strand displacement reactions to implement an annihilation
reaction Y + Y ′ → ∅ based on the primitives of [76]. The sequestration of Y by the
template strand JoinY Y ′ is reversible, unless with the simultaneous presence of Y ′.
And vice-versa for Y ′ and JoinY ′Y .

Figure 3.11: Strand displacement reactions to implement the degradation reaction
Y → ∅ based on the primitives of [76], where a template JoinY sequesters the input
Y irreversibly into a dsDNA without exposed toeholds.

The auxiliary species (in bold) are initialised at high concentrations, and ks is the

maximum hybridisation rate between the toeholds < ty > and < ty∗ >. This

scheme differs from the cooperative hybridisation schemes in Figure 2.10 in that it

uses more auxiliary species.

Finally, to implement the degradation reaction we only need an auxiliary

Join template at large concentrations, so that

JoinY + Y
c×ks−−−→ ∅ (3.32)

and Y is removed from the reaction by being sequestered into unreactive dsDNA.

As pointed out in Section 2.4, the implementation of the DSD reactions de-

pends on auxiliary species which are consumed irreversibly. The auxiliary species

highlighted in bold in (3.30), (3.31), and (3.32), are all initialised at a large con-
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centration Cmax. This prevents their consumption from impacting the dynamics

significantly and allows an approximation of the bimolecular reactions with uni-

molecular reactions (see for example Table 2.1 with the scheme from [21]).

With feasible values of a large initial concentration of Cmax = 104 nM [21]

and maximum toehold hybridisation ks = 10−3 (nMs)−1 (from [74]), the unimolec-

ular reaction rates in the CRNs are translated into toehold affinities assuming the

concentrations of the auxiliary species remains almost constant at Cmax nM.

Considering the buffering cancellation discussed in [21,79], the DSD reaction

rates for simulation in Visual DSD are computed from Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 with

qgi = 2gi/Cmax (nMs)−1 , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (3.33a)

qγ = 2γ/Cmax (nMs)−1 (3.33b)

qki = 2ki/Cmax (nMs)−1 , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (3.33c)

q|ci| = 2|ci|/Cmax (nMs)−1 , i = 1, 2, 3 (3.33d)

q|cr| = 2|cr|/Cmax (nMs)−1 , i = 1, 2, 3 . (3.33e)

The annihilation reaction is defined by the maximum hybridisation reaction rate,

set from the literature at ks = 2η = 106 (Ms)−1 [74].

The programming of DSD reactions uses the capacity of Visual DSD to de-

fine and re-use primitive functions to code the complete system (the code for both

implementations is listed in Chapter A). Instead of manually assigning toeholds

and specific domains for every strand in the system, each reaction is coded by the

respective primitive function and the software automatically defines and initialises

the necessary auxiliary species and their domains for the full system. The tool re-

turns a realisation of the complete feedback systems with 128 initial DNA strands

for the PID feedback system, and 88 strands with state feedback, confirming the

expectations of Remark 3.6 of a simpler implementation for static state feedback.

Remark 3.7. The total number of initial strands is lower than expected just by

looking at the size of the CRN and the choice of DSD networks to implement each

type of reactions in the CRN. The representation of the plant in (3.5) uses eight

catalysis reactions, six degradation reactions, and four annihilation reactions.

The representation of the PID controller from (3.14) requires the implementa-

tion of sixteen catalysis reactions, eight degradation reactions and seven annihilation

reactions. In the case of the state feedback, the implementation requires twelve catal-

ysis reactions, a pair of degradation reactions and two annihilation reactions. For
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Figure 3.12: Time histories of the output y = y+ − y− and the control signal
u = u+ − u− for deterministic simulations with Visual DSD of the DSD networks
implementing the PID and SFI control systems.

the architectures presented above we have that the implementation of each catalysis

in (3.30) uses six auxiliary strands, the implementation of the annihilation reaction

in (3.31) uses two, while for the degradation reaction in (3.32) needs only one aux-

iliary strand. By direct multiplication, we would expect 178 auxiliary strands for

the feedback system with the PID controller and 138 strands for the state feedback

system.

However, when Visual DSD automatically defines and generates the domains

for the strands, it reuses auxiliary species in the implementations of more than one

reaction, and the total number of auxiliary strands in the generated realisation is

not necessarily proportional to the total number reactions in the CRN.

The time histories of the concentrations with deterministic simulations using

Visual DSD are presented in Figure 3.12, and show a successful steady state tracking

of the reference signal, and an agreement with the transfer functions of the CRN

I/O dynamics.

The described constructions using dual rail methodology and representations

with I/O systems fall within assumptions of deterministic models and MAK (large

number of molecules in an homogeneous mix). Nevertheless, stochastic simulations

were used as an additional step of verification, to test if such constructions could

work with lower numbers of molecules, outside the assumptions of MAK. The simula-

tions in Figure 3.13 were carried using the same constructions, using the Gillespie’s
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Figure 3.13: Time histories of the difference in number of molecules between Y +

and Y −, and between U+ and U−, for stochastic simulations in Visual DSD of the
PID and SFI control systems.

SSA engine available in Visual DSD. Although a stochastic interpretation of the

models and results are beyond the scope of this work, the trajectories show some

of the designed behaviours (reference tracking and response times) even with the

added complexity of a stochastic environment.

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter proposes novel CRN representations for plants with time-delays and

for two important classes of linear feedback controllers, PID and state feedback with

integral action. The representations rely on a dual-rail representation to construct

a CRN which is realisable using strand displacement of nucleic acids. Existing ap-

plications of such approaches to linear negative feedback systems have been limited

to the representation of PI control of static or first order plants.

This work starts by increasing the complexity of the plant to include the

modelling of time-delay. The representation of the delay uses the first order Padé

approximation decomposed into a subtraction and a first order system, which can

be represented by modules of chemical reactions.

Previous attempts at representing PID controllers with chemical reactions

were in the context of positive systems with complicated assumptions. The new
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CRNs for time-delay and differentiation representations proposed in this work have

simpler assumptions and parameterisation, and the dual rail approach allows the

representation of differentiation for non-positive systems. Such constructions allow

for the first time a chemical representation of linear negative feedback systems with

PID control, realisable with DSD reactions.

The proposed module for differentiation exploits the same decomposition of

time-delay to derive a transfer function that approximates the derivative of a signal,

depending only on the sampling interval time. The parameterisation of the interval

time must be traded off between accuracy and feasibility of the reaction rates of

its CRN representation. The structure of the PID controller results in a filtered

approximation of the derivative, with a fundamental trade-off in the parameterisa-

tion between the accuracy of differentiation and the feasibility of chemical reaction

binding rates.

Furthermore, this work also addresses for the first time how a linear static

state feedback system could be represented using the dual-rail methodology for

realisation with DSD reactions. The state feedback takes advantage of the ready

access of the controller to the chemical species, and it is posed as a regulation

problem with zero steady-states. It results in a simpler CRN and requires fewer

DNA strand species since it relies mostly on summing junctions.

The realisations using DSD reaction networks were verified in Visual DSD

using deterministic simulations with similar performance, suggesting the viability of

realising the proposed CRNs with DSD reactions.

Stochastic simulations seem to suggest that the CRN constructions may work

outside the assumptions of inherent to MAK models used for the representation

with I/O systems. However, further investigation with stochastic analysis tools and

simulation campaigns are necessary to properly quantify and assess the validity of

the constructions in a stochastic framework.

Nevertheless, the realisations of such feedback systems still result in large

DSD networks that are challenging for experimental implementation, demanding

the design and tuning of a considerable amount of strands and toeholds. Such

difficulties are addressed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Minimally Complex Nucleic

Acid Feedback Control Systems

4.1 Introduction

The previous chapters cover how chemical reaction networks based on catalysis,

degradation, and annihilation may be used as building blocks to construct a vari-

ety of dynamical and feedback control systems, and why DNA hybridisation pro-

grammed using Watson-Crick base pairing is an effective primitive to implement

such reactions experimentally. However, experimental construction, validation and

scale-up of nucleic acid control systems is still significantly lagging theoretical devel-

opments, due to several technical challenges, such as leakage, crosstalk, and toehold

sequence design [29, 74]. Experimental implementations of even the simplest types

of feedback controllers (for example PI controllers) using DNA circuitry have still

not been reported as far as I am aware.

To help the progress towards experimental implementation, we provide here

designs representing two fundamental classes of reference tracking control circuits

(integral and state-feedback control), for which the complexity of the chemical re-

actions required for implementation has been minimised. The supplied ‘minimally

complex’ control circuits should be ideal candidates for first experimental validations

of nucleic acid controllers.

4.1.1 Experimental challenges

Examples of successful experimental implementations of nucleic-acid feedback con-

trol circuits have yet to emerge. DSD networks implementing open-loop cascades

for logical or analogue computation have been reported [158], but there is a signifi-
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cant theory-experiment gap for dynamical circuits implementing negative feedback,

where the transient dynamics impact system stability and performance. This is due

to a variety of reasons.

Starting with the kinetics, the reaction rate constants are altered by un-

wanted bindings, modifying the dynamics (see, for example, the oscillating circuits

in [29] or the seesaw gate reported in [153]). Although it is possible to predict the

toehold affinities from their nucleotide sequence [74], there is always variability and

granularity in the resulting binding propensities.

The stochastic mechanism of the chemical reactions, especially in a biological

noisy environment, means that any experimental implementation abandons a noise-

free and deterministic context, and makes difficult the interpretation and analysis

of control concepts as fundamental as integral feedback [159].

The triggering of undesired reactions is another key experimental challenge,

which leads to leakage of outputs in the absence of input. Potential methods of mit-

igation include clamps (as in [29] and [160]), which impede the spurious hybridisa-

tions, or compartmentalisation and localisation strategies as proposed in [161–163],

which keep apart strand complexes that may trigger leak reactions. Furthermore,

leakage is aggravated at high concentrations, and therefore the reacting species are

typically kept at low concentrations [164], which together with limits on hybridisa-

tion rates [74], places upper bounds on the speed of these circuits. Localisation can

also help here, by placing adjacent gates, which can interact without diffusion at

faster rates, as discussed in [153].

Finally, even if spurious reactions are avoided, it may still be necessary to

manage the sequence of reactions, which compete for common reactants, either

through compartmentalisation, or with timescale separation (as adopted in [145]).

4.1.2 Reducing complexity

Some of the experimental challenges can be mitigated by designs that reduce the

number of reactions in the circuit. Fewer reactions decrease the number of designs

for the template strands, which demands less work to characterise and tune the ki-

netics. Fewer species also decreases the chance of unwanted interactions and leakage.

The issue is particularly relevant in feedback systems employing the dual-rail repre-

sentation of negative signals, which requires a duplication of most of the reactions

(as discussed in [154]).

A key challenge for theorists is therefore to design the least complex circuits,

with the fewest number of chemical reactions, in order to maximise the likelihood of

successful experimental implementation with currently available technical capabili-
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram for a reference tracking problem with integral control of
a stable first order plant.

ties, which still accurately represent a given negative feedback control problem. To

this end, minimally complex representations of two fundamental classes of feedback

control systems are proposed here. The first applies integral control for reference

tracking, with a single tuning parameter, to a stable first order system. The sec-

ond example accomplishes reference tracking and stabilisation of the classic double

integrator plant through static state feedback of the two integrated states. The

controller has two design parameters, and the open-loop system is marginally stable

with two poles at the origin.

Both circuits operate within the dual-rail framework, and parameterise con-

trol requirements like steady state tracking and transient dynamics. The construc-

tions with DSD reactions are detailed, and verified with Visual DSD [80] to increase

the confidence on their experimental viability.

4.2 A minimally complex integral feedback control sys-

tem

We now propose a representation of an integral feedback control system, using the

fewest number of chemical reactions possible, followed by an implementation in

Visual DSD using strand displacement reactions.

4.2.1 Integral control of a stable first order system

For this example we consider the following first order system

Y (s) =
b

s+ a
V (s)⇒ sY (s) = bV (s)− aY (s) (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: Representation of the integral control problem, with a chemical network
of catalysis, degradation and annihilation reactions.

where V (s) is the integral control action to have the output Y (s) track a reference

R(s), according to Figure 4.1. The closed-loop dynamics are then

Y (s) =
bki

s2 + as+ bki
R(s) (4.2)

where the integral control ensures steady state tracking with Y (0) = R(0).

The transient dynamics are defined by the roots of the characteristic poly-

nomial given by

λ =
1

2

(
−a±

√
a2 − 4bki

)
(4.3)

with a natural frequency ω =
√
bki and damping coefficient ξ = a

2
√
bki

.

4.2.2 Representation with chemical reactions

Figure 4.2 shows a network of catalysis, degradation and annihilation reactions used

to represent the closed-loop response, where

V + b−→ V + + Y + , V −
b−→ V − + Y − (4.4a)

Y + a−→ ∅ , Y −
a−→ ∅ (4.4b)

R+ ki−→ R+ + V + , R−
ki−→ R− + V − (4.4c)

Y + ki−→ Y + + V − , Y −
ki−→ Y − + V + (4.4d)

Y + + Y −
η−→ ∅ , V + + V −

η−→ ∅ . (4.4e)

The reactions (4.4a-4.4b) represent the plant, where the reaction rate b sets the gain

and the reaction rate a sets a stable pole at s = −a.

Instead of using separate CRNs for subtraction and integration, both oper-

ations are combined to reduce the number of reactions. The additional dynamics

used to compute the error in Chapter 3 are removed, and the contributions of the
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reference and output to the integral are subtracted in (4.4c-4.4d) by crossing the

contributions from Y ± to V ∓. The same reactions apply the control gain corre-

sponding to the reaction rate ki. The annihilation reactions in (4.4e) ensure low

concentrations of the chemical species [79].

Writing the respective mass action kinetics guiding the concentrations of the

species, we have

v̇+ = kir
+ + kiy

− − ηv+v− (4.5a)

v̇− = kir
− + kiy

+ − ηv+v− (4.5b)

ẏ+ = bv+ − ay+ − ηy+y− (4.5c)

ẏ− = bv− − ay− − ηy+y− (4.5d)

v±(0) = 0, y±(0) = 0 . (4.5e)

We have then for the dual-rail quantities y = y+ − y−, v = v+ − v−, r = r+ − r−,

that the I/O dynamics are v̇ = v̇+ − v̇−, ẏ = ẏ+ − ẏ−, and

v̇ = ki (r − y) (4.6a)

ẏ = bv − ay (4.6b)

v(0) = 0, y(0) = 0 . (4.6c)

The I/O dynamics in (4.6) are linear and we recover the dynamics of the closed-loop

system in (4.2). For simplification, any annihilation reaction between the reference

species R+ +R−
η−→ ∅ is disregarded, assuming the input concentrations are low and

constant throughout the operation of the circuit, and the dynamics in (4.6) depend

only on the difference r and not the concentration levels of R+ and R−.

4.2.3 Representation with strand displacement reactions

To translate the CRNs into nucleic acid chemistry we need sets of DSD reactions

with dynamics equivalent to each of the three types of reactions, and a mechanism

to tune the reaction rates. The catalysis and degradation reactions are set based

on Join-Fork templates from [72] and cooperative hybridisation [144], mentioned in

Section 2.4.2.

The programmability of the DSD reactions results from the nucleotide se-

quences in the toeholds, which initiate strand hybridisation. As investigated in [74],

the affinities between the base pairs define somewhat predictably the hybridisation

kinetics, although, as described in [29], other factors can also influence the effective
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Figure 4.3: Example generated in Visual DSD, of the DSD sets of reactions with
dynamics equivalent to catalysis reaction R −→ R + V , using Join-Fork templates
as in [72]. The first cascade is triggered by R and leads to the release of sighprtq,
which in turn triggers the cascade reaction involving ForkV R leading to the release
of R and V strands.

reaction rate constants.

For the purpose of our analysis, the rates of the DSD reactions are tuned by

assigning degrees of complementarity between toeholds as in [76] (see also [147]),

where mismatches in the nucleotide sequences weaken the binding affinities [18] and

decrease the binding rate. For example, the toehold < tr∗ci > in the complex

JoinV R in Figure 4.3 has a degree of complementarity to the signal toehold < tr >

of 0 < ci ≤ 1. If kt is the maximum binding rate between complementary toeholds

< tr > and < tr∗ >, then the reaction mediated by < tr > and < tr ∗ ci > is slowed

down to kt × ci.
As an example, the cascade of DSD reactions used to implement the uni-

molecular reaction of catalysis R −→ R + V is shown in Figure 4.3, using toeholds

to mediate the interactions with the auxiliary templates and intermediary strands.

Each signal species, such as R in Figure 4.3, is a single strand DNA containing

toehold (< tr >) and binding (< hr >) domains. The toehold domain initiates hy-
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bridisation to the multi-stranded complex JoinV R, triggering a cascaded process to

release an intermediary strand sighprtq. The exposed toehold in JoinV R is designed

to have a complementary degree ci to decrease the affinity of the hibridisation and

slow down the binding rate to ci × kt [18].

The availability of the released strand sighprtq triggers a cascade of strand

displacements involving the ForkV R complex, which releases the signal species V

and returns a strand of R (according to the stoichiometry of R −→ R+V ). The sets

of reactions to implement the catalysis are then

R+ JoinV R
ci×kt−−−⇀↽−−−
kbnd

Join−1
V R + auxhrtp (4.7a)

Join−1
V R + auxtphpr

kbnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kbnd

Join−2
V R + sighprtq (4.7b)

sighprtq + ForkV R
kbnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kbnd

Fork−1
V R + auxtphpr (4.7c)

Fork−1
V R + auxhrtp

kbnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kt

Fork−2
V R +R (4.7d)

Fork−2
V R + auxhvtr

kt−⇀↽−
kt

Fork−3
V R + V (4.7e)

Fork−3
V R + auxhitv

kt−→ ∅ (4.7f)

and the overall rate of production of the outputs is limited by the hybridisation rate

of the first reaction with ci × kt < kt and ci × kt < kbnd.

The annihilation reactions are set with a single template per signal, following

the cooperative hybridisation approach from [144] and [145], where

V + V ′ +AnhV V
cV V ×kt−−−−−→ ∅ . (4.8)

In the example shown in Figure 4.4, we have the DSD reactions with the interme-

diary complexes and reversible displacement reactions, resulting the CRN

AnnV V + V
cV V ×kt−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−
kubnd

IV (4.9a)

IV + V ′
cV V ×kt−−−−−→ WV +WV ′ (4.9b)

AnnV V + V
cV V ×kt−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−
kubnd

IV ′ (4.9c)

IV ′ + V
cV V ×kt−−−−−→ WV +WV ′ . (4.9d)

The irreversible capture of simultaneously present V and V ′ is mediated by the
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Figure 4.4: Example generated in Visual DSD, of the DSD sets of reactions with
dynamics equivalent to an annihilation reaction V + V ′ −→ ∅, using the coopera-
tive hybridisation approach from [144] and [145]. There are two possible pathways
depending on which strand binds first to AnnV V , and the initial binding is tempo-
rary. Only the simultaneous binding of V and V ′ leads to the production of waste
products.

presence of the template AnnV V . The presence of both V and V ′ enables the second

irreversible reaction into two waste double stranded complexes WV and WV ′ .

The DSD reactions for the degradation in Figure 4.5 are simpler, since the

JoinY complex only needs to irreversibly capture the signal species Y , with

Y + JoinY
ca×kt−−−−→ Join−1

Y + dY . (4.10)

Since the double stranded product does not have exposed toeholds, it becomes inert

and no longer participates in the reactions. The rate of removal of Y is determined

by the hybridisation rate ca × kt and the concentration of JoinV R.

The template complexes and auxiliary single stranded species (highlighted

in bold in (4.7), (4.10) and (4.9)) are made available at an initial high concentra-

tion Cmax to avoid their irreversible consumption from significantly impacting the

dynamics.

Assumption 4.1. The auxiliary species are considered to remain close to their
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Figure 4.5: Example generated in Visual DSD, of the DSD sets of reactions with
dynamics equivalent to a degradation reaction Y −→ ∅, using Join templates as
in [72]. The resulting strands do not have exposed toeholds, and are considered
unreactive waste.

initial value Cmax, either due to replenishment, or due to slow consumption during

the duration of the operation of the circuit.

Such assumption provides a simplified mapping between the MAK of the

DSD reactions and the conceptual CRN of catalysis, degradation and annihilation

reactions, as the one found in [21] and Table 2.1). For example, if we consider

in (4.10) that the concentration of JoinY remains around Cmax during the duration

of the circuit, then the removal rate of Y can be written as

Y
Cmax×ca×kt−−−−−−−−→ ∅ . (4.11)

The DSD reactions for the implementation of each type of reaction are set

using the templates from Figures 4.3, 4.5 and 4.4. The architectures adopted here

differ slightly from the choice in Chapter 3, due to experimental considerations, such

as the use of fewer auxiliary strands. For catalysis, we use a single Fork template for

both outputs of catalysis, and with cooperative hybridisation, the two annihilated

species share the same sequestering template.

The implementation of the DSD reactions follows the six catalysis and two

degradations from the CRN in (4.4), but with only one annihilation reaction. From

the analysis with Visual DSD, we can remove the reaction Y + + Y − −→ ∅ to sim-

plify further the implementation, since the concentrations of Y + and Y − remain

sufficiently low.

The simulation with Visual DSD is set with the parameters in Table 4.1,

where the maximum binding rate kbnd, unbinding rate kubnd and binding rate kt are

taken from studies in biophysics of DSD reactions [21,29,74], to ensure experimental

feasibility.

The circuit is initialised with fifteen double stranded DNA templates and

twenty single stranded auxiliary species Figure 4.6 set at an initial concentration

of Cmax. The initial concentration for the auxiliary species is set at Cmax =

104 nM so that we can assume that the consumption of the auxiliary species does not
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Table 4.1: Parameterisation for the Visual DSD simulation of the integral control
circuit

Description Values Units

Cmax Initial concentrations of template and auxiliary
species

104 nM

kbnd Toehold maximum binding rate for auxiliary
strands (< tp >,< tq >)

10−3 (nMs)−1

kubnd Unbinding rate 0.1 (s)−1

kt Toehold maximum binding rate for signal
species (< tr >,< ty >,< tv >)

10−4 (nMs)−1

ca Toehold degree of complementarity for the
degradation of Y ±

2.5× 10−3 −

cb Toehold degree of complementarity for catalysis
reaction in the plant

10−3 −

ci Toehold degree of complementarity for feedback
catalysis implementing integral control

5× 10−2 −

cV V Toehold degree of complementarity for the an-
nihilation reaction

0.25 −

impact significantly the dynamics [21]. We can then approximate the network with

unimolecular reactions with rates amplified by Cmax using the same rationale behind

Table 2.1). Nevertheless, in the simulations, the auxiliary strands are consumed

irreversibly and not replenished.

The degrees of toehold complementarity ca, ci, cb and cV V are chosen to

achieve hybridisation rates which equivalent to the reaction rates in the CRN. The

impact of buffering [21,76,79], a finite unbinding rate, and interactions between the

realisations resulted in some necessary tuning effort to map the reaction rates of the

CRN to these coefficients (see in appendix Section B.3).

By definition, the coefficients are smaller than 1 and do not result in reaction

rates exceeding the biophysics of DSD reactions. However, there is still the challenge

of the predictability, granularity and wide range of reaction rates resulting from

toehold design [18,74].

The input for the I/O system is defined as two steps according to:

r(t) =

0.1nM 0 s ≤ t < 1200 s

−0.1nM 1200 s ≤ t ≤ 2400 s
. (4.12)

To realise the input we use two strands R+ and R− such that r = [R+] − [R−].
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Figure 4.6: Strands used to initialise the DSD network that represents the integral
feedback control system: signal strands R, R′, V , V ′, Y , Y ′, and auxiliary strands
initialised at high concentrations. Due to the syntax in Visual DSD, the notation is
slightly different, where instead of the superscripts ± we have the correspondence
R = R+, R′ = R−, V = V +, V ′ = V −, Y = Y +, Y ′ = Y −.

However, when they are introduced, there are very fast dynamics that sequester

fractions of R+ and R− in the reversible reactions of the realisation of the catalysis

reactions (further details in appendix Section B.3.3 and Definition B.2). For the

chosen parameterisation, it results in Figure 4.7b that half of the species R+ and

R− are buffered in the realisation of the reactions (4.4c), and the initialisation of

the concentrations are adjust accordingly: the concentration of the species R+ is

initialised at [R+] (0) = 0.2 nM, and R− is added to the system at 1200 s so that

[R−] (1200) = 0.4 nM.

Since the annihilation reaction R+ + R− → ∅ is not included, once equilib-

rium is achieved in the DSD reactions, both species remain at a steady state value.

Disregarding the very fast buffering dynamics, the realisation of the input signal
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Figure 4.7: Simulations for the integral control example: a) comparison of the
output y for the plant open-loop step response, closed-loop dynamics, CRN mass
action kinetics and DSD reactions; b) comparison of the concentrations in the CRN
and DSD representations.
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in (4.12) results approximately in:

[
R+
]

(t) ≈ 0.1 nM, 0 s ≤ t ≤ 2400 s (4.13a)

[
R−
]

(t) ≈

0 nM 0 s ≤ t < 1200 s

0.2 nM 1200 s ≤ t ≤ 2400 s
. (4.13b)

The simulations in Figure 4.7 show the reference tracking behaviour of the

output y = y+ − y− and evolution of the concentrations in the DSD reactions, and

compares it with the output and concentrations of the CRN in (4.5) obtained by

mass-action kinetics. The I/O dynamics from the DSD reactions do show tracking

behaviour with unitary gain and a settling time similar to the prescribed linear

design of integral feedback system.

Although we can see that the CRN representation matches the designed

I/O system, for the output of the DSD circuit the transient dynamics are more

damped. This is probably due to the additional dynamics of the auxiliary species

and bimolecular reactions. For example, we are considering in the simulation a finite

unbinding rate, which results in many reversible DSD reactions, buffering effects,

and effectively changes the mapping unimolecular reaction rates of the CRN to the

bimolecular reactions of the DSD. The example in Appendix B discusses some of

these effects in Section B.3.

Moreover, the use of the same species as input to different reactions also

impacts the reaction rates [21, 79]. For example, the buffering of V + or V − in the

realisation of the annihilation reaction V + + V − → ∅ decreases the concentration

and available amount of V + or V − for other reactions, and effectively slows down

the catalysis where V + and V − are input species. The interaction and loading

effects between the realisation of reactions with common input species need more

investigation to clarify the tuning of the DSD reactions, when additional effects are

modelled (like a finite unbinding rate).

Nevertheless, the simulations suggest that further tuning can result in a bet-

ter match between the realisation with DSD reactions and the CRN. The concen-

trations are in the same magnitude, and remain at levels low enough that prevent

a fast consumption of the auxiliary species. The simulations do not include the

realisation of Y + + Y − → ∅, and the resulting levels of the concentrations suggest

that the circuit may work without the annihilation reaction, simplifying further an

experimental implementation.
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Figure 4.8: Block diagram representation of a double integrator plant stabilised by
static state feedback.

4.3 A minimally complex state feedback control system

In static state feedback, the controller modifies the closed-loop dynamics using only

gains on the state of the plant and does not add dynamics to the open-loop system.

For the plant, we use the simplest second order system, a double integrator. Besides

output feedback, we thus have an extra state for feedback. The plant is more

challenging than in the previous example, since it is marginally stable, with two

poles at the origin, and thus besides the reference tracking requirement, the closed-

loop system also needs to stabilise the open-loop system.

4.3.1 State feedback control of a double integrator

The process to be controlled is the classic double integrator where each integration

has a gain q (Figure 4.8). The state space representation of the plant is given by[
ẋ

ẏ

]
=

[
0 0

q 0

][
x

y

]
+

[
q

0

]
v,

[
x(0)

y(0)

]
=

[
0

0

]
. (4.14)

We apply static state feedback control using the output and the intermediate

state. With the negative state feedback control law v = r− k1x− k2y, we have two

parameters to tune the dynamics of the closed-loop state space given by[
ẋ

ẏ

]
=

[
−qk1 −qk2

q 0

][
x

y

]
+

[
q

0

]
r,

[
x(0)

y(0)

]
=

[
0

0

]
. (4.15)

The closed-loop frequency response results in a second order system with the transfer

function

Y (s) =
q2

s2 + qk1s+ q2k2
R(s) (4.16)
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where the transient response is defined by the poles

λ =
q

2

(
−k1 ±

√
k2

1 − 4k2

)
. (4.17)

The closed-loop system has only three parameters: one for the plant and

two gains for the controller. From (4.16), we have q which sets the timescale of

the system, a static gain 1/k2, a natural frequency ω = q
√
k2, and the damping

coefficient ξ = k1
2
√
k2

. We can set steady state reference tracking with k2 = 1, which

means that any error or deviation in this parameter introduced by implementation

will impact the steady state error. We also have that for an overdamped response

ξ > 1⇒ k1 > 2.

4.3.2 Representation with chemical reactions

As in the previous example, the CRN representation is further simplified by combin-

ing the sum of the feedback contributions and reference with the integration of the

first state. In this way, we avoid the additional dynamics of representing the sum

with the steady state solution of additional reactions, as proposed in Chapter 3.

Accounting for the dual-rail representation, the CRN results in eight catalysis

and two annihilation reactions, given by

R+ q−→ R+ +X+ , R−
q−→ R− +X− (4.18a)

X+ q−→ X+ + Y + , X−
q−→ X− + Y − (4.18b)

X+ qk1−−→ X+ +X− , X−
qk1−−→ X− +X+ (4.18c)

Y + qk2−−→ Y + +X− , Y −
qk2−−→ Y − +X+ (4.18d)

X+ +X−
η−→ ∅ , Y + + Y −

η−→ ∅ . (4.18e)

The chain of two catalysis reactions (4.18a-4.18b) represents the double in-

tegrator in the plant. The marginal stability of the integration can be related with

the marginal stability of the stoichiometry in the catalysis reactions, where the

produced species need to be bound for stability. The reactions in (4.18c-4.18d)

implement the negative gains, by crossing the contributions between the dual-rail

species (Figure 4.9a). Finally, the annihilation reactions are put in place in (4.18e),

to ensure the concentrations are kept at feasible levels.
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Figure 4.9: Network of chemical reactions with dual-rail representation, using a)
catalytic degradation [76] or b) degradation reactions.

The mass action kinetics for the chemical network results in

ẋ+ = q
(
r+ + k2y

− + k1x
−)− ηx+x− (4.19a)

ẋ− = q
(
r− + k2y

+ + k1x
+
)
− ηx+x− (4.19b)

ẏ+ = qx+ − ηy+y− (4.19c)

ẏ− = qx− − ηy+y− (4.19d)

x±(0) = y±(0) = 0 . (4.19e)

From the reversed contributions in (4.19a-4.19b), the negative gains in the I/O

dynamics of ẋ = ẋ+ − ẋ− and ẏ = ẏ+ − ẏ− are given by

ẋ = qr − qk2y − qk1x (4.20a)

ẏ = qx (4.20b)

x(0) = y(0) = 0 . (4.20c)

In (4.20) we recover the linear closed-loop dynamics, and the representation of the

negative gains.

The combined effect of crossed catalysis reactions X±
qk1−−→ X± + X∓ and

the fast annihilation X+ + X−
η−→ ∅ results in the catalytic degradation proposed

in [76]. Hence, the auto repressing gain is the same as X±
qk1−−→ ∅ (for η � qk1),
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and alternatively we can replace the catalysis in (4.18c) with degradation reactions.

This results in the CRN from Figure 4.9b with six catalysis, two degradations, and

two annihilation reactions given by

R+ q−→ R+ +X+ , R−
q−→ R− +X− (4.21a)

X+ q−→ X+ + Y + , X−
q−→ X− + Y − (4.21b)

X+ qk1−−→ ∅ , X−
qk1−−→ ∅ (4.21c)

Y + qk2−−→ Y + +X− , Y −
qk2−−→ Y − +X+ (4.21d)

X+ +X−
η−→ ∅ , Y + + Y −

η−→ ∅ . (4.21e)

The mass action kinetics are now different, with

ẋ+ = q (r+ + k2y
− − k1x

+)− ηx+x− (4.22a)

ẋ− = q (r− + k2y
+ − k1x

−)− ηx+x− (4.22b)

but the I/O dynamics of ẋ are the same as in (4.20), where the negative gain in the

state x results from direct degradation instead of the dual-rail representation.

The time histories of the CRN representation are compared with the linear

design in Figure 4.10, with the input signal

r(t) =

0.1nM 0 s ≤ t < 125000 s

−0.1nM 125000 s ≤ t ≤ 250000 s
. (4.23)

As in the previous example, for simulation of the MAK, the input signal is split into

two input concentrations

[
R+
]

(t) = 0.1 nM, 0 s ≤ t ≤ 250000 s (4.24a)

[
R−
]

(t) =

0 nM 0 s ≤ t < 125000 s

0.2 nM 125000 s ≤ t ≤ 250000 s
(4.24b)

such that r = [R+]− [R−]. The species are introduced at t = 0 s and t = 125000 s,

and since they are not consumed, they remain at their introduced values.

The trajectories show the prescribed reference tracking behaviour, and the

matching between the linear control design and the trajectories of the dual-rail

signals resulting from I/O dynamics of the CRN.
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Figure 4.10: Steady state tracking response of the state feedback design and the
I/O dynamics of the representations with chemical reactions and DSD reactions.

4.3.3 Representation with strand displacement reactions

The architectures from Figures 4.3-4.5 are applied to obtain DSD reactions equiv-

alent to the CRN in (4.21), where the crossed feedback between X+ and X− is

replaced by degradation reactions. Furthermore, with the use of degradation for

X± the circuit can operate without the annihilation reaction X+ +X−
η−→ ∅, since

from the analysis with Visual DSD these concentrations remain low. Depending on

the experimental set-up, this is yet another possible simplification.

Remark 4.1. Adopting the construction in (4.21), where catalysis reactions respon-

sible for the state feedback are replaced with the degradation reactions in (4.21c), use

the simpler template complexes in Figure 4.5 and fewer species. However, there may

be advantages in building the circuit relying only on catalysis reactions (and annihi-

lation). When introducing the catalytic degradation scheme in [76] the authors argue

that spatial localisation of the catalysis reactions could allow faster degradation rates.

With these simplifications, although we have state feedback of a more com-

plex marginally stable second order system and more degrees of freedom, the imple-

mentation has the same level of complexity as the previous integral control prob-

lem, with six catalysis reactions, two degradation reactions, and one annihilation

reaction. The simulation in Visual DSD has fifteen double stranded complexes

and twenty auxiliary single stranded species initialised at Cmax = 104 nM (irre-

versibly consumed without replenishment), with a maximum toehold binding rate
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Figure 4.11: Strands used to initialise the DSD network that represents the state
feedback control of the double integrator: signal strands R, R′, X, X ′, Y , Y ′, and
auxiliary strands initialised at high concentrations. Due to the syntax in Visual
DSD, the notation is slightly different, where instead of the superscripts ± we have
the correspondence R = R+, R′ = R−, X = X+, X ′ = X−, Y = Y +, Y ′ = Y −.

10−3 (nMs)−1, and unbinding rate 0.1 s−1. See all the parameters in Table 4.2 and

the supplied auxiliary strands in Figure 4.11. The parameterisation for Cmax, the

unbinding rate kubnd and the maximum toehold rates kbnd and kt are the same as

in the realisation of the integral feedback controller. The differences in the design

are the degrees of complementarity, set to map the reaction rates of the CRN repre-

senting the design of the state feedback controller to binding rates in the realisation

with DSD reactions.

For the simulation with Visual DSD, the input signal defined in (4.23) is

realised in the same fashion as (4.13). The introduced concentrations of R+ and R−

were adjusted in the code of Visual DSD to account for initial buffering, resulting

in:

[
R+
]

(t) ≈ 0.1 nM (4.25a)

[
R−
]

(t) ≈

0 nM 0 s ≤ t < 125000 s

0.2 nM 125000 s ≤ t ≤ 250000 s
. (4.25b)
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Table 4.2: Parameterisation for the Visual DSD simulation of the state feedback
circuit

Description Vales Units

Cmax Initial concentrations of template and auxiliary
species

104 nM

kbnd Toehold maximum binding rate for auxiliary
strands (< tp >,< tq >)

10−3 (nMs)−1

kubnd Unbinding rate 0.1 (s)−1

kt Toehold maximum binding rate for signal
species (< tr >,< ty >,< tx >)

10−4 (nMs)−1

cq Toehold degree of complementarity for reactions
in the plant

8× 10−3 −

c1 Toehold degree of complementarity for the
degradation of X±

8× 10−3 −

c2 Toehold degree of complementarity for feedback
catalysis of Y ±

8× 10−3 −

cY Y Toehold degree of complementarity for the an-
nihilation reaction

1 −

The initially buffered fractions of the species R and R′ in Figure 4.12 are smaller

than in Figure 4.7b because of a different parameterisation and the slower timescale

of the represented system (see Remark B.2 in Appendix in Section B.3.3).

The concentrations from the simulation of the DSD circuit shows reference

tracking behaviour (in Figure 4.10), and while the I/O dynamics of the CRN matches

the linear design well, the transient dynamics with the DSD reactions are slower.

Comparing in Figure 4.12 the concentrations of the CRN with the concentrations

in the Visual DSD simulation, we also see slower dynamics for Y ± and lower equi-

librium levels for X±, indicating a higher damping of the state x. Although further

tuning is necessary, the dynamics are close to the desired state feedback design, and

also suggest that the annihilation reaction for X± may not be necessary due to the

limiting degradation.

4.4 Conclusions

There currently exist mature theoretical frameworks for the design of linear feedback

controllers with chemical reaction networks. Systematic procedures and software

tools provide a translation to equivalent reactions based on nucleic acid chemistry,

which should be amenable to experimental implementation. However, the readiness
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the concentrations for the abstract CRN, and the DSD
implementation. The steady state conditions for the output species Y ± are similar
in the CRN and DSD representations, although smaller for X± in the DSD circuit.

level of this technology has not followed the theoretical developments, and we are

lacking experimental validation of such systems. The two control problems proposed

here can be represented with very few CRN and DSD reactions, and are minimally

complex candidates for immediate experimental validation of feedback circuits using

strand displacement reaction networks.

The complexity is reduced with a careful choice of plant and by combining

gain, integration and subtraction in the same chemical reactions, eliminating the

need for additional dynamics and QSS approximations. The result is the removal

of two catalysis reactions, two degradation reactions, and one annihilation reaction

in the integral control problem, with respect to the approach of Chapter 3.

In Chapter 3 we saw that the state feedback controller can already be simpli-

fied with respect to a classical PID controller, just by combining the gains with the
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subtractions in the same CRNs. The minimal complex example is further simplified,

with the removal of four catalysis and one annihilation reactions, by combining the

subtraction with the integration of the first state, and by selecting a plant that does

not need degradation reactions for its representation.

Both problems can be implemented using similar low numbers of chemical

reactions - six catalysis, two degradations and one or two annihilation reactions,

and the reduced number of reactions puts these DSD networks within the current

capabilities for experimental investigation.

Although simple, the examples are representative of standard control de-

signs capturing important features of general linear feedback control systems, and

the circuits are interesting for future experimental investigation of the dependence

of closed-loop dynamics on toehold design, and integration of the annihilation reac-

tions.
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Chapter 5

Dynamics and stability of

nucleic acid feedback controllers

For representation of linear negative feedback we cannot be limited to a positive

difference between two positive inputs with a “one-sided” subtraction [31]. The pre-

vious chapters shows how the dual-rail representation [20] circumvents this problem

by representing each signal as the difference of concentrations of two different species.

Although it increases the number of required reactions, as exemplified in

previous chapters, the dual-rail representation enables the computation of a two-

sided subtraction with the steady state of a CRN [71]. Moreover, dynamic and

computation systems can be represented with CRNs assembled from elementary

reactions of catalysis, degradation, and annihilation with corresponding sets of DSD

reactions with equivalent dynamics. We then have a systematic process to translate

control theory to implementable biochemistry with synthetic DNA oligonucleotides,

where DSD networks can be assembled to represent transfer functions [62], linear

feedback systems [76,79], and nonlinear controllers [95].

The MAK that results from the dual-rail representation using the three el-

ementary reactions in (2.24) can be classified as an IPR [142] of the I/O system

in Definition 2.17. An IPR is a positive system, which together with input, state

and output transformations, can realise arbitrary non positive input-to-output dy-

namics, Figure 5.1. In the case of linear positive systems, the system is internally

positive if the state space matrices B, C and D are non-negative, and A is Metzler

(Definition 2.13) [142].

We have from practical experimentation that in the constructed dual-rail

CRNs, the annihilation reactions are essentially in order to ensure that species

concentrations remain within the bounds of experimental feasibility. Since these
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Figure 5.1: A linear system can be represented as the dynamics from the inputs to
the outputs of an nonlinear internal positive representation.

bimolecular reactions introduce nonlinear dynamics, the MAK result in an IPR of a

linear system based on nonlinear internal positive dynamics which are not observable

in the represented I/O linear dynamics. This is very much in contrast to IPRs based

on linear positive dynamics [142].

This chapter considers and formally characterises the effects of the nonlinear

internal dynamics on the equilibria and the stability of the representation of linear

negative feedback systems. The dynamics of the representation are analysed in the

light of positive control theory from Section 2.2.2, applying stability and structural

results for positive systems, to show how the annihilation reactions can relax some

of the restrictions from linear IPR, and how they are important in the presence of

inevitable experimental variability. These results provide many useful insights that

can guide the design and construction of these circuits, and also highlight some of

the associated technical challenges and limitations.

We have seen how using the dual-rail CRNs to compute gains, sums, subtrac-

tions, or any proper transfer-function [62, 79], we can take a prescribed frequency-

domain description of a control system, which we wish to represent chemically, and

assemble a CRN representation using only the elementary reactions (2.24). We now

illustrate the construction of a simple example feedback system (for more complex

examples see Chapter 3), which will be used throughout the chapter.

Example 5.1 (Simple feedback control system). Consider the feedback control sys-

tem in Figure 5.2,

ẏ = −k2y + k1u, y(0) = 0 (5.1a)

u = kP (r − y) + k0

∫
(r − y) (5.1b)

which we wish to represent chemically. According to [62,79], we define the dual-rail

signals pj = x+
j − x

−
j as the output of linear operators in the loop, each represented
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Figure 5.2: Frequency-domain representation of controller and plant of Example 5.1.
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Figure 5.3: Chemical network to represent Example 5.1: each signal pj = x+
j − x

−
j

results from representing a linear operator with chemical reactions, using unimolec-
ular catalysis and degradation reactions, and annihilation reactions between the
pairs X±j (arrows from autocatalysis are omitted). The representation of the nega-

tive feedback is introduced by the catalysis from X±5 to X∓1 (in red).

with reactions of the types in (2.24). The complete CRN in Figure 5.3 gives

R±
γ±1−−→ R± +X±1 , X∓5

γ∓2−−→ X∓5 + X±1 , (5.2a)

X±1
γ±3−−→ ∅, X+

1 +X−1
η−→ ∅ (5.2b)

X±1
k±0−−→ X±1 +X±3 , X+

3 +X−3
η−→ ∅ (5.2c)

X±1
γ±4−−→ X±1 +X±2 , X±2

γ±5−−→ ∅, X+
2 +X−2

η−→ ∅ (5.2d)

X±2
γ±6−−→ X±2 +X±4 , X±3

γ±7−−→ X±3 +X±4 , (5.2e)

X±4
γ±8−−→ ∅, X+

4 +X−4
η−→ ∅ (5.2f)

X±4
k±1−−→ X±4 +X±5 , X±5

k±2−−→ ∅, X+
5 +X−5

η−→ ∅ . (5.2g)
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The control error is computed in (5.2a) and (5.2b), and the integral gain is repre-

sented in (5.2c). The gain kP results from the steady state conditions of (5.2d),

where k±P = γ±4 /γ
±
5 , and (5.2e-5.2f) sum the contributions of the control inputs to

the plant represented in (5.2g). The resulting ODEs using MAK are given by:

ẋ±1 = −γ±3 x
±
1 + γ∓2 x

∓
5 + γ±1 r

± − ηx+
1 x
−
1 (5.3a)

ẋ±2 = γ±4 x
±
1 − γ

±
5 x
±
2 − ηx

+
2 x
−
2 (5.3b)

ẋ±3 = k±0 x
±
1 − ηx

+
3 x
−
3 (5.3c)

ẋ±4 = γ±6 x
±
2 + γ±7 x

±
3 − γ

±
8 x
±
4 − ηx

+
4 x
−
4 (5.3d)

ẋ±5 = k±1 x
±
4 − k

±
2 x
±
5 − ηx

+
5 x
−
5 (5.3e)

x±i (0) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . (5.3f)

Recalling Assumption 2.1 of nominal and symmetrical parameterisation, and assum-

ing additionally that γ±5 = ε2, γ±1 = γ±2 = γ±3 = ε1 and γ±6 = γ±7 = γ±8 = ε4, we

obtain the linear I/O dynamics ṗj = ẋ+
j − ẋ

−
j , where


ε−1
1 ṗ1

ε−1
2 ṗ2

ṗ3

ε−1
4 ṗ4

ṗ5

 =


−1 0 0 0 −1

kP −1 0 0 0

k0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 −1 0

0 0 0 k1 −k2




p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

+


r

0

0

0

0

 (5.4a)

pi(0) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . (5.4b)

Remark 5.1. It is important to notice that the CRNs constructions to compute

the subtraction, sum and gain are exact only at steady state. The representation of

these algebraic operators in the CRN add dynamics to the I/O system and increase

the dimension of the state vector [79].

Nevertheless, the impact of the additional transient dynamics for subtraction,

gain and summation can be mitigated by setting the reaction rates γi faster than the

dynamics of the controller and plant. To see how, we expressed (5.4) as a singular

perturbation model [109], where by increasing εi we get timescale separation. With
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Table 5.1: Nominal parameters for Example 5.1
Rates for plant k±1 = 0.0008/s, k±2 = 0.001/s
Rates for integrator k±0 = 0.001/s
Rates for steady state computations γ±4 = 0.0025/s, γ±j 6=4 = 0.005/s

Annihilation rate η = 5× 105/M/s

a QSS approximation for the fast variables, we have

p1 ≈ r − p5 (5.5a)

p2 ≈ kP p1 (5.5b)

p4 ≈ p2 + p3 (5.5c)

ṗ3 = k0p1 (5.5d)

ṗ5 = k1p4 − k2p5 (5.5e)

p3(0) = p5(0) = 0 (5.5f)

and we recover the feedback control system from 5.1 and the algebraic relationships.

In practice, the reactions rates γi are limited by the physical limits of imple-

mentation, and albeit faster, the respective reactions can still influence the dynamics

of the I/O system . Consequently, the additional dynamics for the representation of

the sum, subtraction, and gain are kept in the MAK.

To demonstrate how the CRN in (5.3) is able to represent a prescribed I/O

dynamics with the structure of Figure 5.2, we define an example of a possible pa-

rameterisation for Example 5.2. The reaction rates k±1 , k±2 result directly in the gain

and pole of the plant and k±0 from the integral control gain we wish to represent.

The computation of the controller gain k±P , the sum and subtraction depend

on the reaction rates the rates γi, i = 1 . . . 8, which for purposes of timescale sepa-

ration (Remark 5.1), are set faster than the dynamics of the controller and plant.

Despite the timescale separation, the QSS assumption is not used for model reduc-

tion, and the simulation includes the complete set of the ODEs in (5.3).

The chosen parameters are given in Table 5.1, to ensure that the represented

I/O feedback system is stable and able to track a step reference input. An additional

consideration was that the dynamics the plant and the controller are slow enough

so that the reaction rates result in a feasible DSD realisation with realistic strand

displacement reaction rates.

For simulation, we also define a reference signal given by a sequence of posi-
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Figure 5.4: Simulation of the chemical representation of Example 5.1, to a sequence
of steps on the reference concentrations r±, where x±j ≥ 0: A) the mass action
kinetics of the concentrations; B) respective dual-rail signals, showing the reference
tracking response of the output signal y = p5 = x+

5 −x
−
5 to the reference r = r+−r−.

tive and negative steps given by

r(t) =



0 nM 0 s ≤ t < 10000 s

1 nM 10000 s ≤ t < 40000 s

−1 nM 40000 s ≤ t < 70000 s

0 nM 70000 s ≤ t

. (5.6)

However, for simulation of the MAK, we need the reference signal to be a dual-rail

input to the internal positive representation (Figure 5.1). The reference signal is

split into two concentrations r+ > 0 or r− > 0, where only one of them are positive
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at any given time. The inputs to the MAK are given by

r+(t) =


0 nM 0 s ≤ t < 10000 s

1 nM 10000 s ≤ t < 40000 s

0 nM 40000 s ≤ t

(5.7a)

r−(t) =


0 nM 0 s ≤ t < 40000 s

1 nM 40000 s ≤ t < 70000 s

0 nM 70000 s ≤ t

. (5.7b)

In Figure 5.4a we have the positive dynamics in the natural coordinates x±j
from (5.3). In Figure 5.4b, the I/O linear dynamics are recovered from the MAK

with pj = x+
j −x

−
j , and the linear control system’s output y = p5 successfully tracks

the reference r.

In the same manner as in previous chapters, the CRN in (5.2) can be sys-

tematically translated to DSD reactions. The equivalences between each elementary

reaction in (2.24) and the sets of DSD reactions for Example 5.1 are detailed in Sec-

tion 5.5.

5.1 Dynamics of the chemical reaction network

We now define the deterministic dynamics for the general class of systems analysed

in this chapter. The presented results are applicable not only to Example 5.1 and

the examples in the other chapters, but also to any linear negative feedback system

that follows the dual-rail construction method in Section 2.3.1.

The representation relies on mapping ODE’s to deterministic MAK (con-

straining the representation to the assumptions of the latter), and allows the chemi-

cal representation of negative gains and negative feedback present in the I/O dynam-

ics. However, we retain the natural non-negative coordinates, where states are the

concentrations x±j , and apply the definitions in Section 2.2.2 for positive systems.

Definition 5.1. Defining the input vector with both positive and negative compo-

nents for the reference r = [r+, r−]
T

, r± ∈ R+
0 , and the state x ∈ R+

0 as the vector

of species concentrations with

x =

[
x+

x−

]
=
[
x+

1 . . . x+
N x−1 . . . x−N

]T
(5.8)
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we have that for the CRN of a dual-rail representation constructed from the elemen-

tary reactions in (2.24), the MAK result

⇒ ẋ =
(
A� −D {|a|}

)
x + Br− η (Px) ◦ x, x(0) ≥ 0 given (5.9)

where

(Px) ◦ x =

[
x+ ◦ x−

x+ ◦ x−

]
⇒ P =

[
0 I

I 0

]
. (5.10)

The construction method results in several structural properties of the dy-

namics:

� The dynamics of the unimolecular reactions depend linearly on the state with

Ax, where A = A� −D {|a|}.

� By construction, we have a Metzler matrix A ∈ M, since the catalysis rates

are on the off-diagonal elements A� ≥ 0

� The degradation rates result in non-positive elements in the diagonal of D {a}
with a ≤ 0.

� The contributions from the annihilation reactions are in the terms −ηx+ ◦x−.

Furthermore, we can decompose the dynamics into non-negative and non-positive

contributions where

D {a} − η (Px) ◦ x ≤ 0 (5.11a)

A�x + Br ≥ 0 . (5.11b)

Finally, decomposing the dynamics (5.9) according to the partition in (5.8) yields ẋ+ = A+
1 x+ + A−2 x− + B+

1 r
+ − ηx+ ◦ x−

ẋ− = A+
2 x+ + A−1 x− + B−1 r

− − ηx+ ◦ x−
(5.12a)

⇔ ẋ± = A±1 x± + A∓2 x∓ + B±1 r
± − ηx+ ◦ x−, x±(0) ≥ 0 given (5.12b)
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and we have matrices A and B structured into the following forms:

A =

[
A+

1 A−2
A+

2 A−1

]
(5.13a)

B =

[
B+

1 0

0 B−1

]
(5.13b)

A±1 =
(
A±1
)�

+ D
{
a±1
}

(5.13c)

a±1 ≤ 0 (5.13d)

A±2 =
(
A±2
)�

. (5.13e)

From Definition 5.1 we have that A ∈ M ⇒ A±j ∈ M and the degradation rates

are in the diagonal of A±1 . For the catalysis reaction rates, we have the rates as

off-diagonal elements of
(
A±1
)�

with

γ : X±i
γ−→ X±i +X±j , j 6= i⇒ γ =

[(
A±1
)�]

ji
(5.14)

except for the crossed catalysis representing negative signs. In that case, the reaction

rates are elements of
(
A±2
)�

, with

γ : X±i
γ−→ X±i +X∓j , j 6= i⇒ γ =

[
A±2
]
ji
. (5.15)

Remark 5.2. Because the catalysis and degradation reactions are duplicated, both

matrices A±i retain the same structure, but not necessarily the same parameteri-

sation (similarly for the pair B±1 ). Matrices A+
i and B+

1 are populated with the

reaction rates γ+
j , and their counterparts A−i and B−1 with γ−i .

5.1.1 The dynamics in the natural coordinates are positive and

nonlinear

The structure of the dynamics in (5.9) emerges for any network built according

to Section 2.3.1, and several structural properties can be derived for the class of

systems in Definition 5.1 and Equations (5.11-5.13).

The positivity of the dynamics depend on the basis of the coordinates, and

positivity occurs usually in the natural coordinates of the system (in this case

concentrations) [122]. With v = Br ≥ 0, and g {x} = −η (Px), the following

Lemma 5.1 shows that the nonlinear dynamics in their natural coordinates in (5.9)

are indeed non-negative.
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Figure 5.5: The transformation in (5.18) rotates the domain of the non-negative
natural coordinates x±j on the left, to the cone on the right with pj = x+

j − x−j
and qj = x+

j + x−j . Although x±j ≥ 0, we have that pj ∈ R is not restricted
to positivity. The orthogonal coordinates qj remain positive coordinates, and if a
positive equilibrium x∗ exists, then we also have positive equilibria q∗j .

Lemma 5.1. For a vector function g {x} ∈ R, if M ∈ M, v ≥ 0, and x (0) > 0,

the dynamics ẋ = Mx + x ◦ g {x}+ v are non-negative.

Proof. For each component of the state vector we have

ẋj = [Mx]j + xj [g {x}]j + vj (5.16a)

= mjjxj +
∑
i 6=j

mjixi + xj [g {x}]j + vj . (5.16b)

Recall that M ∈M, hence, for j 6= i, we have mji ≥ 0. If xj = 0 and ∃i 6=j : xi > 0,

then

ẋj = [Mx]j + v =
∑
i 6=j

mjixi + vj ≥ 0 (5.17)

and the trajectory remains in R+
0 .

5.1.2 The positive nonlinear dynamics are unobservable in the I/O

dynamics of the linear representation

The construction of the CRN for the dual-rail representation in Section 2.3.1 relies

on Assumption 2.1 of symmetrical nominal reaction rates to have an equivalency

between the resulting I/O system of Definition 2.17 and a linear control system
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that we wish to represent. The consequences of Assumption 2.1 on the nonlinear

dynamics constructed in (5.9) become clearer in new rotated coordinates. The

system can be positive or not depending on the basis of coordinates [122], and we

can see the dual-rail I/O system and the differences of concentrations as a coordinate

transformation which turns parts of the state into real numbers, as illustrated in

Figure 5.5.

Definition 5.2. The rotated coordinates pj = x+
j −x

−
j ∈ R and qj = x+

j +x−j ∈ R+
0

result from the similarity transformation W, where[
p

q

]
=

[
I −I

I I

]
x =

[
Wp

Wq

]
x = Wx . (5.18)

The transformation is a global diffeomorphism [88], it is continuously differentiable,

its Jacobian is non-singular ∀x ∈ R2N , and lim‖x‖→∞‖Wx‖ = ∞. For the inverse

transformation we have W−1 = 1
2WT and

x = W−1

[
p

q

]
=

1

2
WT

[
p

q

]
⇒ x =

1

2

[
+I +I

−I +I

][
p

q

]
. (5.19)

The transformation of coordinates is applied to (5.9) to determine the rotated

dynamics.

Proposition 5.1. The dynamics in the rotated coordinates are given by[
ṗ

q̇

]
=

[
R11 R12

R21 R22

][
p

q

]
+

[
Wp

Wq

]
Br− η

2

[
0

q ◦ q− p ◦ p

]
(5.20a)

given x±(0) ≥ 0⇒ p(0) = x+(0)− x−(0), q(0) = x+(0) + x−(0) . (5.20b)

Proof. Applying the mapping in Definition 5.2 and its inverse to the dynamics in

the natural coordinates (5.1) yields

Wẋ = WAx− ηW (x ◦Px) + WBr (5.21a)

⇒

[
ṗ

q̇

]
=

1

2
WAWT

[
p

q

]
− ηW (x ◦Px) +

[
Wp

Wq

]
Br . (5.21b)

From (5.10) we have

W (x ◦Px) = =

[
I −I

I I

][
x+ ◦ x−

x+ ◦ x−

]
= 2

[
0

x+ ◦ x−

]
(5.22)
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and since x± = 1
2 (q± p) then

W (x ◦Px) = 2

[
0

1
2 (q + p) ◦ 1

2 (q− p)

]
=

1

2

[
0

q ◦ q− p ◦ p

]
. (5.23)

From the structure of A in (5.13) and defining

R =

[
R11 R12

R21 R22

]
= WAW−1 =

1

2
WAWT (5.24a)

=
1

2

[
+I −I

+I +I

][
A+

1 A−2
A+

2 A−1

][
+I +I

−I +I

]
(5.24b)

=
1

2

[ (
A+

1 + A−1 −A+
2 −A−2

) (
A+

1 −A−1 + A−2 −A+
2

)(
A+

1 −A−1 + A+
2 −A−2

) (
A+

1 + A−1 + A+
2 + A−2

) ] (5.24c)

we finally have the structure in (5.20).

Remark 5.3. Recalling that by construction a±1 ≤ 0, from the structures in Defini-

tion 5.1 and (5.13), we can write

R22 = 1
2

(
A+

1 + A−1 + A+
2 + A−2

)� − 1
2D
{∣∣a+

1

∣∣+
∣∣a−1 ∣∣} (5.25a)

R11 = 1
2

(
A+

1 + A−1 −A+
2 −A−2

)� − 1
2D
{∣∣a+

1

∣∣+
∣∣a−1 ∣∣} (5.25b)

R12 = 1
2

(
A+

1 −A−1 −A+
2 + A−2

)� − 1
2D
{∣∣a+

1

∣∣− ∣∣a−1 ∣∣} (5.25c)

R21 = 1
2

(
A+

1 −A−1 + A+
2 −A−2

)� − 1
2D
{∣∣a+

1

∣∣− ∣∣a−1 ∣∣} . (5.25d)

Additionally, we have some structural properties of R22 where

� The diagonal of R22 is non-positive and the average of the diagonals of A±1 .

� A±j ∈M⇒ R22 ∈M.

Definition 5.3. Consider the condition of perfectly identical reaction rates of a

symmetrical parameterisation in Assumption 2.1. In this case, we can define the

nominal matrices (represented with an upper bar) as A±1 = Ā1 ( and therefore

a±1 = ā1), A±2 = Ā2, B±1 = B̄1.

Proposition 5.2. For the nominal symmetrical parameterisation in Definition 5.3,

the nonlinear dynamics are unobservable in the I/O system, due to the serial struc-

ture of the nominal rotated dynamics given by

ṗ = R̄11p + WpB̄r, p(0) = 0 (5.26a)

q̇ = R̄22q + WqB̄r +
η

2
p ◦ p− η

2
q ◦ q, q(0) ≥ 0 . (5.26b)
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Figure 5.6: Cascaded interconnection between the I/O dynamics and the under-
lying positive dynamics in the rotated coordinates, for the nominal symmetrical
parameterisation in Definition 5.3.

Proof. Applying Definition 5.3 to the matrices in Remark 5.3, it follows immediately

that R̄12 = R̄21 = 0, R̄11 = Ā1 − Ā2, R̄22 = Ā1 + Ā2. Thus, the serial structure

of (5.26) (illustrated in Figure 5.6) has p evolving independently of q, making q

unobservable in any output of the I/O dynamics.

Noting that (5.26a) corresponds to the dynamics of the I/O system from

Definition 2.17, we can use W and the new coordinates to analyse the interactions

between the linear I/O dynamics ṗ and the remaining internal dynamics q̇. Besides

nonlinear we have that Equation (5.26b) is non-negative, since by Definition 5.2,

x±j ≥ 0⇒ qj ≥ 0.

Assumption 5.1. Assume hereafter that the dynamics we wish to represent result in

stable I/O dynamics, and therefore R̄11 ∈ H and R̄−1
11 exists. Such an assumption is

expected for the design of feedback systems, where nominal stability is a requirement.

5.2 Equilibria of the chemical reaction network

We now compare the equilibria of the CRN with and without feedback, to analyse

how representing negative feedback changes the fundamental properties of the CRN.

Definition 5.4. A cascaded system is a set of DSD reactions without feedback,

where the catalysis reactions do not depend directly or indirectly on the chemical

species downstream.

Cascaded strand displacement reactions are well suited to systematically

build large computational and logic gate circuitry [31, 71]. The cascaded struc-

ture of the represented linear system results in a state matrix that can be permuted
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such that R̄11 ∈ L. Under Assumptions 2.1 and 5.1 (nominal parameters with stable

I/O system), and from Remark 5.3, we have that

R̄11 ∈ L ⇒ Ā1, Ā2 ∈ L (5.27a)

R̄11 ∈ L,H ⇒ R̄22 ∈ L,H . (5.27b)

For example, representing the open loop of Figure 5.2 without feedback (removing

X±5 → X±5 +X∓1 in Figure 5.3) results in a cascade of serial and parallel unimolecular

reactions. The feedback reactions X±5 → X±5 +X∓1 connect the output to the input

of the cascade, and mass is transferred back into the input of the cascade. Including

feedback in the I/O dynamics leads to feedback within the network, and the cascaded

structure is lost.

Remark 5.4. In this particular case, removing the feedback also results in Ā2 = 0,

but in general, we can have Ā2 ≥ 0 if there are subtractions in the cascaded I/O

dynamics.

Due to the cascaded structure, the equilibrium of the unforced dynamics can

be computed sequentially for each coordinate to show that it is unique.

Lemma 5.2. For the unforced response (r = 0) of a cascaded system with nominal

and symmetrical parameterisation (Definition 5.3), the dynamics of (5.26) have a

single equilibrium for p∗ = q∗ = 0.

Proof. For r = 0, we have directly from (5.26) that

r = 0⇒ p∗ = 0⇒ 0 = R̄22q
∗ − η

2
q∗ ◦ q∗ . (5.28)

If the CRN is a unidirectional cascade of reactions, we can order the states so that

R̄11 is a lower triangular matrix, and Ā1, Ā2 ∈ L ⇒ R̄22 ∈ L. For the diagonal

elements we have from Remark 5.3 and Definition 5.3 that
[
R̄22

]
jj

= − |āj |. Solving

sequentially for each coordinate qj yields

R̄22 ∈ L ⇒ ∀i>1,
[
R̄22

]
1i

= 0⇒
(
− |ā1| −

η

2
q∗1

)
q∗1 = 0⇒ q∗1 = 0

q∗1 = 0 ∧ ∀i>2,
[
R̄22

]
2i

= 0⇒
(
− |ā2| −

η

2
q∗2

)
q∗2 = 0⇒ q∗2 = 0

...

∀i<j , q∗i = 0 ∧ ∀i>j ,
[
R̄22

]
ji

= 0⇒
(
− |āj | −

η

2
q∗j

)
q∗j = 0⇒ q∗j = 0

where the negative solutions q∗j = −2|ā1|
η < 0 are discarded. Hence, p∗ = q∗ = 0.
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In the presence of feedback the cascaded structure is lost, since the states will

depend on the output. All the states involved in the represented closed loop become

interdependent, and R̄11 cannot be a lower triangular matrix. The interdependent

evolution of all the states is reflected in the irreducibility [122] of the state matrix

R̄11, and recalling Definition 2.15 we have R̄11 ∈ I.

Remark 5.5. It follows that for each coordinate j we have ∃i>j :
[
R̄11

]
ji
> 0,

either due to Ā1 (from catalysis representing positive feedback) or due to Ā2 (from

catalysis representing negative feedback). Since R̄22 = Ā1 + Ā2 we have also that

R̄22 ∈ I,M, and for each coordinate j we have that ∃i 6=j :
[
R̄22

]
ji
> 0 where the

trajectory of qj will always depend on another coordinate qi.

The representation of feedback in the I/O dynamics (R̄11 ∈ I) leads to an

irreducible network (Ā ∈ I) and a fundamental change in the possible number and

nature of the equilibria for the positive internal dynamics q∗.

Proposition 5.3. Consider M ∈ I,M such that M = M� + D {m}, m ≤ 0, a

scalar k > 0, and the dynamics q̇ = Mq − kq ◦ q, q(0) ≥ 0, with equilibrium q∗.

Then we have the following:

i) either all states are at equilibrium at the origin or none are. That is, if ∃jq∗j =

0 then ∀i 6=j , q∗i = 0;

ii) the unforced dynamics may admit a second positive equilibrium q∗ > 0, pro-

portional to k−1.

Proof. For each coordinate qj , we have

q̇ = Mq− kq ◦ q ⇒ q̇j = mjjqj +
∑
i 6=j

mjiqi − kq2
j (5.29)

m ≤ 0 ⇒ q̇j = −|mjj |qj +
∑
i 6=j

mjiqi − kq2
j . (5.30)

From the equilibrium condition for qj we have the system of equations

0 = kq2
j + |mjj |qj −

∑
i 6=j

mjiqi (5.31a)

⇒ qj =
1

2k

−|mjj | ±
√
m2
jj + 4k

∑
i 6=j

mjiqi

 . (5.31b)

From M ∈ M and positivity constraint qi ≥ 0, we have 4k
∑

i 6=jmjiqi ≥ 0 and the
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non-negative root is given by

⇒ qj =
1

2k

−|mjj |+
√
m2
jj + 4k

∑
i 6=j

mjiqi

 ≥ 0 . (5.32)

i) The equilibrium q∗ = 0 is the trivial solution of the equilibrium condition.

However, we can state more.

If M ∈ I then ∀j ,∃i 6=j : mji > 0, that is, the dynamics of each coordinate q̇j

will depend on at least one other state qi, and at the same time, each coordinate qi

will contribute to the dynamics of at least one other state q̇j .

From the root solution for each coordinate, this results in the condition that

q∗j = 0⇒
∑

i 6=jmjiq
∗
i = 0. Hence, for q∗j = 0 it is necessary that all other states qi 6=j

on which q̇j depends to have q∗i = 0, that is, ∀i 6=j : mji > 0 we have q∗j = 0⇒ q∗i = 0.

Due to M ∈ I, each and every state qj is a dependency on another state, and

therefore, ∀j , q∗j = 0⇒ q∗i 6=j = 0. We then conclude that an irreducible M (and the

interdependence of all states) implicates that we cannot have an equilibrium where

only some of the states are at zero.

ii) If ∃i 6=j : mji > 0 and the coordinate i is at a positive equilibrium q∗i 6=j > 0,

then
∑

i 6=jmjiq
∗
i > 0 and q∗j > 0. In turn, the irreducibility of M ensures that

∃j 6=i : mij > 0 and q∗i > 0. The non-negative roots for each coordinate j result from

solving the system of equations in (5.32) and note that even if mjj = 0, then q∗j > 0

with

q∗j =
1√
k

√∑
i 6=j

mjiq∗i > 0 . (5.33)

Combining i) and ii), if M ∈ I, the system may have a positive equilibrium q∗ > 0,

which can be scaled inversely to k, since in (5.32) we have limk→∞ q
∗
j = 0.

Example 5.2. Consider the CRN representation of a linear system with a single

input u and negative feedback between its states x and y (d1, d2, c1, c2 > 0)

ẋ = −d1x− c2y + u (5.34a)

ẏ = −d2y + c1x (5.34b)

where the feedback parameter c2 has a direct impact on the characteristic polynomial

of the closed loop transfer function

Y (s) =
c1

s2 + s (d1 + d2) + d1d2 + c1c2
U(s) . (5.35)
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Using the dual-rail representation with u = u+−u−, x = x+−x− and y = y+− y−,

we construct the CRN given by

U±
1−→ U± +X±, X±

d1−→ ∅, X+ +X−
k−→ ∅ (5.36a)

X±
c1−→ X± + Y ±, Y ±

d2−→ ∅, Y + + Y −
k−→ ∅ (5.36b)

Y ±
c2−→ Y ± +X∓ (5.36c)

where (5.36c) represents the negative feedback. Writing the MAK we get

ẋ+ = −d1x
+ + c2y

− + u+ − kx+x− (5.37a)

ẏ+ = −d2y
+ + c1x

+ − ky+y− (5.37b)

ẋ− = −d1x
− + c2y

+ + u− − kx+x− (5.37c)

ẏ− = −d2y
− + c1x

− − ky+y− (5.37d)

x±(0) = y±(0) = 0 . (5.37e)

Writing the dynamics according to Definition 5.1, considering that in this case we

have A+
1 = A−1 and A+

2 = A−2 , yields
ẋ+

ẏ+

ẋ−

ẏ−

 =

[
Ā1 Ā2

Ā2 Ā1

]
x+

y+

x−

y−

+


1 0

0 0

0 1

0 0


[
u+

u−

]
− k


x+x−

y+y−

x+x−

y+y−

 (5.38)

with

Ā1 =

[
−d1 0

c1 −d2

]
, Ā2 =

[
0 c2

0 0

]
. (5.39)

The state space matrix for the I/O dynamics R̄11 and the linear term of the internal

positive nonlinear dynamics R̄22 are given by

R̄11 = Ā1 − Ā2 =

[
−d1 −c2

c1 −d2

]
(5.40a)

R̄22 = Ā1 + Ā2 =

[
−d1 c2

c1 −d2

]
. (5.40b)
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Looking at the unforced dynamics

q̇ = R̄22q− kq ◦ q⇔

q̇1 = −d1q1 + c2q2 − kq2
1

q̇2 = −d2q2 + c1q1 − kq2
2

(5.41)

we have that without feedback (c2 = 0) the system simplifies to a reducible serial

cascade where R̄11 = R̄22 = Ā1 ∈ L, with a single non-negative equilibrium at

q = 0:

kq2
1 + d1q1 = 0⇒ q1 = 0⇒ kq2

2 + d2q2 − c1q1 = 0⇒ q2 = 0 . (5.42)

With feedback (c2 > 0) we solve q2 = c−1
2 q1 (kq1 + d1) in the equilibrium condition

for q1, and replace it in the equilibrium condition for q2 to obtain

0 = kq2
2 + d2q2 − c1q1 (5.43a)

⇒ 0 = c−2
2 kq2

1 (kq1 + d1)2 + c−1
2 d2kq

2
1 + c−1

2 d2d1q1 − c1q1 (5.43b)

⇒ 0 = kq2
1

(
k2q2

1 + 2d1kq1 + d2
1

)
+ c2d2kq

2
1 + c2d2d1q1 − c2

2c1q1 (5.43c)

= k3q4
1 + k22d1q

3
1 +

(
kd2

1 + d2c2k
)
q2

1 + c2 (d2d1 − c2c1) q1 . (5.43d)

The parameters in the polynomial coefficients are all positive, resulting in negative

polynomial coefficients only if c2 > d2d1c
−1
1 . If that is the case, there is a change of

sign in the coefficients, and Descartes’ rule of signs tells us that there exists exactly

one positive root, and therefore a positive equilibrium q∗1 > 0 exists.

Remark 5.6. Note that the use of Ā2 ≥ 0 to represent negative feedback in the

I/O dynamics in (5.26a) with R̄11 = Ā1 − Ā2, results in positive feedback in the

nonlinear dynamics in (5.26b) with R̄22 = Ā1 + Ā2. This difference captures a

fundamental property of the dual-rail representation, where the representation of

negative feedback is in fact introducing positive feedback within the CRN.

In (5.40) of Example 5.2, c2 impacts on the spectral radius of R̄11 and R̄22

differently. From the characteristic polynomial,

λ ∈ ρ
{
R̄11

}
⇒ λ2 + λ (d1 + d2) + d1d2 + c1c2 = 0 (5.44a)

⇒ λ = −(d1 + d2)

2
± 1

2

√
(d1 + d2)2 − 4 (d1d2 + c1c2) (5.44b)

⇒ c2 > 0 ⇒ α
{
R̄11

}
< 0 (5.44c)

we have stable I/O dynamics (R̄11 ∈ H) for any c2 > 0. But in the case of R̄22,
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where

λ ∈ ρ
{
R̄22

}
⇒ λ2 + λ (d1 + d2) + d1d2 − c1c2 = 0 (5.45a)

⇒ λ = −(d1 + d2)

2
± 1

2

√
(d1 + d2)2 − 4 (d1d2 − c1c2) (5.45b)

⇒ c2 >
d1d2

c1
⇒ α

{
R̄22

}
> 0 (5.45c)

for a sufficiently high gain c2 > d2d1c
−1
1 we get α

{
R̄22

}
> 0 and therefore R̄22 /∈ H.

Not coincidentally, it is the same domain for which q∗ > 0 exists.

Remark 5.7. The existence of positive equilibrium conditions for linear feedback

systems has direct consequences for the experimental construction of these circuits.

Operating at an equilibrium corresponding to high concentrations aggravates leaky

reactions, where undesired triggering of strand displacement leads to unwanted out-

puts in the absence of inputs. Furthermore, if q∗ ≥ 0 with input r = 0, then the

reactions persist even if the I/O dynamics are at rest p = 0, leading to unnecessary,

irreversible, and costly consumption of fuel species. This is in direct contrast to cas-

caded systems, where without input to the I/O dynamics, the CRN is at equilibrium

at x = 0, and no reactions occur.

5.3 Stability

We postulated the stability of the represented I/O system with Assumption 5.1. We

now investigate the stability of the internal positive dynamics and the MAK of the

complete CRN.

We begin by proving the following lemma, which is applicable to the unforced

dynamics of (5.9) and (5.26b).

Lemma 5.3. If M ∈M,H, and g {x} < 0 for x > 0, then the system with dynamics

ẋ = Mx + x ◦ g {x} is GAS at x = 0.

Proof. From Theorem 2.2 [122], if M ∈M,H then ∃d>0 : MTD{d}+D{d}M = −I.

We take the Lyapunov function Vd {x} = xTD {d}x > 0, yielding

V̇d (x) =
(
xTMT + g {x}T D {x}

)
D {d}x

+xTD {d} (Mx + D {x}g {x}) (5.46a)

= xT
(
MTD {d}+ D {d}M

)
x

+g {x}T (x ◦ d ◦ x) + xT (d ◦ x ◦ g {x}) (5.46b)

= −xTx + 2g {x}T (d ◦ x ◦ x) < 0 . (5.46c)
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Figure 5.7: Representing negative feedback with A±2 ≥ 0, introduces positive feed-
back between positive dynamics A±1 ∈M.

Since d > 0 exists, this guarantees that d ◦ x ◦ x > 0. With g {x} < 0 for x > 0 ,

we obtain V̇d (x) < 0 and global asymptotic convergence to x = 0.

With g {x} = −Px, Lemma 5.3 ensures that if the network of catalysis and

degradation reactions is stable, A ∈ H, the bimolecular reactions cannot desta-

bilise (5.9). A stable CRN with A ∈ H can occur if the degradation of each species

is faster than their overall production, and A has a dominant diagonal.

However, this is not the general case. The dynamics without the bimolecular

reactions result in the positive feedback loop between two positive systems (see

Figure 5.7). Since we cannot stabilise the non-negative dynamics A±1 ∈ M with

non-negative matrices A±2 ≥ 0 [128, 129], it is sufficient to have A±1 /∈ H to give

A /∈ H.

Even for the nominal symmetrical parameterisation, the representation has

modes that are not present in the represented linear I/O system since ρ
{
R̄
}

=

ρ
{
R̄11

}
∪ ρ

{
R̄22

}
. For Example 5.2, the spectral radii in (5.44) and (5.45) show

that for c2 > d2d1c
−1
1 , R̄ (and consequently Ā) will have unstable modes even if

R̄11 ∈ H.

5.3.1 The I/O dynamics determine the stability for the nominal

symmetrical case

While having R̄22 /∈ H is a problem for IPR with linear positive systems [142] and

at first glance it seems precarious to have unobservable nonlinear dynamics, we will

now see how the presence of the bimolecular reactions are sometimes sufficient for

stabilisation. In fact, for the designed nominal symmetrical case in Definition 5.3,

it is possible to provide guarantees for stability and boundedness.
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Proposition 5.4. The cascaded systems from Definition 5.4 representing stable

I/O dynamics, have GAS unforced nonlinear dynamics, for x > 0.

Proof. From Remark 5.3, in cascaded systems R̄11, R̄22 ∈ L, and ρ
{
R̄11

}
= ρ

{
R̄22

}
.

If the I/O system is stable, then α
{
R̄11

}
= α

{
R̄22

}
< 0 and Lemma 5.3 ensures

q̇ = R̄22q− η
2q ◦ q is GAS at q = 0.

Remark 5.8. We can apply Proposition 5.4 to the representation of individual

linear operations, which by themselves are cascaded reactions. It results directly that

the CRNs for summation, gain, and subtraction by themselves, have GAS unforced

dynamics, and are bounded for bounded inputs. More importantly, applying it to

CRNs assembled from cascading those linear operations, results in a single stable

equilibrium for the complete circuit.

With the introduction of feedback, even for the representation of stable I/O

linear dynamics (R̄11 ∈ H), we lose the cascaded structure and create an irreducible

system, impacting the stability at the origin.

Lemma 5.4. For the dynamics q̇ = Mq − kq ◦ q, q(0) ≥ 0, with a scalar k > 0,

and M ∈M, I but M /∈ H, the equilibrium at the origin q = 0 is unstable.

Proof. Applying Theorem 2.4 [122] for the Frobenius eigenvalue and eigenvector of

an irreducible Metzler matrix M ∈ M, I, we have that ∃wF>0 : wT
FM = λFwT

F

and λF = α {M}. Defining the Lyapunov function VF (q) = wT
Fq, we have that

q > 0⇒ VF (q) > 0 and

V̇F (q) = wT
F q̇ (5.47a)

= wT
FMq− kwT

Fq ◦ q (5.47b)

= λFwT
Fq− kwT

Fq ◦ q (5.47c)

= wT
F (q ◦ (λF1− kq)) . (5.47d)

Since M /∈ H ⇒ λF > 0, and for the domain where ∀j , qj < λF
k we have that

V̇F {q} > 0. Hence, the system is divergent close to the origin, and the equilibrium

at q = 0 is therefore unstable.

If feedback leads to R̄22 /∈ H, then Lemma 5.4 states that unforced trajec-

tories diverge away from the origin due to a diverging mode of R̄22, as illustrated

in Figure 5.8. The IPR of a stable system using only linear positive systems is

therefore not guaranteed to be stable [142]. However, for the nonlinear positive dy-

namics (5.26b) in Proposition 5.2, we can still ensure boundedness with the following

result.
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of the exclusion area from Lemma 5.4 (gray), and the
upper bound from Lemma 5.5 (green), for the trajectories of the unforced nominal
nonlinear dynamics of a 2 dimensional system, considering M ∈ I,M and M /∈ H.
The trajectories close to the origin will diverge and the dashed curve is an illustration
of convergence to a positive equilibrium q∗.

Lemma 5.5. For M ∈ M , q (0) > 0, and a bounded input v ≥ 0, if g {q} ≤ −kq
(scalar k > 0) then the trajectories of q̇ = Mq + q ◦ g {q} + v are non-negative

(q ∈ RN+
0 ) and bounded by ‖q‖2 < k−1

(√
N‖M‖2 + ‖v‖1‖q‖−1

2

)
.

Proof. For M ∈M, Lemma 5.1 guarantees that the trajectories are non-negative for

q (0) > 0. If M ∈ H, Lemma 5.3 guarantees that the system is asymptotically stable

in R+
0 with an equilibrium at q = 0. If M /∈ H, we can still show boundedness, using

the linear Lyapunov function V1 {q} = 1Tq =
∑

j qj > 0, in the domain q > 0. We

then have

V̇1 {q} = 1TMq + 1Tv + 1TD {q}g {q} (5.48a)

= 1TMq + ‖v‖1 + qTg {q} (5.48b)

≤ ‖Mq‖1 + ‖v‖1 − kqTq (5.48c)

≤
√
N‖M‖2‖q‖2 + ‖v‖1 − k‖q‖22 . (5.48d)

We can always find large enough values of q such that ‖q‖2 >
√
N
k ‖M‖2 + 1

k
‖v‖1
‖q‖2

where we have V̇1 {q} < 0.

Applying Lemma 5.5 with g {q} = −η
2q to the unforced dynamics in (5.26b)

we have ‖q‖2 < 2η−1
√
N‖R̄22‖2. In general, Lemma 5.5 is not applicable to the
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nonlinear dynamics (5.9), due to the matrix P.

Proposition 5.5. Consider the nominal dynamics in (5.26a-5.26b), with the sym-

metrical parameterisation from Definition 5.3. Under Assumption 5.1, the I/O dy-

namics (5.26a) are stable, and the concentrations in the complete CRN are bounded

and can be scaled down with a faster annihilation reaction rate η.

Proof. Assumption 5.1 ensures the trajectories of p are bounded. We can treat p

as an additional input to the system (5.26b) and apply Lemma 5.5 with a positive

input v = WqB̄r+ η
2p◦p. The unobserved dynamics are then bounded for bounded

inputs r,p > 0, and are scaled down by increasing η.

The same feedback responsible for stable I/O linear dynamics can result in

R̄22 /∈ H (see Remark 5.6). Designing feedback to ensure that R̄11, R̄22 ∈ H is im-

practical since it would put constraints on which I/O systems could be represented.

It is one of the challenges of representing stable linear systems relying only on lin-

ear positive systems [142], where we would need Ā ∈ H for the IPR to be stable.

Lemma 5.5 and Proposition 5.5 lift this constraint, albeit at the cost of a positive

equilibrium.

Remark 5.9. With Ā1 ∈ M but Ā1 /∈ H, there is no Ā2 ≥ 0 such that R̄22 =

Ā1 +Ā2 ∈ H [128,129]. Starting from a marginally stable state matrix α
{
Ā1

}
= 0,

the introduction of feedback leads to α
{
R̄22

}
≥ 0. This raises an interesting trade-

off, where the controllers that introduce integrators in the loop transfer function

(for example, PI controller) lead to a positive equilibrium, which is inconvenient for

implementation.

Remark 5.10. With the introduction of feedback, the concentrations involved in the

irreducible parts of the CRN will have positive equilibria, and ∃j qj(t) > 0 even if

r = 0 and the I/O dynamics are stable α
{
R̄11

}
< 0. In practice, Proposition 5.5

motivates the designed CRN to include the annihilation reactions since the bound

in Lemma 5.5 tells us that, as long as the represented I/O system is stable, the

annihilation reactions in the constructed CRN will result in bounded concentrations.

Furthermore, the bounding limit in Lemma 5.5 is in agreement with the experimental

practice of maximising the annihilation rate η as high as feasibly possible to minimise

the concentrations during operation or at equilibrium.
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Figure 5.9: Interconnection between the I/O dynamics and the underlying positive
dynamics in the rotated coordinates, in the presence of uncertainty leading to an
asymmetrical parameterisation. The red feedback connection is absent with the
nominal symmetric parameterisation from Definition 5.3.

5.4 Stability with asymmetrical parameterisation result-

ing from experimental variability

The construction of the I/O dynamics in (5.26a) assumes the symmetrical param-

eterisation in Definition 5.3, and we have shown some of the properties intrinsic to

the design methods, like positive equilibria and internal stability conditions.

When analysing for parametric scattering of the R̄11 in (5.26a) we must be

aware that we are still within Assumption 2.1 of perfect symmetric parameterisa-

tion, and as long as the I/O linear dynamics are stable R̄11 ∈ H, Proposition 5.5

guarantees that the nonlinear dynamics are bounded.

However, besides the stochastic nature of DSD reactions and inherent noise

(especially in applications with low number of copies), the experimental implemen-

tation of DNA systems also suffers from several spurious processes that alter the

effective hybridisation rates. The granular and imperfect design of toehold hy-

bridisation rates [74], initial and gradual leakage due to undesired reactions that

release output species without input, and synthesis errors which result in unpro-

ductive species can alter the stoichiometry of the reactions. Additionally, crosstalk

between different DSD strands with common toeholds also affects the dynamics,

with temporary unproductive interactions slowing down the triggering of strand

displacements [29].
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Even if we can approximately avoid the stochasticity of the system (with the

assumption of well mixed and and large number of molecules), there are still uncer-

tain and uncharacterised processes affecting the parameterisation of the hybridisa-

tion rates in a deterministic model. Hence, when verifying the implementation of

the CRN, we must account for such experimental error and analyse robustness to

parameteric variability in all the reaction rates outside Assumption 2.1, and realis-

tically allow the reaction rates in the CRN to vary independently.

Definition 5.5. We define the asymmetric parameterisation as the case when As-

sumption 2.1 is not applicable, resulting in A+
1 6= A−1 , A+

2 6= A−2 , and B+
1 6= B−1 .

This will be the non-nominal case when considering independent uncertainty in the

reaction rates due to experimental variability.

The consequences of this asymmetry are clarified in the rotated coordinates:

although the I/O dynamics ṗ are still linear in (5.20) (Wp (Px ◦ x) = 0), they

depend on the nonlinear dynamics through the term R12q (absent in (5.26a)), with

ṗ = R11p + WpBr + R12q . (5.49)

Remark 5.11. With experimental variability, we lose the serial structure from

(5.26). A stable I/O dynamics R11 ∈ H no longer provides guarantee of bound-

edness, since it ignores the feedback between the I/O linear dynamics and the under-

lying nonlinear dynamics (feedback connection in Figure 5.9). Therefore, we need

to analyse the stability of the complete nonlinear dynamics of (5.9).

We investigate the stability of the nonlinear system using Lyapunov’s indirect

method, and the eigenvalues of the linearisation at the equilibrium of the system [88].

Definition 5.6. Given an equilibrium of the system x∗ for a steady state input

r∗, we define the perturbation input re = r− r∗ and resulting perturbed trajectories

around the equilibrium as xe = x− x∗.

Proposition 5.6. The linearised dynamics of the system in Definition 5.1, around

the trim point x = x∗ + xe, r = r∗ + re, yield

ṡ = (A + ηJ {x∗}) s + Bre = Ass + Bre, s(0) = 0 (5.50)

where locally around the trim point x ≈ x∗ + s, with

As = A + ηJ {x∗} (5.51)
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and

J {x∗} = −D {Px∗} −D {x∗}P = −

[
D {x∗−} D {x∗+}
D {x∗−} D {x∗+}

]
. (5.52)

Proof. Writing the dynamics for the perturbed system x = x∗ + xe we have

d

dt
(x∗ + xe) = A (x∗ + xe) + B (r∗ + re)

−η (Px∗ + Pxe) ◦ (x∗ + xe) (5.53a)

⇔ dx∗

dt
+
dxe
dt

= (Ax∗ + Br∗ − ηPx∗ ◦ x∗) + Axe + Bre

−η (Px∗ ◦ xe + Pxe ◦ x∗ + Pxe ◦ xe) . (5.53b)

Since at equilibrium we have dx∗

dt = 0 = Ax∗ + Br∗ − ηPx∗ ◦ x∗ yields

ẋe = Axe − η (Px∗ ◦ xe + Pxe ◦ x∗) + Bre − ηPxe ◦ xe (5.54a)

= (A− ηD {Px∗} − ηD {x∗}P) xe + Bre − ηPxe ◦ xe (5.54b)

= (A + ηJ {x∗}) xe + Bre − ηPxe ◦ xe . (5.54c)

The linear system in (5.50) results from the linearisation of the perturbation model

in (5.54c), xe = x∗e + s, around the equilibrium at the origin x∗e = 0.

From Theorem 2.1, if α {As} < 0 in (5.50), then the nonlinear system in

Definition 5.1 is locally exponentially stable around the equilibrium [88], and the

equilibrium x∗ = 0 is stable if and only if A ∈ H (which is in agreement with

Lemma 5.3). Even if A /∈ H, the linearisation can still be stable around the equi-

librium x∗ > 0, with the participation of J {x∗} showing the stabilising role of the

bimolecular reactions. It is also noteworthy that

WpJ {x∗} =
[

I −I
]
J {x∗} = 0 (5.55)

hence α {R11} and the stability of the linear I/O dynamics does not depend on the

equilibrium of the CRN.

5.4.1 Stability analysis of an example with feedback under para-

metric variability

We now illustrate the above results for the simplest feedback control system con-

figuration in Example 5.1. With the nominal parameter values in Table 5.1, we

have in Table 5.2 that R̄22 /∈ H, and the origin is unstable (Lemma 5.4). This is
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Table 5.2: Poles with maximum real part, for the I/O and linearised dynamics, for
the nominal and asymmetrical parameterisations.

Matrix M Poles corresponding to α {M} Stability

R̄11 (−6.3741± i8.0364)× 10−4 R̄11 ∈ H
R̄22 +5.2991× 10−4 R̄22 /∈ H
Ās −5.1614× 10−4 Ās ∈ H
R11 (−0.21874± i15.031)× 10−4 R11 ∈ H
As (+0.27197± i15.325)× 10−4 As /∈ H

Table 5.3: An asymmetrical parameterisation of Example 5.1 which results in un-
stable dynamics of the CRN.

Plant k±1 = 0.001064/s, k±2 = 0.00067/s

Integrator k±0 = 0.00133/s

Steady state computations γ±4 = 0.001675/s, γ±5 = 0.00665/s (k±P = 0.25188)
γ±1 = γ±2 = γ−3 = 0.00665/s, γ+

3 = 0.00335/s
γ−6 = γ±7 = γ−8 = 0.00665/s, γ+

6 = γ+
8 = 0.00335/s

Annihilation rate η = 5× 105/M/s

confirmed in Figure 5.4a, where for t > 7 × 104 s the reference returns to r± = 0

and the state converges to a positive equilibrium x̄+∗ = x̄−∗ > 0. Table 5.2 shows

that the nominal I/O dynamics R̄11 ∈ H and the linearisation around the nominal

equilibrium Ās ∈ H, despite R̄22 /∈ H.

Considering experimental variability in the reaction rates leads to asymmet-

ric parameterisations, and the stability of I/O dynamics does not guarantee stability

of the CRN. To account for realistic levels of experimental variability, we introduce

an uncertainty of ±33% in the reaction rates. This level of variability reflects what

should be achievable experimentally, since models based on a toehold sequence can

predict hybridisation rates within factors of 2 and 3, and the uncertainty can be

further reduced with experimental parameter fitting and iterative designs of toe-

holds and auxiliary species concentrations [29, 74]. For this system and this level

of variability, it is possible to find unstable parameterisations through Monte Carlo

search, including the asymmetrical parameterisation from Table 5.3.

Perturbing the unforced nonlinear dynamics for this case around its equilib-

rium (x∗ > 0, r = 0), results in the unstable response of Figure 5.10. The system’s

response is consistent with the poles in Table 5.2 for the asymmetrical parameter-

isation, where the linearisation captures the increasing oscillations with a pair of

conjugated poles in the right-half plane (α {As} > 0). Although the observed re-

sponse has increased amplitudes consistent with the eigenvalues for the linearisation,

the stability result is only local for a region around the equilibrium. It is undeter-
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Figure 5.10: Unstable unforced trajectories of the concentrations x±j for the MAK
parameterised with the rates from Table 5.3 (r = 0).
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Figure 5.11: Simulation of the rotated dynamics of ṗ and q̇ with decoupled matrix
R where R21 = R12 = 0, for the parameters in Table 5.3.

mined if the amplitudes increase in an unbounded manner or if the dynamics allow

for limit cycles.

The CRN results in an unstable system despite the stability of the I/O linear

system R11 ∈ H, which suggests, as discussed in Remark 5.11, that the source of

the instability is the additional feedback in Figure 5.9 introduced by the asymmetry

in the parameterisation. Indeed, integrating the rotated dynamics with a decoupled

matrix R, where we force R21 = R12 = 0, we obtain the response of Figure 5.11,

where both p and q have bounded trajectories. This shows that the source of the

instability of the complete nonlinear system is neither ṗ nor q̇ individually, and

stability must be analysed for the complete interconnected dynamics.
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5.4.2 Stability of the CRN representation for a cascaded system,

under parametric variability

For the particular case of cascaded systems, as long as all species degrade at some

non-zero rate, we can show that the CRN is stable, even if experimental variability

results in an asymmetrical parameterisation.

Proposition 5.7. Take the representation of a stable cascaded system ṗ = R̄11p,

with R̄11 ∈ L,H. For an asymmetrical parameterisation (without Assumption 2.1),

if a±1 < 0, the unforced dynamics ẋ = Ax− ηx ◦ (Px), x ≥ 0, are GAS for x = 0.

Proof. Given a cascaded linear system, we can permute the state p so that R̄11 ∈ L,

resulting also in Ā1, Ā2 ∈ L. In the presence of variability, A±1 have the same

structure as Ā1 but with different parameterisations, still resulting in A±1 ∈ L. In

the same way, A±2 ∈ L.

Now take the permutation matrix Q

Q =



1 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 0

0 0 . . . 0 1 0 . . . 0

0 1 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 0

0 0 . . . 0 0 1 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 . . . 1 0 0 . . . 0

0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 1


(5.56)

such that

z = Qx = Q

[
x+

x−

]
=
[
x+

1 x−1 x+
2 x−2 . . . x+

N x−N

]T
(5.57)

QPx = Q

[
x−

x+

]
=
[
x−1 x+

1 x−2 x+
2 . . . x−N x+

N

]T
. (5.58)

The dynamics of the permuted state yield

ż = Lz + ηz ◦ g {z} , z(0) ≥ 0 (5.59)

where z > 0, g{z} = −
[
x−1 x+

1 x−2 x+
2 . . . x−N x+

N

]T
< 0. Moreover, from

the cascaded structure and ordering the states such that R̄11 ∈ L, we have that x±j
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Table 5.4: Assuming the I/O system is stable, we can state properties about the
stability of the CRN representation and its respective unforced equilibria x∗.
Parameterisation Cascaded With negative feedback

Nominal with
R̄11 ∈ H

x∗ = 0
Unforced dynamics are GAS

Possible x∗ > 0
Bounded unforced dynamics

Asymmetrical
with R11 ∈ H

x∗ = 0
Unforced dynamics are GAS if
additionally a±1 < 0

Possible x∗ > 0
CRN may be unstable

do not depend on x±i for any i > j , resulting

L =

[
L11 0

L21 L22

]
. (5.60)

The structures of Ljj are determined by the structure of A±1 , and L21 ≥ 0 contains

the cross terms which result in subtractions in the I/O dynamics (elements in A±2 ).

We have that A±1 ,A
±
2 ∈ L ⇒ L ∈ L. Moreover, L = L� + D {l} where

l = Q

[
a1

+

a1
−

]
=
[
a+

1 a−1 a+
2 a−2 . . . a+

N a−N

]T
. (5.61)

It thus results directly that ρ {L} = ρ
{
A+

1

}
∪ ρ
{
A−1
}

and a±1 < 0⇔ L ∈ H.

If the represented cascaded linear dynamics are stable, then L ∈ H. More-

over, even with uncertainty, as long as the degradation rates remain strictly positive,

we have L ∈ H, and we can invoke Lemma 5.3 to establish ż = Lz+ηz◦g {z} is GAS

around z = 0. Then the implication of GAS for ẋ at x = 0 is straightforward.

The implication of Proposition 5.7 is that in the presence of variability and

mismatching rates, as long as all species degrade for some non-zero rate, the unforced

dynamics of the cascaded system will have a single stable non-negative equilibrium,

and without input the concentrations will converge to x = 0. Table 5.4 summarises

the derived properties, depending on the structure of the DSD network (cascaded

versus with feedback).

Example 5.3 (Cascaded system with subtraction). Take the linear system with the

transfer function

Y (s) =

(
1− 1

s+ a

)
U(s)⇔ Y (s) = U(s)−X(s) (5.62)

with X(s) = 1
s+aU(s). Due to the presence of subtraction, we use a dual-rail repre-
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sentation of the system with the CRN

U±
1−→ U± +X±, X±

a−→ ∅ (5.63a)

U±
c−→ U± + Y ±, X±

c−→ X± + Y ∓, Y ±
c−→ ∅ (5.63b)

X+ +X−
η−→ ∅, Y + + Y −

η−→ ∅ . (5.63c)

From the MAK

ẋ± = −a±x± + c±u± − ηx+x− (5.64a)

ẏ± = −c±y± + c∓x∓ + c±u± − ηy+y− (5.64b)

x±(0) = 0, y±(0) = 0 (5.64c)

and assuming the nominal parameterisation under Assumption 2.1 (a+ = a− = a,

c+ = c− = c) and timescale separation (c� a), we recover the linear I/O system

ẋ = −ax+ u, x(0) = 0 (5.65a)

y ≈ −x+ u . (5.65b)

The representation is a cascaded system from U± to Y ±, which is reflected in the

structure of the I/O dynamics and the reducibility of the CRN. Reordering the state

vector z = Qx = [x+, x−, y+, y−]
T

results in a lower diagonal state matrix where

Q =


1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

 (5.66a)

L =


−a+ 0 0 0

0 −a− 0 0

0 c− −c+ 0

c+ 0 0 −c−

 ∈M,L . (5.66b)

Then ρ {L} = {−a+,−a−,−c+,−c−}, and L ∈ H if and only if all degradation rates

are positive. If a±, c± > 0⇒ L ∈ H and Lemma 5.3 ensures that ż = Lz+ηz◦g {z}
is GAS for its single non-negative equilibrium z = 0.
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Figure 5.12: Simulation in Visual DSD of the DSD reactions for the symmetrical
nominal system, with x (0) = 0 nM and a sequence of steps for the input r.

5.5 Stability of the controller implementation with DSD

reactions

It remains to verify whether the stability properties predicted in Table 5.2 from

analysing the system’s CRNs are observed when the closed-loop system is imple-

mented with nucleic acids. The DSD circuitry is verified in Visual DSD [80], a

rapid prototyping tool for precise analysis of reactions with nucleic acids, via both

deterministic and stochastic simulations.

For the control system of Example 5.1, each of the elementary reactions

in (2.24) is translated to the DSD networks with the same architecture and con-

siderations Section 3.5, and the hybridisation reactions are depicted in Figures 3.9,

3.10 and 3.11.

The auxiliary species are initialised at a large concentration Cmax, to prevent

their consumption from impacting the dynamics significantly (see Assumption 4.1 in

Section 4.2.3). Considering the large Cmax approximation and buffering cancellation

discussed in [21, 79], the unimolecular reaction rates in Example 5.1 are translated
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Figure 5.13: Concentrations of the auxiliary strands Lj used for the annihilation
reactions (according to (5.68)) for the simulation in Figure 5.12. The positive equi-
librium of the CRN results in persistent and irreversible consumption, even if the
I/O dynamics are at rest for t > 7× 104 s.
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Figure 5.14: Simulation in Visual DSD of the DSD network, for the asymmetrical
destabilising parameterisation, with r = 0.

into toehold affinities with

q±ki =
2k±i
Cmax

, i ∈ {0, 1, 2} (5.67a)

q±γj =
2γ±j
Cmax

, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} . (5.67b)

We set Cmax = 104 nM, and with cM = 2η we get the maximum hybridisation rate

for full toehold binding of ks = 106(Ms)−1 [74].

With the nominal symmetrical parameterisation, we have in Figure 5.12 that

y = p5 tracks the step inputs of r, and that for t > 6 × 104 s, when r± = 0, the

concentrations converge to an unforced positive equilibrium x±j (t) > 0.
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Figure 5.15: Stochastic simulations of the DSD network for the nominal parame-
terisation. With low number of molecules and inherent noise, the I/O dynamics still
track the reference.

Recalling the network of DSD reactions to implement the annihilation reac-

tion Xi +Xj
∅−→, where

Xi + Li
ks−⇀↽−
ks

Hi +Bi (5.68a)

Xj +Hi
ks−→ ∅ (5.68b)

Xj + Lj
ks−⇀↽−
ks

Hj +Bj (5.68c)

Xi +Hj
ks−→ ∅ (5.68d)

the impact of the positive equilibrium is seen in Figure 5.13, where the auxiliary

strands Lj in (5.68) remain around Cmax = 104 nM but are still depleted even if

r± = pj = 0. With the destabilising parameterisation from Table 5.3, the time

histories in Figure 5.14 show that the equivalent DSD reactions are also unstable

around its equilibrium, emphasising the practical relevance of the stability results.

For a low copy number of molecules, we move away from the assumption of

MAK used to represent ODEs with CRNs. More work is needed to generalise our

results to a stochastic interpretation of the CRN programs, e.g. through analysis
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Figure 5.16: Stochastic simulations with the destabilising parameterisation result
in divergent trajectories for the DSD network.

using the Linear Noise Approximation of the chemical master equation [114]. Here,

we verify stochastically the results through simulation of the DSD network with

Gillespie’s algorithm [149] in Visual DSD, where we see in Figure 5.15 the reference

tracking behaviour of the nominal system, and in Figure 5.16 the unstable departure

from equilibrium with the asymmetrical parameterisation of Table 5.3.

5.6 Conclusions

Several recent works have applied the dual-rail representation of CRNs to obtain

linear I/O models of synthetic feedback control systems, but have not explicitly

considered the potential impact of the underlying nonlinear annihilation reactions

in their analysis.

This chapter framed the dynamics of dual-rail representation as a new class

of IPR which relies on internally nonlinear positive dynamics, and were analysed

with results from positive systems theory. The dynamics of the CRNs involved

in a typical linear controller design are decomposed to highlight the effects of the

non-observable and nonlinear dynamics.

In particular, it is shown that under parametric variability (which is in-

evitable from experimental implementation), the stability of the represented linear

model does not imply the stability of the underlying chemical network. Variability

in the reaction rates breaks the symmetrical parameterisation assumed by the dual-

rail representation, and introduces feedback between the linear I/O dynamics and

the internal nonlinear dynamics of the IPR. The additional looped interconnection

between the internal and the I/O dynamics can lead to unstable behaviour, and the

stability of the dual-rail representation must be checked with the MAK of the CRN

representation.
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The presented example illustrates this phenomenon, where the I/O linear

system does not capture the instability of the full nonlinear system. The results

confirm that the stability of nucleic acid-based controllers must be analysed using

the linearisation of the complete nonlinear system, and provide a rigorous theoretical

approach for conducting such an analysis.
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Chapter 6

Robustness analysis of a nucleic

acid controller using the

structured singular value

The available mapping between transfer functions, CRNs and DSD reactions en-

ables the use of classical control theory in the synthesis of biomolecular control

systems, [76, 79, 154]. However, the implementation using DSD reaction networks

is limited by the experimental accuracy of the affinities in the biomolecular net-

work [74], which leads to variability in the reaction rates and uncertainty in the

parameterisation of the network. The previous chapter exemplified why such vari-

ability must be accounted in the analysis of the CRN implementation, and this

chapter shows how a rigorous analysis of the robust stability properties of the CRN

representation of linear negative feedback can be carried out using the SSV frame-

work.

For stability analysis, the nonlinear dynamics are linearised around a fixed

point, the equilibrium of the system, to represent the uncertain system with a

LFT [99]. Since the equilibria can change with parametric variations, the depen-

dency of the equilibrium on uncertainty is included in the LFT, to capture the

movement of the equilibrium [165]. In our case, we do not have an analytical solu-

tion for this dependency, and the equilibrium variation is approximated by a function

which can be represented as an LFT.

The SSV framework (or µ-analysis) [82, 98] can then be applied to the LFT

representation of the uncertain system, to provide quantifiable margins. For exam-

ple, the work in [166] applies the SSV with the LFT description to assess how far

the system is from bifurcation, and to compute boundaries for the eigenvalues of
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Figure 6.1: Closed loop system with a second order plant, for reference tracking
with a PI controller.

the uncertain system. In this chapter, we use the SSV to obtain a stability margin,

which tells us how much the uncertain parameters can vary before losing closed-

loop stability, and it allows us to identify the smallest level of uncertainty (and

corresponding parameterisation) which destabilises the controller. Our approach is

similar to [167], where the nonlinear dynamics in the presence of real parametric

uncertainties are analysed locally, and a stability margin is defined and numerically

computed for the linearisation around an equilibrium of the system. The value of

developing a rigorous theoretical framework for this analysis is demonstrated by

the failure of a standard Monte Carlo simulation campaign to find the worst-case

uncertainty combination for a particular example.

Finally, we discuss the applicability of our results to implementations using

DSD reactions. CRN-based representations of feedback systems can be unfeasible

when mapped into DNA chemistry, since large species concentrations deplete auxil-

iary DNA fuel species, and even assuming as in [62] that these are replenished, there

are physical limits on the rates and concentrations that are achievable. This is ad-

dressed in [21] by scaling the magnitude of the concentrations and the response time

of the network to ensure a feasible DNA implementation. We show here that the

robustness results for a CRN representation also hold when such scaling is applied

for implementation with nucleic acid-based chemistry.

6.1 Chemical representation of linear negative feedback

In this section, we build the chemical network used to represent the plant, controller

and linear negative feedback in Figure 6.1. We have a reference tracking control

problem with reference input r and output y, and PI control actuation u. We need

to represent negative and positive control errors p1, although the concentrations

of species are limited to non-negative values. We resort once again to the dual-
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rail representation from Definition 2.16 to express the Single Input Single Output

(SISO) transfer function as the I/O dynamics of a dual-rail CRN. Each signal is

split into two contributions pj = x+
j − x

−
j , where x+

j and x−j are chemical species

concentrations. The MAK and dynamics for x±j as then used to define an I/O linear

system G(s) such that for Figure 6.1 we have

(
y+ − y−

)
= G(s)

(
r+ − r−

)
. (6.1)

6.1.1 Representing the linear plant

Take the plant as the second order system with a zero, decomposed into first order

systems according to Figure 6.1, where

Y (s) =
k1

s+ k2

(
1 +

k4

s+ k3

)
U (s) =

k1

s+ k2

(
s+ k4 + k3

s+ k3

)
U (s) (6.2)

and we define the two states of the plant such that y = p5 + p6 and

ṗ5 = −k2p5 + k1p4 ⇒ P5(s) =
k1

s+ k2
P4(s) (6.3)

ṗ6 = −k3p6 + k4p5 ⇒ P6(s) =
k4

s+ k3
P5(s) . (6.4)

For the plant, we define the dual sets of elementary reactions as

x±4
k1−→ x±4 + x±5 , x±5

k2−→ ∅ (6.5a)

x±5
k4−→ x±5 + x±6 , x±6

k3−→ ∅ (6.5b)

x±5
γ−→ x±5 + x±7 , x±6

γ−→ x±6 + x±7 , x±7
γ−→ ∅ (6.5c)

x+
5 + x−5

η−→ ∅ , x+
6 + x−6

η−→ ∅, x+
7 + x−7

η−→ ∅ . (6.5d)

The parameters γ and η are the rates for the auxiliary reactions of catalysis, degra-

dation, and annihilation as defined in Section 2.3.1. Assuming timescale separation

(as in the analysis of γ → ∞ in [79]), the species p7 is considered to be at quasi-

steady state [109] and

γ−1ṗ7 = p5 + p6 − p7 ≈ 0⇒ p7 ≈ p5 + p6 (6.6)

setting P7(s) as the sum of the previous transfer functions with

P7(s) = P5(s) + P6(s) =
(

1 + k4
s+k3

)
P5(s) = s+k4+k3

s+k3
k1
s+k2

P4(s) . (6.7)
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From the CRN in (6.5) we recover the SISO transfer function where the zero depends

on the reaction rates k3 and k4, and the poles result from the two degradation

reaction rates k2 and k3.

6.1.2 Dual-rail representation of linear negative feedback

The remaining linear operations in the feedback loop can be found in literature (see

e.g., [76, 79]) and previous chapters. For the integration ṗ3 = kIp1 we have

x±1
kI−→ x±1 + x±3 , x+

3 + x−3
η−→ ∅ . (6.8)

The algebraic operations are represented by dual-rail CRNs, assuming quasi steady

state of the output signals. The signal p∗1 = r∗ − y∗ = r∗ − p∗7 for the two-sided

subtraction is computed with

r±
γ−→ r± + x±1 , x±7

γ−→ x±7 + x∓1 (6.9a)

x±1
γ−→ ∅ , x+

1 + x−1
η−→ ∅ . (6.9b)

The CRN for the gain p∗2 = kP p
∗
1 is

x±1
γkP−−→ x±1 + x±2 , x

±
2

γ−→ ∅, x+
2 + x−2

η−→ ∅ (6.10)

and finally the summation p∗4 = p∗2 + p∗3 is set with

x±2
γ−→ x±2 + x±4 , x±3

γ−→ x±3 + x±4 (6.11a)

x±4
γ−→ ∅ , x+

4 + x−4
η−→ ∅ . (6.11b)

Using the law of mass action in (2.16), the complete set of ODEs is given by

ẋ±1 = −γx±1 + γx∓7 + γr± − ηx+
1 x
−
1 (6.12a)

ẋ±2 = γkPx
±
1 − γx

±
2 − ηx

+
2 x
−
2 (6.12b)

ẋ±3 = kIx
±
1 − ηx

+
3 x
−
3 (6.12c)

ẋ±4 = γx±2 + γx±3 − γx
±
4 − ηx

+
4 x
−
4 (6.12d)

ẋ±5 = k1x
±
4 − k2x

±
5 − ηx

+
5 x
−
5 (6.12e)

ẋ±6 = k4x
±
5 − k3x

±
6 − ηx

+
6 x
−
6 (6.12f)

ẋ±7 = γx±5 + γx±6 − γx
±
7 − ηx

+
7 x
−
7 (6.12g)

x±i (0) = 0, i = 1, . . . , 7 . (6.12h)
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Finally, applying the transformation from Definition 5.2 where pj = x+
j − x

−
j and

r = r+ − r−, we get the I/O linear dynamics ṗj = ẋ+
j − ẋ

−
j

ṗ = App + Bpr, p(0) = 0 (6.13)

with p =
[
p1 . . . p7

]T
∈ R7×1, r ∈ R, and

Ap =



−γ 0 0 0 0 0 −γ
γkP −γ 0 0 0 0 0

kI 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 γ γ −γ 0 0 0

0 0 0 k1 −k2 0 0

0 0 0 0 k4 −k3 0

0 0 0 0 γ γ −γ


, Bp =

[
γ

06×1

]
. (6.14)

The rate of the catalysis reaction from the output into the error species in (6.9a)

(in the representation of the subtraction), ends up as an element of A2, resulting in

the off-diagonal element −γ of Ap.

The linear state space (6.13) represents the I/O linear response from r to the

outputs pj , and it contains additional dynamics besides the controller and the plant,

introduced by the CRN representations of the algebraic operations. However, the

approximation to the feedback loop transfer function improves with the assumption

of timescale separation of the dynamics for the linear operators. Expressing the

dynamics of the auxiliary dynamics as a singular perturbation model [109], we have

γ−1ṗ1 = −p1 + r − p7 (6.15a)

γ−1ṗ2 = −p2 + kP p1 (6.15b)

γ−1ṗ4 = −p4 + p2 + p3 (6.15c)

γ−1ṗ7 = −p7 + p5 + p6 . (6.15d)

If the auxiliary reaction rates γ → ∞, we get limγ→∞
1
γ ṗj = 0, (j = 1, 2, 4, 7), and
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with the QSS approximation we recover the algebraic relations

p1 ≈ r − p7 (6.16a)

p2 ≈ kP p1 (6.16b)

p4 ≈ p2 + p3 (6.16c)

p7 ≈ p5 + p6 . (6.16d)

The remaining dynamics correspond to the transfer functions in Figure 6.1, where

ṗ3 = kIp1 (6.17a)

ṗ5 = k1p4 − k2p5 (6.17b)

ṗ6 = k4p5 − k3p6 (6.17c)

p3(0) = 0, p5(0) = 0, p6(0) = 0 . (6.17d)

6.2 Nonlinear model of the CRN

The linear system in (6.13) represents only the dynamics between the input signal

r and the signals pj , and the contribution from the nonlinear terms are removed

when we compute ṗj = ẋ+
j − ẋ

−
j . Hence, as seen in Chapter 5, the impact of the

annihilation reactions in the dynamics is not observable in the I/O linear system.

To analyse the complete dynamics of the concentrations in the CRN, we

define instead define the input vector r = [r+ r−]
T

and recall the order of the state

vector x ≥ 0 from Definition 5.1, such that

x =
[
x+

1 . . . x+
N x−1 . . . x−N

]T
=

[
x+

x−

]
. (6.18)

We can use the Hadamard element-wise product ◦ and the permutation matrix

P =

[
0 I

I 0

]
(6.19)

to express the bimolecular terms, and compact the ODEs into the form of Defini-

tion 5.1, resulting in:

ẋ = Ax + Br− η (Px) ◦ x, given x(0) ≥ 0 . (6.20)

In its natural coordinates x±j the dynamics result in a positive system [122], and
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contain nonlinearities. Furthermore, the I/O dynamics assume that the representa-

tion of the signals pj depends either on x+
j or x−j at each instant, as a result of very

fast annihilation reactions x+
j + x−j

η−→ ∅. However, as pointed out in Section 5.2,

the system can have a positive equilibrium in which both dual species x+
j and x−j

coexist. Moreover, the designed dynamics (6.17) also assume that k+
j = k−j and

γ+
j = γ−j (the Assumption 2.1).

Let us instead move away from Definition 5.3 and a symmetrical parameteri-

sation, and take the nonlinear model (6.20) considering possible mismatches between

the dual rates and consider independent rates for each reaction. Decomposing the

dynamics matrix A according to

A =

[
A+

1 A−2
A+

2 A−1

]
, B =

[
B+

1 0

0 B−1

]
(6.21)

we get the sub-matrices

A±1 =



−γ±3 0 0 0 0 0 0

(γ4kP )± −γ±5 0 0 0 0 0

k±I 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 γ±6 γ±7 −γ±8 0 0 0

0 0 0 k±1 −k±2 0 0

0 0 0 0 k±4 −k±3 0

0 0 0 0 γ±9 γ±10 −γ±11


(6.22a)

A±2 =

[
01×6 γ±2
06×6 06×1

]
(6.22b)

B±1 =

[
γ±1

06×1

]
. (6.22c)

6.2.1 I/O system and nominal nonlinear dynamics

The connections between the I/O linear system and the nonlinear dynamics can be

seen more clearly with the change of coordinates from Definition 5.2 where[
p

q

]
=

[
Wp

Wq

]
x =

[
I −I

I I

]
x = Wx (6.23)

and p = x+ − x− and q = x+ + x−. The coordinates p correspond to the states of

the I/O dynamics, and the change of coordinates reveals the underlying dynamics

q̇, which are not observed in (6.13).
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The dynamics in these rotated coordinates are given in Proposition 5.1 by[
ṗ

q̇

]
=

[
R11 R12

R21 R22

][
p

q

]
+

[
Wp

Wq

]
Br− η

2

[
0

q ◦ q− p ◦ p

]
(6.24a)

given x±(0) ≥ 0⇒ p(0) = x+(0)− x−(0), q(0) = x+(0) + x−(0) . (6.24b)

Recall from (5.24) that

R11 = 1
2

(
A+

1 + A−1
)
− 1

2

(
A+

2 + A−2
)

(6.25a)

R22 = 1
2

(
A+

1 + A−1
)

+ 1
2

(
A+

2 + A−2
)

(6.25b)

R12 = 1
2

(
A+

1 −A−1
)
− 1

2

(
A+

2 −A−2
)

(6.25c)

R21 = 1
2

(
A+

1 −A−1
)

+ 1
2

(
A+

2 −A−2
)
. (6.25d)

Let us first consider the nominal case from Definition 5.3, when A+
j = A−j = Āj

and B+
1 = B−1 = B̄1. In this case we recover the linear system (6.13) with Ap =

R̄11 = 1
2WpĀWT

p and Bpr = WpB̄r. We have also that R̄12 = R̄21 = 0, the

I/O dynamics are independent of q (Proposition 5.2), and the nominal nonlinear

dynamics result as:

q̇ = R̄22q + B̄1

(
r+ + r−

)
+
η

2
(p ◦ p− q ◦ q) , given q(0) ≥ 0 . (6.26)

Since x ≥ 0, r ≥ 0, B̄ ≥ 0, and Ā is Metzler, Lemma 5.1 tells us the system is

non-negative in the natural coordinates. Moreover, since Ā ∈ M then Ā1, Ā2 and

R̄22 = Ā1+Ā2 are also Metzler. The same lemma shows that (6.26) is non-negative.

Using Lemma 5.5 we show that the trajectories of (6.26) are bounded. Con-

sidering the Lyapunov function V =
∑
qj (∀q>0 : V > 0), the lemma shows that

given the input vector v = B̄1 (r+ + r−) + η
2 (p ◦ p) > 0, the trajectories converge

for a domain where

‖q‖2 <
2

η

√
N‖R̄22‖2 +

2

η

‖v‖1
‖q‖2

. (6.27)

For the unforced response, v = 0, the bound simplifies to ‖q‖2 < 2
η

√
N‖R22‖2.

As discussed in Proposition 5.5, the trajectories q are bounded for bounded

inputs r and p, and can be limited by increasing the reaction rate η. Hence, with the

nominal parameterisation the unobserved nonlinear dynamics do not pose a problem

for the CRN representation of the I/O linear dynamics.

However, in general, the parameterisation of the CRN will be affected by

variability in the reaction rates, causing mismatches between the sub-matrices of A
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and B. The crossed terms become R12 6= 0, R21 6= 0, and create a feedback loop

between the linear and nonlinear dynamics (see Remark 5.11). The discussion and

demonstration in Section 5.4 with a destabilising parameterisation motivates the

inclusion of the nonlinear dynamics in the stability analysis, since a stable R11 does

not guarantee the stability of the coupled nonlinear dynamics in (6.24).

6.2.2 Linearisation and local stability

Both Lyapunov’s indirect method and robustness stability analysis provide a local

result around the trim point (or equilibrium point) where the system is in a steady

state.

Definition 6.1. Define the positive vector

x0 =

[
x0+

x0−

]
(6.28)

as the unforced equilibrium of the nonlinear dynamics (6.20). Then, for a null trim

input r0 = 0, we have the equilibrium condition for ẋ = 0 as

Ax0 − ηPx0 ◦ x0 = 0⇔ Ax0 = ηPx0 ◦ x0 . (6.29)

For a steady state perturbation input re around the unforced response r =

r0 + re = re, the perturbation trajectories around the equilibrium x0 are defined

as xe = x − x0. From Proposition 5.6 we also have that the linearised dynamics

around x0, r0 = 0 are given by

ṡ =
(
A + ηJ

{
x0
})

s + Bre, s(0) = 0 (6.30)

and even if A /∈ H, the linearisation can still be stable if x0 > 0 exists, resulting in

J
{
x0
}

= −

[
D
{
x0−} D

{
x0+

}
D
{
x0−} D

{
x0+

} ] ≤ 0 . (6.31)

Remark 6.1. We do not have a closed form solution for the equilibrium. However,

it is noteworthy that, from (6.29), we have at equilibrium{
A+

1 x0+ + A−2 x0− − ηx0+ ◦ x0− = 0

A+
2 x0+ + A−1 x0− − ηx0+ ◦ x0− = 0

(6.32a)

⇒ A+
1 x0+ + A−2 x0− −

(
A+

2 x0+ + A−1 x0−) = 0 (6.32b)

⇒
(
A−1 −A−2

)
x0− =

(
A+

1 −A+
2

)
x0+ (6.32c)
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and half of the equilibrium vector is constrained by

x0− =
(
A−1 −A−2

)−1 (
A+

1 −A+
2

)
x0+ . (6.33)

6.2.3 Solving for the positive equilibrium

The linearisation relies on the solution to the equilibrium condition (6.29) subject to

the constraint (6.33) for which we do not have a closed-form expression. Using (6.33)

to replace x0− in (6.29) and applying numerical solvers for x0+ proved unreliable and

very dependent on the initial guess. Fortunately, in this case, it is straightforward

to integrate (6.20) with r = 0 and x (0) > 0, as long as the equilibrium is stable.

For stability analysis we need to compute at least the equilibrium for the

nominal parameterisation.

Definition 6.2. The nominal equilibrium x̄0 is the solution to

Āx̄0 − ηPx̄0 ◦ x̄0 = 0 (6.34)

where Ā is the nominal matrix, without uncertainty or mismatch between the reac-

tion rates, such that A+
1 = A−1 = Ā1, A+

2 = A−2 = Ā2 , and B+
1 = B−1 = B̄1.

In the nominal case, we only need to ensure that by design the nominal I/O

dynamics are stable (see Assumption 5.1 and details in Section 5.3.1), and we can

then find x̄0 by integrating the nominal dynamics with r = 0 and x (0) > 0.

Since we wish to verify the robustness results by checking the local stability

with Lyapunov’s indirect method, we may need to linearise the dynamics around

unstable equilibria, which cannot be found by integrating the dynamics (6.20). We

are able to circumvent this difficulty by defining new dynamics based on rotated

coordinates.

Definition 6.3. Take the reduced model with unforced dynamics given by

ċ =
(
R22 −R21R

−1
11 R12

)
c +

η

2

(
R−1

11 R12c
)
◦
(
R−1

11 R12c
)
− η

2
c ◦ c (6.35a)

c(0) = 2x̄0+ . (6.35b)

This system is built from (6.24), where the feedback interconnection with the I/O

dynamics is replaced with the static gain matrix −R−1
11 R12, coming from the equi-

librium solution p0 as a function of q with p0 = −R−1
11 R12q

0. Forcing p = p0 and
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ṗ = 0 in (6.24), and defining a new state variable c with the dynamics[
0

ċ

]
=

[
R11 R12

R21 R22

][
p0

c

]
− η

2

[
0

c ◦ c− p0 ◦ p0

]
(6.36)

then

0 = R̄11p
0 + R̄12c⇒ (6.37a)

p0 = −R̄−1
11 R̄12c⇒ (6.37b)

ċ = R21p
0 + R22c−

η

2
c ◦ c +

η

2
p0 ◦ p0 (6.37c)

=
(
R22 −R21R̄

−1
11 R̄12

)
c− η

2
c ◦ c +

η

2

(
R̄−1

11 R̄12c
)
◦
(
R̄−1

11 R̄12c
)
. (6.37d)

The constrained dynamics in (6.35) are of interest because they share the

same equilibrium as the rotated dynamics c0 = q0, but display better stability

properties. It then results in that even if the interconnection CRN has unstable

dynamics (and the equilibrium is unstable), the reduced model still converges to the

equilibrium c0.

Although we do not prove here if (6.35) is always stable around c0, it was

always possible to integrate (6.35) for initial conditions c (0) = 2x̄0+. The value of x̄0

was always retrievable for a stable nominal I/O dynamics, and the constraint (6.33)

is fulfilled with x̄0+ = x̄0−.

The reduced model in Definition 6.3 provides us with a system to find the

equilibrium c0 independently of the stability of (6.20), and the rotated equilibrium

is obtained directly with q0 = c0 and p0 = −R−1
11 R12c

0. The equilibrium in natural

coordinates is finally recovered with x0± = 1
2

(
q0 ± p0

)
(from the transformation in

Definition 5.2).

6.2.4 Uncertainty and equilibrium model

The implementation of the CRNs is limited by the predictability of the affinities in

the biomolecular network [74]. This leads to uncertain variability in the reaction

rates and uncertainty in the implemented network. Moreover, in the case of the

nonlinear system, the equilibrium in (6.29) moves depending on the parameterisa-

tion [165].

Since we do not have an analytical solution for the equilibrium of (6.20)

we cannot explicitly express this dependency in the linearised system (except for

the trivial equilibrium solution for r = 0, x = 0). A first approach is to fix the

linearisation around the unforced equilibrium of the nominal system.
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Definition 6.4. Define the linearisation around a Fixed Equilibrium (FE) given by

the solution x̄0 of (6.34) where the uncertainty affects only the matrix A in

ṡ =
(
A + ηJ

{
x̄0
})

s, s(0) = 0 . (6.38)

However, the linearisation should also depend on the uncertainty through

the equilibrium of the non-nominal system in J
{
x0
}

. To express this dependency,

the equilibrium variation is modelled as an approximate function of the uncertain

state matrix and the nominal conditions.

Lemma 6.1. If the variation in the equilibrium e = x0−x̄0 is small with |x̄0
j | > |ej |,

then the moving unforced equilibrium x0 can be approximated by the estimator x̂0

defined as

x̂0 := −
(
A + ηJ

{
x̄0
})−1

Āx̄0 . (6.39)

Proof. From the equilibrium condition x0 = x̄0 + e we have

0 = Ax0 − ηP
(
x̄0 + e

)
◦
(
x̄0 + e

)
. (6.40)

We extend the nonlinear product into

0 = Ax0 − ηPx̄0 ◦ x̄0 − ηPe ◦ e− η
(
Px̄0 ◦ e + x̄0 ◦Pe

)
(6.41a)

= Ax0 − ηPx̄0 ◦ x̄0 − ηPe ◦ e + ηJ
{
x̄0
}

e . (6.41b)

With small relative variations in the equilibrium |x̄0
j | > |ej |, then for the quadratic

terms we have |Px̄0 ◦ x̄0| � |Pe ◦ e| and

0 ≈ Ax0 + ηJ
{
x̄0
}

e− ηPx̄0 ◦ x̄0 . (6.42)

Substituting e = x0 − x̄0 we have

0 ≈ Ax0 + ηJ
{
x̄0
}

x0 − ηJ
{
x̄0
}

x̄0 − ηPx̄0 ◦ x̄0 (6.43a)

⇒
(
A + ηJ

{
x̄0
})

x0 ≈ ηJ
{
x̄0
}

x̄0 + ηPx̄0 ◦ x̄0 . (6.43b)

Furthermore, from

J
{
x̄0
}

x̄0 = −
(
Px̄0 ◦ x̄0 + x̄0 ◦Px̄0

)
= −2

(
Px̄0 ◦ x̄0

)
(6.44)
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we have that

ηJ
{
x̄0
}

x̄0 + ηPx̄0 ◦ x̄0 = −2ηPx̄0 ◦ x̄0 + ηPx̄0 ◦ x̄0 (6.45a)

= −ηPx̄0 ◦ x̄0 (6.45b)

= −Āx̄0 (6.45c)

⇒
(
A + ηJ

{
x̄0
})

x0 ≈ −Āx̄0 . (6.45d)

Since A + ηJ
{
x̄0
}

is always invertible, we arrive at the defined estimator x̂0.

Proposition 6.1. The solution in (6.39) satisfies the constraint

x̂0− =
(
A−1 −A−2

)−1 (
A+

1 −A+
2

)
x̂0+ (6.46)

given in (6.33).

Proof. From
(
A + ηJ

{
x̄0
})

x̂0 = −Āx̄0 we have{
A+

1 x̂0+ + A−2 x̂0− − η
(
x̄0− ◦ x0+ + x̄0+ ◦ x0−) = −Ā1x̄

0+ − Ā2x̄
0−

A+
2 x̂0+ + A−1 x̂0− − η

(
x̄0− ◦ x0+ + x̄0+ ◦ x0−) = −Ā2x̄

0+ − Ā1x̄
0− (6.47)

and subtracting the two equations, we have

A+
1 x̂0+ + A−2 x̂0− −

(
A+

2 x̂0+ + A−1 x̂0−) = 0 (6.48a)

⇒
(
A+

1 −A+
2

)
x̂0+ −

(
A−1 −A−2

)
x̂0− = 0 (6.48b)

and we recover the constraint in (6.46).

We now use the estimator defined in (6.39) to enrich the linearisation model.

Definition 6.5. The linearisation model including the Moving Equilibrium (ME) is

performed around the estimator, resulting in

ṡ =
(
A + ηJ

{
x̂0
})

s + Bre, s(0) = 0 (6.49)

where, in turn, x̂0 is a function of the uncertain dynamics matrix A and the nominal

system and equilibrium, as defined in Lemma 6.1.

Remark 6.2. Performing the linearisation around the estimator provides the sta-

bility analysis with the impact of the uncertainty on the movement of the equilib-

rium [165]. However, the use of this model is limited by the assumption of ”small”

variations in the equilibrium with respect to nominal.
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How ”small” this is will vary for each individual application, and the sen-

sitivity of the equilibrium value to parameter variation. The fitting error should

be checked with the system parameterised with samples from the considered uncer-

tainty interval, to asses the validity of the assumption and if (6.39) does provide an

approximation of the moving equilibrium.

6.3 Robust Stability Analysis

To demonstrate how robustness analysis can be applied, we create a nominal param-

eterisation for the example built in Section 6.1. We chose the nominal parameters as

k1 = k2 = 0.01 s−1, k3 = 0.0163 s−1, k4 = 0.185 s−1 for the plant, and kI = 0.01 s−1,

kP = 0.53 for the controller. The parameterisation ensures we have a prescribed

nominal system which is stable and tracks a reference composed of step inputs.

Concerning the CRN and dual rail representation, we set the auxiliary rate

γ = 10×k4 = 1.85 s−1, to be faster with respect to ki, i = 1, . . . , 4 and kI . The anni-

hilation rate at η = 5×105 (Ms)−1 comes from the maximum toehold hybridisation

rates observed experimentally [74]. Although we apply timescale separation to the

reactions with auxiliary rates γ and η, no QSS approximation or model reduction

is applied to the MAK. The simulations use the nonlinear model from (6.20) with

the matrices defined in (6.22).

To simulate the response of the I/O system, we define the piecewise reference

input r given by

r(t) =



0 nM 0 s ≤ t < 1000 s

1 nM 1000 s ≤ t < 4000 s

−1 nM 4000 s ≤ t < 7000 s

0 nM 7000 s ≤ t

. (6.50)

Since the CRN is a dual rail representation with two inputs, the reference

input is split into two components r = r+ − r−, given by

r+(t) =


0 nM 0 s ≤ t < 1000 s

1 nM 1000 s ≤ t < 4000 s

0 nM 4000 s ≤ t

, r−(t) =


0 nM 0 s ≤ t < 4000 s

1 nM 4000 s ≤ t < 7000 s

0 nM 7000 s ≤ t

. (6.51)

The time response of the nominal system in Figure 6.2 shows the I/O system signal

y tracking the input steps in r. A positive xj(0) > 0 causes the concentrations
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Figure 6.2: Nominal time response of the reference input r and the tracking output
y. The reference signal r = r+ − r− is such that only one of the r± components
exist at each given time at steady state, resulting in the ideal sequence of reference
steps. The concentrations x±i converge to a positive equilibrium even if r± = 0, and
the differences between the dual concentrations represent the state of the I/O linear
dynamics pi.

to converge and remain in the nominal operating equilibrium even if r± = 0 after

t ≥ 7000 s.
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Figure 6.3: Above: the uncertainties in the matrices of the CRN dynamics A and
B are aggregated into the SSV M-∆ structure. Below: sparsity of the M structure
of the matrices A (with 30 uncertainties) and B (with 2 uncertainties).

Remark 6.3. At this point in the analysis we are not concerned with the feasibility

of the reaction rates in the CRN, and assume that scaling the system is possible to

ensure a realisation with DSD [21]. The consequences of such scaling are discussed

below in Section 6.4.

6.3.1 Analysis with the structured singular value

The structured singular value framework, or µ-analysis, is an established validation

method for uncertain LTI systems [82]. An uncertain plant G(s,∆) represents the

infinite family of transfer functions that depends on an uncertain system ∆, which

can assume any value in a continuous interval. The structure of ∆ is typically a block

diagonal of real and normalised uncertainties such that |∆| ≤ 1, and µ is defined as

the inverse of the minimum possible value of ∆ that destabilises the system [98,99].

As discussed in Section 2.1.2, the value of µ is approximated by upper and lower

bounds, and G(s,∆) is robust to all possible parameterisations in the uncertainty

intervals if 1/µ < 1 for all frequencies.

The uncertainty models are built and manipulated within Matlab� and the

Robust Control Toolbox� [148], and the µ bounds are computed with the function
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Figure 6.4: Structure of the matrix M in the M-∆ decomposition for both of the
analysed cases FE (left) and ME (right). The LFT for ME is much larger, and the
uncertainties are coupled through DME

11 .

robstab and its default options. To build the uncertain systems, each reaction rate

is set as an ureal object with a multiplicative real variation δ ∈ R. For example,

δγ+1
∈ R : γ+

1 = γ̄+
1

(
1 + δγ+1

)
. This results in a total of 32 uncertain rates, which

are set as the elements of the uncertain matrices A and B used in (6.20), to build

the uncertain state space (uss object), Figure 6.3.

The robustness analysis is carried for |∆| ≤ 7%, for both of the linearisations

around the FE in (6.38) and using the ME in (6.49). The linearisation around a

FE results in a ∆FE matrix 32 × 32, with diagonal real uncertainties, where each

uncertainty occurs only once. In the linearisation with a ME, the estimation function

of the equilibrium x̂0 is taken from (6.39) and used to build J
{
x̂0
}

. The matrix

∆ME is also real and diagonal, but becomes 452×452, where each uncertainty occurs

15 times (except for γ±1 which are not used in x̂0, and therefore occurs only once).
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of the relative variation of elements of the moving equilib-
rium x0

j with respect to the nominal equilibrium value x̄0
j , for the 10000 uncertainty

samples (for |∆| < 7%). The deviations with respect to the nominal equilibrium
values x̄0

j are ±20% to ±50%.

The structures can be represented by:

∆FE = {D {[δ1, δ2, . . . , δ32]} : δi ∈ R} (6.52a)

∆ME = {D {[δ1, δ2, δ3I15, . . . , δ32I15]} : δi ∈ R} (6.52b)

where I15 is the 15× 15 identity matrix. The structures of the matrix M(s) for the

LFTs in both cases are detailed in Figure 6.4. They show clearly the increase in

size and complexity of the LFT in the case with ME, where DME
11 is composed of

diagonals coupling all uncertainties.

Figure 6.5 shows the normalised distributions of the equilibrium for 10000

sampled systems and confirms a movement of 20% to 50% due to uncertainty. For

each sample, the true equilibrium x0 is compared with its estimation x̂0 in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison between the approximation and the numerically deter-
mined element j of the equilibrium, for each of 10000 samples. In black are the
true equilibria x0, in blue are the approximated equilibria x̂0, and in red are the
approximation errors. The axes are normalised by the nominal equilibrium values,
hence the nominal value of each element x̄0

j is mapped into the coordinates (1, 1).
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of µ bounds for linearisation around a fixed and moving
equilibrium. The bounds are lower for the latter, which includes the equilibrium
variation with uncertainty.

Following Remark 6.2, it is necessary to check if we have a small relative difference to

the nominal equilibrium for the considered uncertainty level, which is an assumption

necessary for Lemma 6.1.

The bounds for µ indicate that the linearisation around the FE is marginally

stable, with stability assured only up to |∆| = 6.763%. The identified worst-case

uncertainty combination at |∆FE | = 9.037% results in a conjugate pair of complex

poles −9.7 × 10−14 ± 0.034064i. The bounds are lower for the µ-analysis with the

moving equilibrium model (6.49), Figure 6.7, and the linearisation is robust up to

|∆| = 7.016%. The minimum destabilising |∆ME | = 9.720% is also higher than with

a FE, and results in the conjugate pair of complex poles 7.102× 10−15 ± 0.038551i.

In this case, the inclusion of the moving equilibrium model results in a linearisation

which is more robust than just linearising around the FE.
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Figure 6.8: History of simulations per iteration in the search of a minimum desta-
bilising bound, and the history of tested levels of ∆.

6.3.2 Sample based analysis with exact equilibrium movement cal-

culation

For purposes of assessing the efficacy of the analysis based on the SSV, we carry out

two sample based searches using the nonlinear system.

The first search carries out a Monte Carlo campaign for a variability in the

reaction rates of |∆MC | = 10%, where all elements of A and B were scattered 10000

times. For each parameter vector, the equilibrium is solved using (6.35) and the local

stability is checked using the linearised system (6.30). All the sampled parameter-

isations in this Monte Carlo campaign resulted in stable closed-loop systems, with

the eigenvalues closest to the imaginary axis at −0.00237686±0.0325045i. Based on

the high number of samples, the Monte Carlo test indicates that the system should

be robust for |∆| < 10%.

The alternative method is an iterative search for a destabilising parameteri-

sation, where for each level of |∆|, 212 out of 232 possible vertices of the parameter

space are randomly selected and evaluated for stability.

The magnitude of the uncertainty |∆| is updated heuristically, where in the

applied example, the search evaluated a total of 34 144 cases. The history of the

tested magnitudes |∆| and the number of simulations for each value of |∆| is pre-

sented in Figure 6.8. The minimum destabilising amplitude was found for an uncer-

tainty level of |∆IT | = 11.118%, which is consistent with the Monte Carlo results,

but still above the results from the µ-analysis.
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Table 6.1: Verification with the nonlinear system of the destabilising parameterisa-
tions identified with µ and sample based analysis: eigenvalues of the linearisation
around the true equilibrium for each identified worst case parameterisation.

RS with x̄0 (k)
|∆FE | = 9.037%

RS with x̂0 (k)
|∆ME | = 9.720%

Vertices search
|∆IT | = 11.118%

−0.001073± 0.03361i
−2.296± 0.2353i
−2.268
−1.92± 0.3411i
−1.718± 0.2867i
−1.44
−0.1403
−0.07358
−0.03283
−0.02103

+1.916× 10−6±0.03855i
−2.224± 0.2435i
−2.196
−1.795± 0.3598i
−1.652± 0.2821i
−1.344
−0.1486
−0.08013
−0.03356
−0.02551

+3.399× 10−5±0.03242i
−2.261± 0.2204i
−2.265
−1.866± 0.3149i
−1.66± 0.253i
−1.4
−0.1311
−0.07016
−0.02978
−0.02375

6.3.3 Verification with the nonlinear system

The introduction of the additional effect of the uncertainty in the linearisation with

the ME should capture more of the system in the analysis, and the µ bounds suggest

that the linearisation with a FE is conservative with respect to using the ME.

Moreover, both Monte Carlo simulation and a brute-force vertices search suggest

the system is robust for uncertainty levels up to 10% contradicting the destabilising

levels of uncertainty identified with the µ bounds.

To assess the validity of the different methods, the identified worst case

parameterisations are now verified directly with the nonlinear system. For each set of

destabilising parameters, the dynamics are linearised around their true equilibrium,

and the respective poles are compared in Table 6.1.

The unstable parameterisation found with the FE actually results in a sta-

ble system. Instead of poles on the imaginary axis, the critical poles around the

true equilibrium are stable at −0.001073 ± 0.03361i, indicating conservatism when

analysing the linearisation around the nominal equilibrium.

On the other hand, the unstable linearisation with the ME does correspond

to an unstable nonlinear system with poles close to the imaginary axis at +1.916×
10−6 ± 0.03855i, again confirming that use of the ME more accurately captures the

impact of the uncertainties on the system, including loss of stability.

Furthermore, the unstable parameterisation identified with the ME model

is inside the parameter space covered in the Monte Carlo campaign, showing that

analysis based on sampling methods can be unreliable since there is no guarantee

of complete coverage of the uncertainty space.
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6.4 Independence of robustness levels from scaling for

feasibility of DNA implementation

So far we have focused on the analysis of the CRN representation of the biomolec-

ular control system, without addressing the implementation using DSD reactions,

which has its own challenges. In particular, there is a physical limit for the bimolec-

ular rate η, which is usually set close to the maximum hybridisation rate around

106 (Ms)−1 [74, 168]. This, together with limits in concentrations, can impose con-

straints incompatible with the parameterisation of the CRN.

6.4.1 Scaling for feasibility with DNA chemistry

For the cases where the parameterisation of the CRN are not feasible for an imple-

mentation with DSD reactions, the procedure in [21] scales down the parameters to

obtain feasible reaction rates and an accurate representation of the CRN.

Definition 6.6 (Scaling of reaction rates from [21]). If z(t) is a solution to the ODEs

of the CRN, then given two scalars a, b > 0, the function bz( 1
a t) is also a solution to

the ODEs, where the unimolecular rates γi are scaled by a−1, the bimolecular rate η

by a−1b−1, and the concentrations are scaled by b.

We now investigate the impact of such scaling on dynamics and robustness.

Definition 6.7. Let us define the basis dynamics by

ż =
dz

dt
= Azz + Bzrz − ηzPz ◦ z, given z(0) ≥ 0 (6.53)

with a bimolecular reaction ηz, and the unimolecular reaction rates in the network

are the elements of Az. Define z0 as the equilibrium solution of Azz
0 = ηzPz0 ◦ z0,

where z0 depends only on the parameterisation of ηz
−1Az.

Proposition 6.2. Defining a scaled system x(t) = bz(τ) where τ = 1
a t (scalars

a > 0, b > 0), the scaled dynamics to a scaled input br result in

ẋ = Ax + Br− ηPx ◦ x, given x(0) ≥ 0 (6.54)

where r = brz, A = a−1Az, B = a−1Bz, η = 1
abηz.

Proof. The dynamics of the scaled system can be expressed as a scaling of the basis

dynamics with

ẋ =
dx

dt
= b

dz

dτ

dτ

dt
= a−1bż . (6.55)
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Figure 6.9: Time histories of the scaled output and concentrations for two examples
with opposite values of b = (aη)−1 = 200 and b = (aη)−1 = 2× 10−11. The time is
scaled by a−1 to adjust for the change in dynamics’ speed. The concentrations are
scaled by b−1, and the reference input is scaled by b−1r = 5× 10−4 [M].

Writing the scaled dynamics in terms of the new state, using the scaled gains A, B

and η, we have

a−1bż = a−1bAzz + a−1bBzr− a−1bηzPz ◦ z (6.56a)

⇒ ẋ = a−1Azbz + a−1Bzbr− a−1bηzPz ◦ z (6.56b)

= a−1Azx + a−1Bzbr− a−1b−1ηzPx ◦ x (6.56c)

= Ax + Bbr− ηPx ◦ x (6.56d)

and we recover the nonlinear dynamics in (6.54).
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The scaling factors impact differently on the dynamics. If the unimolecular

rates are not scaled (a = 1) then b only scales the concentrations of the system,

without changing the poles and response time of the system.

Proposition 6.3. When scaling the dynamics A = a−1Az, the equilibrium solutions

are scaled by x0 = bz0.

Proof. Replacing the dynamics matrix A, η, and the scaled equilibrium x0 = bz0 in

the equation for the unforced equilibrium of the basis system,

Azz
0 = ηzPz0 ◦ z0 (6.57a)

⇒ aAb−1x0 = ηz
(
Pb−1x0

)
◦
(
b−1x0

)
(6.57b)

⇒ ab−1Ax0 = b−2ηzPx0 ◦ x0 (6.57c)

⇒ Ax0 =
ηz
ab

Px0 ◦ x0 = ηPx0 ◦ x0 (6.57d)

we arrive at the equation of the unforced equilibrium for the scaled system.

Figure 6.9 compares the time response of the system in Section 6.1 for scal-

ings that result in very large concentrations (a = 0.01, η = 0.5), and in very low

concentrations (a = 100, η = 5× 108). If we reverse the scaling in the axes of time

and concentrations, the time histories are identical.

6.4.2 Robustness of scaled parameterisations

If the nonlinear dynamics (6.53) are locally robustly stable, is the scaled system

(6.54) also robustly stable? We now show how the scaling procedure does not affect

the robustness of the stability, and the robustness of the original CRN is preserved

in the scaling in Definition 6.6.

We start by looking at the properties of the linearisation of the scaled system.

Applying the same derivation as in Proposition 5.6, we can define the perturbation

state ze = z− z0 for the basis system, and derive perturbation dynamics given by

że =
(
Az + ηzJ

{
z0
})

ze + Bre − ηzPze ◦ ze, ze(0) = 0 . (6.58)

In turn, the linearisation around the equilibrium z = z0 + h is given by

ḣ =
(
Az − ηzD

{
Pz0

}
− ηzD

{
z0
}

P
)
h + Bzre (6.59a)

=
(
Az + ηzJ

{
z0
})

h + Bzre, h(0) = 0 . (6.59b)
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Proposition 6.4. Scaling the perturbation and linearisation states according to

xe = bze = b
(
z− z0

)
and s = bh, the linearisation dynamics are scaled in the

same manner as in Proposition 6.2, where

ṡ =
(
A + ηJ

{
x0
})

s + Bbre, s(0) = 0 (6.60)

with A = a−1Az, B = a−1Bz, η = 1
abηz.

Proof. As in Proposition 6.2, it results that ṡ = a−1bḣ and

a−1bḣ = a−1b
(
Az + ηzJ

{
z0
})

h + a−1bBzre (6.61a)

⇒ ṡ = a−1
(
Az + ηzJ

{
z0
})

s + a−1Bzbre (6.61b)

= a−1
(
aA + ηzJ

{
b−1x0

})
s + Bbre (6.61c)

=
(
A + a−1b−1ηzJ

{
x0
})

s + Bbre (6.61d)

=
(
A + ηJ

{
x0
})

s + Bbre . (6.61e)

While the concentrations of the input are scaled by b, the state matrix is

directly scaled in the matrix A and the equilibrium x0. For a fixed b, the poles of

the linearisation are scaled by a−1 changing the timescale of the system dynamics

without scaling the concentrations.

Theorem 6.1. The scaled dynamics ẋ in (6.54) are locally robustly stable around

x0 if and only if the original dynamics ż in (6.53) are locally robustly stable around

z0.

Proof. We can relate the spectral abscissae of the basis and scaled systems with

1

a

(
Az + ηzJ

{
z0
})

= A + ηJ
{
x0
}

(6.62a)

⇒ 1

a
α
{
Az + ηzJ

{
z0
}}

= α
{
A + ηJ

{
x0
}}

. (6.62b)

In terms of stability, given that a > 0, we have the equivalences

i)
1

a
α
{
Az + ηzJ

{
z0
}}

< 0⇔ α
{
A + ηJ

{
x0
}}

< 0 (6.63a)

ii)
1

a

(
Az + ηzJ

{
z0
})
∈ H ⇔

(
A + ηJ

{
x0
})
∈ H . (6.63b)

This means that if the basis system is locally stable at z0 then the scaled system is
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locally stable at x0. Furthermore, if an uncertain ḣ is stable for any |∆| < 1, then

(
Az + ηzJ

{
z0
})
∈ H, ∀|∆|<1 ⇔

(
A + ηJ

{
x0
})
∈ H, ∀|∆|<1 . (6.64)

Hence, if the linearisation of the original system is robust then the scaled linearisa-

tion is also robust, independent of the scaling used.

When rescaling the concentrations and timescale of the system, Theorem 6.1

frees us from rechecking the robustness of the scaled system.

We saw how the example in Section 6.3 illustrates that accounting for the

movement of the equilibrium with the uncertainty can provide a less conservative

analysis. We now consider the impact of the scaling from Definition 6.2 in the

estimator of the equilibrium proposed in Lemma 6.1.

Proposition 6.5. Consider Āz as the nominal dynamics of the original system,

with the nominal equilibrium solution z̄0. Applying the scaling of Proposition 6.2,

results in a scaling of the estimator proposed in Lemma 6.1 with x̂0 = bẑ0.

Proof. Applying the scaling to the estimator of the basis system, we have

bẑ0 = −b
(
Az + ηzJ

{
z̄0
})−1

Āzz̄
0 (6.65a)

= −
(
Az + ηzJ

{
z̄0
})−1

Āzx̄
0 (6.65b)

= −
(
aA + b−1ηzJ

{
x̄0
})−1

aĀx̄0 (6.65c)

= −
(
A + a−1b−1ηzJ

{
x̄0
})−1

Āx̄0 (6.65d)

= −
(
A + ηJ

{
x̄0
})−1

Āx̄0 (6.65e)

= x̂0 (6.65f)

and we recover the definition of the estimator for the scaled system.

We can then generalise the properties of the scaled system to the use of

Lemma 6.1, by scaling the estimator of the moving equilibrium. Furthermore, the

stability and invariance results still apply if we replace the equilibria x0 and z0 with

their estimations x̂0 and ẑ0.

In Figure 6.10, the robust stability was investigated for the same system as

in Section 6.3, but scaling the dynamics by a and the equilibrium by η. The bounds

for both ME and FE are in general very similar, apart from the shift in frequency

due to a. With ME, for very small b = 1/(aη) ≤ 5 × 10−8, the upper bound does

change.
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Figure 6.10: Robustness analysis for variations on scaling parameters a−1γj , a
−1kj

and η. The bounds with ME, in black, are invariant for the changes in scale,
except for cases where b ≤ 10−7. With FE (in red) the results are independent of
the parameterisation. The variation in a shifts the response in frequency, but the
bounds remain very similar.

However, this may be due to numerical issues in the computation of J{x̄0},
with the very small values of x̄0 in Figure 6.11. Any numerical discrepancies are then

amplified by a large η value and the computation of the inversion
(
A + ηJ

{
x̄0
})−1

in the estimator x̂0.

Nevertheless, the destabilising |∆IT | in Figure 6.12, found by testing the

vertices of the parameter space, are comparable for all combinations of the scaling.

This suggests there are no changes to the upper bounds, including the numerically

difficult ones.

Remark 6.4. Such invariance to scaling means that the robustness results for ż are

applicable for any scaled system ẋ, and decouple the design and analysis of the CRN

from the scaled parameters used for implementation.

In fact, scaling can be used to avoid numerical issues, by carrying out the
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Figure 6.11: Norm of the nominal equilibrium x̄0 of the system in Section 6.1 for
variations in the scaling parameters a−1γj , a

−1kj and η. The cases (aη)−1 = b <
10−7 are in red.
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Figure 6.12: Destabilising |∆IT | found for variations in the scaling parameters
a−1γj , a

−1kj and η. They are close for every variation of the parameters, including
the cases (aη)−1 = b < 10−7 (in red).

controller design and performing the robustness analysis with possibly unfeasible but

numerically balanced parameterisations, before finally scaling the systems appropri-

ately for DSD implementation.

6.5 Conclusions

This chapter presents how robust stability analysis based on the structured singu-

lar value technique can be applied to the CRN representation of a linear negative

feedback system. It is critical to address the nonlinearities resulting from the use

of chemical reactions, and to operate within the natural coordinates of the CRN
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accounting for the positivity of the system and the dependency of its equilibrium

on the uncertainty.

The results indicate that it is possible to provide highly accurate guarantees

on robustness for such systems by applying µ-analysis to the linearisation of the

nonlinear dynamics.

Although the use of µ-analysis around a fixed equilibrium is computationally

cheaper, it provides a conservative uncertainty bound, thus underestimating the level

of uncertainty for which the closed-loop system remains stable.

Improving the linearisation model with a moving equilibrium produced ro-

bustness results that showed better agreement with the behaviour of the nonlinear

system. Use of formal robustness analysis methods based on µ provided more reli-

able outcomes than sampling-based methods such as Monte Carlo campaigns and

testing vertices of the parameter space.

Finally, it was shown how the analysis of the CRN can be decoupled from

a scaled parameterisation that ensures a feasible implementation with nucleic acid-

based chemistry, since existing scaling procedures preserve the robustness of the

original parameterisation of the CRN representation.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future works

Chemical reaction networks provide a powerful intermediate abstract layer to con-

ceptualise computations with biomolecular circuits, which can be readily mapped

into equivalent reactions using nucleic acids. In turn, frameworks based on DSD

reactions, which use the sequences of DNA strands to program biochemical comput-

ers, have the capability to operate in vivo and interface with endogenous cellular

machinery. This potential has been demonstrated in mammalian cells, making cir-

cuits based on nucleic acids strong potential candidates for many computing and

control applications in synthetic biology.

There is a current effort in synthetic biology to bring control engineering con-

cepts into biological implementations, calling for theoretical frameworks for design

and analysis of stable feedback regulation of concentrations of biomolecules. The

use of the dual-rail representation to overcome positivity enables the application of

linear control theory to biochemistry, by providing a framework to systematically

represent linear negative feedback systems with elementary reactions and nucleic

acids. The work presented here has built on current research and the literature to

expand the theoretical tools for the design and analysis of such class of systems,

and aims to provide stepping-stones for the use linear control theory in a synthetic

biological context.

In particular, the thesis starts by proposing representations for PID and state

feedback controllers, expanding the control architectures available in the literature.

The novel representations of delay and differentiation with chemical reactions pro-

vide a derivative term for the PID controller, maturing this architecture and tuning

rules in a biochemical environment. Despite its heritage, it still results in a cumber-

some number of reactions, and suffers from a filtered approximation of the derivative,

with a fundamental trade-off between the accuracy of differentiation and the fea-
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sibility of chemical reaction binding rates. The simpler structure relying on state

feedback and integral control can regulate the same system with zero steady-states,

but resulting in CRNs with fewer chemical reactions and species.

The readiness level of this technology has not followed the theoretical devel-

opments, and we are lacking experimental validation of such systems. This work

proposes two control problems, which can be represented with very few CRN and

DSD reactions, as minimally complex candidates for future experimental valida-

tion of feedback circuits using strand displacement reaction networks. The reduced

number of reactions puts these DSD networks within the current capabilities for

experimental investigation, while still capturing important features of general linear

feedback control systems. Although simple, the circuits are interesting for immedi-

ate experimental investigation of the dependence of closed-loop dynamics on toehold

design, and integration of the annihilation reactions.

The proposed architectures rely in the dual-rail representation of the signals,

which has become common in biochemical applications to overcome the positivity

inherent in chemical networks. However, the positivity and nonlinearity of such

schemes are seldom addressed in the literature. This work presents explicitly the

potential impact of the underlying nonlinear annihilation reactions, highlighting

some of the dynamical and steady state characteristics of this class of systems. Un-

avoidable variability in the implemented binding rates leads to uncertainty in the

parameterisation of the kinetics of the CRN. Consequently, stability can be affected

by the looped interconnection between the nonlinear dynamics arising from bio-

chemical implementation and the linear I/O dynamics resulting from the controller

designs. The provided analysis details how the representation of feedback generally

introduces a positive equilibrium, and in terms of stability, it shows that even if the

designed linear I/O dynamics is robust, the robustness of the experimental CRN is

not guaranteed.

The presented results confirm that the stability of nucleic acid-based con-

trollers must be analysed using the linearisation of the complete nonlinear system,

and this work provides a rigorous theoretical approach for conducting such an anal-

ysis. The structured singular value framework is successfully applied to the CRN

representation of the biomolecular linear feedback system operating within the pos-

itive natural coordinates of the CRN, addressing the nonlinearities in the kinetics,

and accounting for the equilibrium dependency on the uncertainty. With the equi-

librium dependency in the linearisation the model captured better the behaviour

of the nonlinear system, and uncovered worst case parameterisations missed by ex-

haustive brute force methods like Monte Carlo campaigns and sampling vertices of
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the parameter space. Moreover, the robustness results are not affected by exist-

ing scaling methods of the reaction rates to represent the CRN with feasible DNA

binding rates between. Such decoupling between the scaling of the CRN and the

experimental implementation, introduces flexibility in the design and analysis of the

circuits.

The proposed constructions, DSD realisations, theoretical results and analy-

sis contributed to the the main goals of this thesis: the narrowing of the gap between

engineering and biochemistry and to provide a bridge between linear control theory

and synthetic biology.

Overall, the work statement from Section 1.3 was accomplished. The pro-

posed designs fulfilled the purpose of expanding the available linear controllers re-

alisable with nucleic acids. The analysis carried out managed to bring consolidated

and rigorous tools from linear robust control to this new class of systems. Further-

more, this work provided theoretical understanding to the behaviour of the resulting

CRNs, and successfully informed the experimentalists with new insights about the

requirements and limitations of the implemented DSD networks.

The objective of exploiting dual rail representation and DSD reactions was

achieved, with the proposal of novel constructions, where the dual-rail representation

of I/O systems simplified and allowed the realisation of linear operators that were

missing in literature. The constructions were tested and analysed with the most

current specialised software, at different levels of detail.

The objective of interacting with biochemists was also very fruitful. A suc-

cessful collaboration was established with world class experts in DSD networks,

to move towards the implementation for the first time of representations of linear

negative feedback systems with DSD reactions. The collaboration was crucial to

understand the experimental challenges impact the constructions of the feedback

system, and derive realistic realisations. An experimental implementation was not

achieved, but from that synergy resulted constructions and DSD circuits which are

feasible with the current capabilities for implementations using nucleic acids. The

results were presented to the community, and hopefully it will contribute to the first

tests of these types of systems.

Another objective was a rigorous characterisation and analysis of the dual-

rail representation of negative feedback systems and resulting CRN. The theoretical

analysis uncovered unexpected properties that were never addressed in the litera-

ture, with some very relevant for the DSD realisation. The role of the annihilation

reactions, particularly in the dual-rail representation of linear negative feedback

systems, is now completely justified in terms of stability conditions.
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Variability and mismatching of the reaction rates is known to be an issue in

the dual-rail representation. The problem of mismatching reaction rates had been

raised in literature, but the presented work managed to address it formally and rig-

orously with established analysis tools. Robust control techniques were successfully

adapted to address uncertainty, positivity and nonlinearities, and able to provide a

representative and quantified robustness margin for stability of the CRN.

Due to time constraints, one objective that fell short was the development

of refined models of the DSD mechanisms and realisation, to refine the dependency

of the reaction rates of the CRN on effects and physical parameters from the DSD

implementation. Such modelling effort is discussed in future works, and should be

one of the first tasks in any follow up work.

7.1 Future works

For analysis, future work must develop representative and non-conservative uncer-

tainty models for the DNA controllers, using detailed data from experimentation to

characterise the different sources of uncertainty and map them to the MAK of the

designed CRN. Effects to be modelled include initial and gradual leakage due to in-

teractions between DNA strands present at high concentrations, truncated species,

domain occlusion, and unproductive toehold binding events. Distinguishing the dif-

ferent effects would allow the construction of mechanistic and sharper uncertainty

models to reliably evaluate and compare the limits of performance and robustness

properties of different candidate controller designs. Such models would allow the

comparison of different potential DSD architectures to identify best practices and

correlate strategies to mitigate the different sources of uncertainty. For example, the

use of clamps [160] mitigates directly spurious reactions and leakage, compartmen-

talisation of species avoids undesired hybridisation between toehold domains [163],

and distance between tethering of species influences the accuracy of hybridisation

rates [162,169].

Moreover, the minimal size and uniqueness of the CRN representation for

a given I/O dynamics is an open topic. For example, the complexity of the con-

structions in Chapter 4 was reduced manually by combining the computation of the

subtraction and integration in the same set of reactions. It is not an automatic pro-

cess and the minimum CRN size to represent any given I/O dynamics will depend

on the dynamics and algebraic operations we wish to represent. Moreover, even for

the small example of state feedback, there was a choice between using degradation

reactions or catalytic degradation reactions [76] to represent the same I/O dynam-
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ics. Better and more refined models of the DSD realisation could also improve the

choice and optimisation of the set of reactions in the CRN representation.

Minimising the number of species and reactions that represent a given I/O

dynamics may not be enough. Even if the goal is to chemically represent a given

I/O dynamics, we should ensure the identifiability of the CRN including the internal

dynamics of the I/O system. The different physical processes that influence the DSD

realisation should also be identifiable, since the coexistence of the realisations for

different reactions with common species lead to loss of modularity. The strand

release rates depend not only on the toehold design but also on buffering and the

multiplicity of the pathways of the input species. For example, buffering of a species

in the realisation of the annihilation influences the effective release rates in the

realisation of catalysis.

Not only do the characteristics and parameter identification of the realisation

of an individual reaction not necessarily hold after integration in the system, but

there are also different effects influencing the effective reaction rate. The CRN and

its realisation should be identifiable, with the possibility to characterise not only the

reaction rates, but also the different spurious and crosstalk effects. Finer detailed

models of the DSD realisations will be necessary to inform the parameterisation of

the CRN, since minimising and optimising the chemical representation, while keep-

ing some degree of modularity, insulation, and identifiability will be an increasing

challenge as the complexity of these type of systems increase.

Another direction of interest is the integration of feedback controllers with

spatial strategies that are expected to allow faster, more accurate and more ro-

bust DNA based circuitry. New experimental developments include DNA walker

circuits [161], tethered reactants in a DNA tile [162], or functional modules com-

partmentalised in proto-cells and droplets [163]. Such strategies allow for spatial

programming of reaction pathways and population based distributed control like

consensus/consortium and multi-agent systems [72,163]. Tethering DNA gates to a

substrate relaxes some of the current constraints on speed and accuracy of hybridi-

sation rates [170], where co-localising reactions can result in faster reaction rates

decreasing computation times from hours to minutes [162]. The implementation

of distributed DSD architectures in proto-cell populations with diffusive molecular

communication, with segregation of reactants of spurious reactions in different com-

partments, decreases crosstalk and avoids unproductive toehold occlusions [163].

Clusters of reactions associated with a function can provide modules for a

higher-level synthesis and scalable arrangement of complex DNA systems. Anal-

ysis of the topological and geometric constraints in DNA circuits can be carried
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out with additional use of Partial Differential Equation (PDE) to account for dif-

fusion models [163, 171], some already available for simulations in tools like Visual

DSD [172, 173]. Topological schemes can be exploited to optimise the chemical

pathways and provide orthogonality, to allow the reuse of toehold sequences. This

is crucial for the case of dual-rail controllers, which are expensive in their use of

both species and reactions. On the other hand, spatial distribution plays a role in

the efficiency and robustness of tethered strand displacement cascades [174] and it

is a source of distributed delays as species diffuse between compartments [175], all

critical issues for the design feedback control.

Despite the use of bimolecular reactions, dual-rail controllers can chemically

represent linear dynamic output-feedback controllers avoiding the positive realisa-

tion problem [176]. Nevertheless, framing the class of circuits presented in this thesis

as internally positive systems [142] provided some useful insights, and such analysis

should be continued with further use of tools from positive [129, 177] and bilinear

control theory [178], or from circuits with common features. For example, with its

use of annihilation reactions for feedback control of positive processes, the proposed

controllers and systems can be related to approaches based on sequestration reac-

tions [179, 180] and the antithetic controller [59, 180], subjects of current intense

investigation.

The results in this work are under the assumptions of MAK that provide the

ODEs to map linear dynamics to circuits based on a CRN. Although the proposed

circuits can be verified with stochastic simulations for a low number of molecules,

it is absent from any stochastic interpretation of the theoretical results. Stochastic

control theory can be applied to develop feedback control of downstream biomolecu-

lar processes with low copy-numbers [114,115,149], and under some assumptions we

can derive stochastic differential equations [112,113] for modelling and analysis [114].

Such research is fundamental to understand the application of the presented circuits

in vivo with low copy of molecules.

Finally, it would be of interest to investigate the combination of dual-rail

systems with positive systems. If one can devise aptamers for local sensing and

actuation on a biological process, like a genetic network, the information processing

and control law could be implemented using a dual-rail representation based on

nucleic-acids. The combination of linear negative feedback control with a positive

plant would be a natural next step to get linear control theory closer to biological

applications.
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Appendix A

Code in Visual DSD for the

simulation of the PID and state

feedback integral control

This chapter lists the code for the simulation in Visual DSD of the examples in

Chapter 3, for the simulations presented in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13.

The coding of the systems follows the approach of the examples found in [76],

with the declaration of reusable primitives for

� Degradation(tin,c,(x,x’)) - realisation of the dual rail degradation reac-

tions

� Annihilation(tin, (x,x’)) - realisation of the annihilation reaction

� Catalysis(tin,c,(x,x’),(y,y’)) - realisation of the dual rail catalysis re-

actions

� Subtracting(tin,c,(x,x’),(y,y’)) - realisation of the dual rail catalysis

reactions with crossed contributions that lead to subtraction between two sig-

nals

The system is then assembled by calling the primitives with the signal species as

arguments.

After the definition of the signals and respective species, the primitives are re-

used to assemble the complete system. The auxiliary species and their initialisation

are automatically defined by Visual DSD.
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A.1 Visual DSD code for PID controller with FOTD

This section lists the code regarding the PID controller.

directive declare

directive simulation deterministicstiff

(* directive simulation stochastic *)

directive scale 100.0 (* for stochastic simulation *)

directive tolerance 1e-9

directive parameters

[ x0 = 1.0 (* nM *)

; scalet = 100000.0

(* complementarity degree ratios qi/qmax *)

; c0 = 5e-05 (* - *)

; c1 = 1.9e-06 (* - *)

; c3 = 1.6e-05 (* - *)

; c4 = 8e-06 (* - *)

; c5 = 1e-06 (* - *)

; c6 = 1e-06 (* - *)

; c7 = 4e-06 (* - *)

; c8 = 8e-06 (* - *)

; Cmax = 10000.0 (* nM *)

; k2 = 4.0(* - *)

; bind = 0.001 (* 1/nM/s *)

; unbind = 0.1 (* 1/s *)

]

directive duration scalet *30.0 points 2000

directive event R() 1.0*x0 @ scalet *0.0

directive event R’() 2.0*x0 @ scalet *10.0

directive event R() 1.0*x0 @ scalet *20.0

directive plot

R();R’();

X1();X1’();

X2();X2’();

X3();X3’();

X4();X4’();

U();U’();

X6();X6’();

X7();X7’();

Y();Y’();

sub (R(); R’());

sub (X1(); X1’());
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sub (X2(); X2’());

sub (X3(); X3’());

sub (X4(); X4’());

sub (U(); U’());

sub (X6(); X6’());

sub (X7(); X7’());

sub (Y(); Y’())

(*------------------ CRN ------------------*)

directive compilation infinite

new tt@bind ,unbind

new tu@bind ,unbind

new y new y’ new r new r’ new x1 new x1’ (* Feedback *)

new x2 new x2’ new x3 new x3’ new x4 new x4’ new u new u’ (* PID

controller *)

new x6 new x6’ new x7 new x7’ (* Plant *)

new i

(* create signal with toehold *)

def Signal(tin ,(x,x’)) = <tin^ x>

def Signal ’(tin ,(x,x’)) = Signal(tin ,(x’,x))

def sr = (r,r’)

def sy = (y,y’)

def sx1 = (x1 ,x1’)

def sx2 = (x2 ,x2’)

def sx3 = (x3 ,x3’)

def sx4 = (x4 ,x4’)

def su = (u,u’)

def sx6 = (x6 ,x6’)

def sx7 = (x7 ,x7’)

def R() = Signal(tt ,sr)

def R’() = Signal ’(tt ,sr)

def Y() = Signal(tt ,sy)

def Y’() = Signal ’(tt ,sy)

def X1() = Signal(tt ,sx1)

def X1’() = Signal ’(tt ,sx1)

def X2() = Signal(tt ,sx2)

def X2’() = Signal ’(tt ,sx2)

def X3() = Signal(tt ,sx3)

def X3’() = Signal ’(tt ,sx3)

def X4() = Signal(tt ,sx4)

def X4’() = Signal ’(tt ,sx4)

def U() = Signal(tt ,su)
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def U’() = Signal ’(tt ,su)

def X6() = Signal(tt ,sx6)

def X6’() = Signal ’(tt ,sx6)

def X7() = Signal(tt ,sx7)

def X7’() = Signal ’(tt ,sx7)

(*------------------ Primitives -----------------------------------*)

(* def Degradation(deg ,x) = rxn Signal(x) ->{deg} *)

def Degradation(tin ,c,(x,x’)) = Cmax * {tin^(c)*}[x]

def Annihilation(tin , (x,x’)) =

( Cmax * {tin ^*}[x tin ^]:[x’]

| Cmax * {tin ^*}[x’ tin ^]:[x]

| Cmax * <x tin^>

| Cmax * <x’ tin^>

)

(* def Annihilation(x) = rxn Signal(x) + Signal ’(x) ->{ann} *)

def Catalysis(tin ,c,(x,x’),(y,y’)) =

( Cmax * {tin^(c)*}[x tu^]:[y tu^]:[i]

| Cmax * [i]:[tin^ x]{tu^*}

| Cmax * [i]:[tin^ y]{tu^*}

| Cmax * <tu^ y>

| Cmax * <tu^ i>

| Cmax * <i tin^>

)

(* def Catalysis(cat ,x,y) = rxn Signal(x) ->{cat} Signal(x) + Signal(y

) *)

def Catalysis ’(tin ,c,(x,x’),(y,y’)) = Catalysis(tin ,c,(x’,x),(y’,y))

def Subtracting(tin ,c,(x,x’),(y,y’)) = Catalysis(tin ,c,(x’,x),(y,y’))

def Subtracting ’(tin ,c,(x,x’),(y,y’)) = Subtracting(tin ,c,(x’,x),(y’,y

))

def Degradation ’(tin ,c,(x,x’)) = Degradation(tin ,c,(x’,x))

(*------------------ system -----------------------------------*)

def System () =

(

0 * R() | 0 * R’() |

0 * Y() | 0 * Y’() |

0 * U() | 0 * U’() |

0 * X1() | 0 * X1’()|

0 * X2() | 0 * X2’()|

0 * X3() | 0 * X3’()|
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0 * X4() | 0 * X4’()|

0 * X6() | 0 * X6’()|

0 * X7() | 0 * X7’()

(* Subtraction *)

| Catalysis(tt ,c0 ,sr ,sx1)

| Catalysis ’(tt ,c0 ,sr ,sx1)

| Degradation(tt ,c0 ,sx1)

| Degradation ’(tt ,c0 ,sx1)

| Annihilation(tt ,sr)

| Annihilation(tt ,sx1)

(* To close the loop *)

| Subtracting(tt ,c0 ,sy ,sx1)

| Subtracting ’(tt ,c0 ,sy ,sx1)

(* Controller *)

| Catalysis(tt ,c3 ,sx1 ,sx4) (* filtered D *)

| Catalysis ’(tt ,c3 ,sx1 ,sx4)

| Degradation(tt ,c4 ,sx4)

| Degradation ’(tt ,c4 ,sx4)

| Catalysis(tt ,c0*k2 ,sx1 ,sx2) (* P *)

| Catalysis ’(tt ,c0*k2 ,sx1 ,sx2)

| Degradation(tt ,c0 ,sx2)

| Degradation ’(tt ,c0 ,sx2)

| Catalysis(tt ,c1 ,sx1 ,sx3) (* I *)

| Catalysis ’(tt ,c1 ,sx1 ,sx3)

| Annihilation(tt ,sx2)

| Annihilation(tt ,sx3)

| Annihilation(tt ,sx4)

(* sum junction to comput U *)

| Catalysis(tt ,c0 ,sx2 ,su)

| Catalysis ’(tt ,c0 ,sx2 ,su)

| Catalysis(tt ,c0 ,sx3 ,su)

| Catalysis ’(tt ,c0 ,sx3 ,su)

| Subtracting(tt ,c0 ,sx4 ,su)

| Subtracting ’(tt ,c0 ,sx4 ,su)

| Degradation(tt ,c0 ,su)

| Degradation ’(tt ,c0 ,su)

| Annihilation(tt ,su)

(* Plant *)

| Catalysis(tt ,c5 ,su ,sx6)

| Catalysis ’(tt ,c5 ,su ,sx6)

| Degradation(tt ,c6 ,sx6)

| Degradation ’(tt ,c6 ,sx6)

| Catalysis(tt ,c8 ,sx6 ,sx7)

| Catalysis ’(tt ,c8 ,sx6 ,sx7)

| Degradation(tt ,c7 ,sx7)

| Degradation ’(tt ,c7 ,sx7)
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| Catalysis(tt ,c0 ,sx7 ,sy)(* summation *)

| Catalysis ’(tt ,c0 ,sx7 ,sy)

| Subtracting(tt ,c0 ,sx6 ,sy)

| Subtracting ’(tt ,c0 ,sx6 ,sy)

| Degradation(tt ,c0 ,sy)

| Degradation ’(tt ,c0 ,sy)

| Annihilation(tt ,sx6)

| Annihilation(tt ,sx7)

| Annihilation(tt ,sy)

)

(*------------------ Run -------------------------------------*)

System ()

A.2 Visual DSD code for SFI controller with FOTD

This section lists the code regarding the SFI control.

directive declare

directive simulation deterministicstiff

(* directive simulation stochastic *)

directive scale 100.0 (* for stochastic simulation *)

directive tolerance 1e-9

directive parameters

[ x0 = 1.0 (* nM *)

; scalet = 100000.0 (* scalet = 50000.0 *)

(* complementarity degree ratios qi/qmax *)

; cu = 5e-05 (* - *)

; cy = 5e-05 (* - *)

; cu6 = 0.00018632 (* - *)

; cuy = 2.032e-05 (* - *)

; cur = 0.00020664 (* - *)

; c1y = 1.3312e-06 (* - *)

; c5 = 1e-06 (* - *)

; c6 = 1e-06 (* - *)

; c7 = 4e-06 (* - *)

; c8 = 8e-06 (* - *)

; Cmax = 10000.0 (* nM *)

; bind = 0.001 (* 1/nM/s *)

; unbind = 0.1 (* 1/s *)

]

directive duration scalet *30.0 points 500

directive event R() 1.0*x0 @ scalet *0.0
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directive event R’() 2.0*x0 @ scalet *10.0

directive event R() 1.0*x0 @ scalet *20.0

directive plot

R();R’();

U();U’();

X1();X1’();

X6();X6’();

X7();X7’();

Y();Y’();

sub (R(); R’());

sub (U(); U’());

sub (X1(); X1’());

sub (X6(); X6’());

sub (X7(); X7’());

sub (Y(); Y’())

(*------------------ CRN ------------------*)

directive compilation infinite

new tt@bind ,unbind

new tu@bind ,unbind

new y new y’ new r new r’ new u new u’ (* closed loop *)

new x1 new x1’ new x6 new x6’ new x7 new x7’ (* Plant *)

new i

(* create signal with toehold *)

def Signal(tin ,(x,x’)) = <tin^ x>

def Signal ’(tin ,(x,x’)) = Signal(tin ,(x’,x))

def sr = (r,r’)

def sy = (y,y’)

def su = (u,u’)

def sx6 = (x6 ,x6’)

def sx7 = (x7 ,x7’)

def sx1 = (x1 ,x1’)

def R() = Signal(tt ,sr)

def R’() = Signal ’(tt ,sr)

def Y() = Signal(tt ,sy)

def Y’() = Signal ’(tt ,sy)

def U() = Signal(tt ,su)

def U’() = Signal ’(tt ,su)

def X6() = Signal(tt ,sx6)

def X6’() = Signal ’(tt ,sx6)

def X7() = Signal(tt ,sx7)
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def X7’() = Signal ’(tt ,sx7)

def X1() = Signal(tt ,sx1)

def X1’() = Signal ’(tt ,sx1)

(*------------------ Primitives -----------------------------------*)

(* def Degradation(deg ,x) = rxn Signal(x) ->{deg} *)

def Degradation(tin ,c,(x,x’)) = Cmax * {tin^(c)*}[x]

def Annihilation(tin , (x,x’)) =

( Cmax * {tin ^*}[x tin ^]:[x’]

| Cmax * {tin ^*}[x’ tin ^]:[x]

| Cmax * <x tin^>

| Cmax * <x’ tin^>

)

(* def Annihilation(x) = rxn Signal(x) + Signal ’(x) ->{ann} *)

def Catalysis(tin ,c,(x,x’),(y,y’)) =

( Cmax * {tin^(c)*}[x tu^]:[y tu^]:[i]

| Cmax * [i]:[tin^ x]{tu^*}

| Cmax * [i]:[tin^ y]{tu^*}

| Cmax * <tu^ y>

| Cmax * <tu^ i>

| Cmax * <i tin^>

)

(* def Catalysis(cat ,x,y) = rxn Signal(x) ->{cat} Signal(x) + Signal(y

) *)

def Catalysis ’(tin ,c,(x,x’),(y,y’)) = Catalysis(tin ,c,(x’,x),(y’,y))

def Subtracting(tin ,c,(x,x’),(y,y’)) = Catalysis(tin ,c,(x’,x),(y,y’))

def Subtracting ’(tin ,c,(x,x’),(y,y’)) = Subtracting(tin ,c,(x’,x),(y’,y

))

def Degradation ’(tin ,c,(x,x’)) = Degradation(tin ,c,(x’,x))

(*------------------ system -----------------------------------*)

def System () =

(

0 * R() | 0 * R’() |

0 * Y() | 0 * Y’() |

0 * U() | 0 * U’() |

0 * X6() | 0 * X6’()|

0 * X7() | 0 * X7’() |

0 * X1() | 0 * X1’()

(* Summing Junction *)

(* Reference *)

| Catalysis(tt ,cur ,sr ,su)
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| Catalysis ’(tt ,cur ,sr ,su)

(* Feedback Y *)

| Subtracting(tt ,cuy ,sy ,su)

| Subtracting ’(tt ,cuy ,sy ,su)

(* Feedback X6 *)

| Subtracting(tt ,cu6 ,sx6 ,su)

| Subtracting ’(tt ,cu6 ,sx6 ,su)

(* Adding x1 *)

| Catalysis(tt ,cu ,sx1 ,su)

| Catalysis ’(tt ,cu ,sx1 ,su)

(* Degradation U *)

| Degradation(tt ,cu ,su)

| Degradation ’(tt ,cu ,su)

(* Error integration *)

(* R-Y *)

| Catalysis(tt ,c1y ,sr ,sx1)

| Catalysis ’(tt ,c1y ,sr ,sx1)

| Subtracting(tt ,c1y ,sy ,sx1)

| Subtracting ’(tt ,c1y ,sy ,sx1)

(* Plant *)

| Catalysis(tt ,c5 ,su ,sx6)

| Catalysis ’(tt ,c5 ,su ,sx6)

| Degradation(tt ,c6 ,sx6)

| Degradation ’(tt ,c6 ,sx6)

| Catalysis(tt ,c8 ,sx6 ,sx7)

| Catalysis ’(tt ,c8 ,sx6 ,sx7)

| Degradation(tt ,c7 ,sx7)

| Degradation ’(tt ,c7 ,sx7)

(* Junction to compute Y *)

| Catalysis(tt ,cy ,sx7 ,sy)

| Catalysis ’(tt ,cy ,sx7 ,sy)

| Subtracting(tt ,cy ,sx6 ,sy)

| Subtracting ’(tt ,cy ,sx6 ,sy)

| Degradation(tt ,cy ,sy)

| Degradation ’(tt ,cy ,sy)

(* Annihilation of dual species *)

| Annihilation(tt ,sx6)

| Annihilation(tt ,sx7)

| Annihilation(tt ,sy)

| Annihilation(tt ,sr)

| Annihilation(tt ,su)

| Annihilation(tt ,sx1)

)

(*------------------ Run -------------------------------------*)

System ()
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Appendix B

Example with detailed

derivation and code for

simulation of the DSD system

In Chapter 4, one of the proposed systems is a reference tracking with integral

control of a first order system. The ODEs of the closed loop system are given by

ẏ = bv − ay, y(0) = 0 (B.1a)

v̇ = ki (r − y) , v(0) = 0 (B.1b)

where y is the controlled output, v is the control actuation, and r is a constant

reference signal to be tracked (ṙ = 0).

B.1 Representation with a CRN

In the defined closed loop system we have y±, v±, r± ∈ R. For an implementation

based on positive concentrations of chemical species, we employ a dual-rail repre-

sentation with positive quantities, where we split the real signals y, v, r ∈ R into

contributions of pairs of positive signals y±, v±, r± ∈ R+
0 . With the transformations

y = y+ − y−, v = v+ − v−, and r = r+ − r−, we replace the signals in (B.1) with

ẏ+ − ẏ− = b
(
v+ − v−

)
− a

(
y+ − y−

)
(B.2a)

=
(
bv+ + ay+

)
−
(
bv− + ay−

)
(B.2b)

v̇+ − v̇− = ki
(
r+ − r−

)
− ki

(
y+ − y−

)
(B.2c)

= ki
(
r+ + y−

)
− ki

(
r− + y+

)
. (B.2d)
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To ensure that the dynamics are positive, the ODEs from (B.1) are now defined as

the I/O dynamics of the positive system

ẏ+ = bv+ − ay+, y+(0) = 0 (B.3a)

ẏ− = bv− − ay−, y−(0) = 0 (B.3b)

v̇+ = ki
(
r+ + y−

)
, v+(0) = 0 (B.3c)

v̇− = ki
(
r− + y+

)
, v−(0) = 0 . (B.3d)

The reference input r is transformed into a pair of concentrations such that r =

r+−r−, and the states of the I/O dynamics are given by the differences y = y+−y−

and v = v+− v−. With this method, the subtraction r− y results from crossing the

contributions from y− to v+ and y+ to v−, and allows to introduce a subtraction in

the I/O dynamics while maintaining the positivity of the dual-rail dynamics.

Looking at (B.3) as the MAK of a CRN, the representation can now be

programmed using only degradation and catalysis reactions. The representation is

not unique, and one possibility is given by:

V + b−→ V + + Y + (B.4a)

Y + a−→ ∅ (B.4b)

V −
b−→ V − + Y − (B.4c)

Y −
a−→ ∅ (B.4d)

R+ ki−→ R+ + V + (B.4e)

R−
ki−→ R− + V − (B.4f)

Y + ki−→ Y + + V − (B.4g)

Y −
ki−→ Y − + V + (B.4h)

where y+ = [Y +], y− = [Y −], v+ = [V +], v− = [V −], r+ = [R+], and r− = [R−].

As discussed through out the main text and in [62, 79], what is left is to

add annihilation reactions to limit the simultaneous existence of the species in each

of the pairs representing the signals. Therefore, the final chemical program also

includes:

V + + V −
η−→ ∅ (B.5a)

Y + + Y −
η−→ ∅ . (B.5b)
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Figure B.1: Definition of the strands used to represent the signals in the DSD
reactions.

The final positive dynamics are then is given by

ẏ+ = bv+ − ay+ − ηy+y−, y+(0) = 0 (B.6a)

ẏ− = bv− − ay− − ηy+y−, y−(0) = 0 (B.6b)

v̇+ = ki
(
r+ + y−

)
− ηv+v−, v+(0) = 0 (B.6c)

v̇− = ki
(
r− + y+

)
− ηv+v−, v−(0) = 0 (B.6d)

which results in the same I/O system, since the nonlinear terms cancel out when

applying the input and output transformations.

B.2 Construction of the CRN with DSD reactions

At this point, we have our closed loop system represented by the I/O dynamics of

the MAK of a set of chemical reactions. The constructions described in Section 4.2.3

provide a mapping to implement each of the reactions in (B.4) and (B.5) with sets

of DSD reactions.

Let us first define the signal strands, used to represent the signals as dif-

ferences in concentrations. The abstract chemical species in the chemical program

in (B.4) are replaced with the strands defined in Figure B.1, such that the I/O

dynamics have the states given by the difference of pairs of concentrations, given by

r = [R]−
[
R′
]

(B.7a)

y = [Y ]−
[
Y ′
]

(B.7b)

v = [V ]−
[
V ′
]
. (B.7c)
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Using the terminology from VisualDSD, we have that each strand has a unique

binding domain (< hr >, < hr′ >, < hy >, < hy′ >, < hv >, < hv′ >), and

a toehold domain that will be used to initiate strand displacement reactions. The

toehold domains (< tr >, < ty > and < tv >) are not unique, and determine which

strands interact and their affinity for interaction.

Figure B.2: DSD reactions for the implementation of Y −→ ∅ and Y ′ −→ ∅.

The implementation of the degradation reaction is the most straightforward,

using only additional auxiliary templates JoinY and JoinY ′. For Y + −→ ∅ and

Y − −→ ∅, we use the construction with DSD reactions in Figure B.2, where

Y + JoinY
ca×kt−−−−→ JoinY1 + dY (B.8a)

Y ′ + JoinY ′
ca×kt−−−−→ JoinY ′1 + dY ′ . (B.8b)

Therefore, the implementation of the degradation reactions needs only the presence

of two auxiliary templates initialised with

[JoinY ] (0) =
[
JoinY ′

]
(0) = Cmax (B.9)

where, under Assumption 4.1, Cmax is high enough for the consumption of the

templates to have a negligible effect on the dynamics. The construction also assumes

the capacity to refine the complementarity degree 0 < ca < 1 between the toeholds

< ty > and < ty∗ >, resulting in a reaction rate below the maximum binding

toehold rate kt.

For the annihilation reaction, the cooperative hybridisation scheme [144,145]

employs a single auxiliary template, where the reaction is irreversible only in the

presence of both signal strands. The annihilation reaction V + + V −
η−→ ∅ can then
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be mapped into DSD sets of reactions with

AnnV V + V
cV V ×kt−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−
kubnd

IV (B.10a)

IV + V ′
cV V ×kt−−−−−→ WV +WV ′ (B.10b)

AnnV V + V
cV V ×kt−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−
kubnd

IV ′ (B.10c)

IV ′ + V
cV V ×kt−−−−−→ WV +WV ′ (B.10d)

as illustrated in Figure 4.4. For the annihilation reaction Y + + Y −
η−→ ∅ we have

AnnY Y + Y
cY Y ×kt−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−
kubnd

IY (B.11a)

IY + Y ′
cY Y ×kt−−−−−→ WY +WY ′ (B.11b)

AnnY Y + Y
cY Y ×kt−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−
kubnd

IY ′ (B.11c)

IY ′ + Y
cY Y ×kt−−−−−→ WY +WY ′ . (B.11d)

The construction is implemented by including in the system the auxiliary templates

at very large concentrations, for example with

[AnnY Y ] (0) = [AnnV V ] (0) = Cmax . (B.12)

The construction of the catalysis reaction relies in more auxiliary templates.

As depicted in Figure 4.3, besides the Fork and Join templates, there are additional

strands and toeholds along the cascade of reactions. For example, the catalysis

reaction R+ ci×kt−−−→ R+ + V +, is mapped into the set of reactions given by

R+ JoinV R
ci×kt−−−⇀↽−−−
kbnd

Join−1
V R + auxhrtp (B.13a)

Join−1
V R + auxtphpr

kbnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kbnd

Join−2
V R + sighprtq (B.13b)

sighprtq + ForkV R
kbnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kbnd

Fork−1
V R + auxtphpr (B.13c)

Fork−1
V R + auxhrtp

kbnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kt

Fork−2
V R +R (B.13d)

Fork−2
V R + auxhvtr

kt−⇀↽−
kt

Fork−3
V R + V (B.13e)

Fork−3
V R + auxhitv

kt−→ ∅ . (B.13f)
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The maximum toehold binding rate kbnd for the toeholds < tp > and < tq >

(Figure 4.3) is set kbnd > kt to ensure the intermediary reactions do not limit the

reaction, and the auxiliary strands have binding domains specific to the Fork and

Join templates they interact with (for example, the domain < hpr > in auxtphpr to

bind to < hpr∗ > in the produced strand Join−1
V R (Figure 4.3).

The cascade of DSD reactions is implemented by initialising the the auxiliary

strands at high concentrations, with

[JoinV R] (0) = [auxhrtp] (0) = [auxtphpr] (0) = Cmax (B.14a)

[ForkV R] (0) = [auxhvtr] (0) = [auxhitv] (0) = Cmax . (B.14b)

For the other component R−
ci×kt−−−→ R− + V −, we have the set of reactions

given by

R′ + JoinV ′R′
ci×kt−−−⇀↽−−−
kbnd

Join−1
V ′R′ + auxhr′tp (B.15a)

Join−1
V ′R′ + auxtphpr′

kbnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kbnd

Join−2
V ′R′ + sighpr′tq (B.15b)

sighpr′tq + ForkV ′R′
kbnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kbnd

Fork−1
V ′R′ + auxtphpr′ (B.15c)

Fork−1
V ′R′ + auxhr′tp

kbnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kt

Fork−2
V ′R′ +R′ (B.15d)

Fork−2
V ′R′ + auxhv′tr

kt−⇀↽−
kt

Fork−3
V ′R′ + V ′ (B.15e)

Fork−3
V ′R′ + auxhitv

kt−→ ∅ (B.15f)

(B.15g)

with the initialisation

[JoinV ′R′ ] (0) =
[
auxhr′tp

]
(0) =

[
auxtphpr′

]
(0) = Cmax (B.16a)

[ForkV ′R′ ] (0) = [auxhv′tr] (0) = Cmax . (B.16b)

When accounting for all the necessary six catalysis reactions, the initial con-
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ditions for the auxiliary strands are

[JoinV Y ′ ] (0) = [auxhytp] (0) = [auxtphp] (0) = Cmax (B.17a)

[ForkV Y ′ ] (0) = [auxhvty] (0) = Cmax (B.17b)

[JoinV ′Y ] (0) =
[
auxhy′tp

]
(0) =

[
auxtphp′

]
(0) = Cmax (B.17c)

[ForkV ′Y ] (0) =
[
auxhv′ty

]
(0) = Cmax (B.17d)

[JoinV R] (0) = [auxhrtp] (0) = [auxtphpr] (0) = Cmax (B.17e)

[ForkV R] (0) = [auxhvtr] (0) = [auxhitv] (0) = Cmax (B.17f)

[JoinV ′R′ ] (0) =
[
auxhr′tp

]
(0) =

[
auxtphpr′

]
(0) = Cmax (B.17g)

[ForkV ′R′ ] (0) = [auxhv′tr] (0) = Cmax (B.17h)

[JoinY V ] (0) = [auxhvtp] (0) = [auxtphpv] (0) = Cmax (B.17i)

[ForkY V ] (0) = [auxhytv] (0) = [auxhity] (0) = Cmax (B.17j)

[JoinY ′V ′ ] (0) =
[
auxhv′tp

]
(0) =

[
auxtphpv′

]
(0) = Cmax (B.17k)

[ForkY ′V ′ ] (0) =
[
auxhy′tv

]
(0) = Cmax . (B.17l)

The presence of the auxiliary strands results in that in the presence of the input

species, the cascades are triggered, and the equivalency between the bimolecular

reactions in the cascade and the unimolecular reactions of the CRN result from

Assumption 4.1, where in the design the concentrations of the auxiliary reactions

are considered to be constant.

B.3 Parameterising the reaction rates

When parameterising the toehold binding rates (for example through the comple-

mentary degree coefficients) there are several effects that may affect the mapping of

the reaction rates in the CRN to the affinities in the DSD reaction rates.

B.3.1 Approximating unimolecular reactions with bimolecular re-

actions using the approximation of large concentrations

For example the example of the degradation reaction rate, for Y −→ ∅ we have the

implementation with bimolecular DSD reactions where

Y + JoinY
ca×kt−−−−→ JoinY1 + dY . (B.18a)

Considering the products JoinY1 and dY are waste species which do not have ex-

posed toeholds, we assume an irreversible reaction of inert products. Applying
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Assumption 4.1 we can map the unimolecular degradation reaction

Y + a−→ ∅ ⇒ ẏ+ = −ay+ (B.19)

using the DSD network from (B.8a), by parameterising the reaction rate with

a = caCmaxkt s−1, and initialising the strands with [Y ] (0) = y+(0), [JoinY ] (0) =

Cmax � y+.

This can be seen from the MAK of the DSD implementation given by

d

dt
[Y ] = −cakt [JoinY ] [Y ] (B.20a)

d

dt
[JoinY ] = −cakt [JoinY ] [Y ] (B.20b)

where the concentration of the auxiliary species [JoinY ] follows the same dynam-

ics as [Y ]. By design [JoinY ] (0) = Cmax � [Y ] (0), [JoinY ] (t) � [Y ] (t), and

[JoinY ] (t) > 0, resulting that

d

dt
[Y ] = −cakt [JoinY ] [Y ] < 0,∀t (B.21)

and therefore steady state is [Y ]∗ = 0. Given the assumption of large concentrations,

we have

Cmax � [Y ]⇒ [JoinY ]∗ = Cmax − [Y ] (0) ≈ Cmax ⇒
d

dt
[JoinY ] ≈ 0 . (B.22)

Then, for large concentrations of Cmax we have d
dt [JoinY ] (t) ≈ 0, and we can

approximate the bimolecular reaction with the unimolecular reaction

Y + Cmaxcakt−−−−−−→ ∅ (B.23)

and the equivalent reaction rate a = Cmaxcakt of the elementary CRN.

Furthermore, the initial conditions of this approximating unimolecular reac-

tion rate are the same as in the implementation with bimolecular reactions [Y +] (0) =

[Y ] (0). This may not be the case, if there is buffering of one of the input strands

in the cascaded reactions.

B.3.2 The impact of initial buffering of strands in reversible and

unproductive bindings

Take the example of the implementation of the annihilation reactions where the

simultaneous sequestration of V and V ′ is mediated by a template species AnnV V
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supplied at a high concentration Cmax. The species AnnV V has two exposed toe-

holds and complementary domains to hybridise simultaneously with V and V ′ to

irreversibly produce two waste species without toeholds, and there are two possible

pathways for AnnV V to sequester simultaneously V and V ′ where

AnnV V + V
cV V ×kt−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−
kubnd

V seq (B.24a)

V seq + V ′
cV V ×kt−−−−−→ WV +WV ′ (B.24b)

AnnV V + V ′
cV V ×kt−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−
kubnd

V ′seq (B.24c)

V ′seq + V
cV V ×kt−−−−−→ WV +WV ′ . (B.24d)

Within Assumption 4.1, we consider [AnnV V ] (t) ≈ Cmax, to approximate

the MAK with the network

V
Cmax×cV V ×kt−−−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−−−

kubnd

V seq (B.25a)

V seq + V ′
cV V ×kt−−−−−→ WV +WV ′ (B.25b)

V ′
Cmax×cV V ×kt−−−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−−−

kubnd

V ′seq (B.25c)

V ′seq + V
cV V ×kt−−−−−→ WV +WV ′ (B.25d)

and the respective ODEs given by

d

dt
[V ] = −cV V ktCmax [V ] + kubnd [Vseq]− cV V kt [V ]

[
V ′seq

]
(B.26a)

d

dt
[Vseq] = +cV V ktCmax [V ]− kubnd [Vseq]− cV V kt

[
V ′
]

[Vseq] (B.26b)

d

dt

[
V ′
]

= −cV V ktCmax
[
V ′
]

+ kubnd
[
V ′seq

]
− cV V kt

[
V ′
]

[Vseq] (B.26c)

d

dt

[
V ′seq

]
= +cV V ktCmax

[
V ′
]
− kubnd

[
V ′seq

]
− cV V kt [V ]

[
V ′seq

]
. (B.26d)

The cascade is irreversible only if species V and V ′ are present simultane-

ously, so that the second step can occur. For example, in the absence of V ′, the

strands V that hybridised to AnnV V are released again at a rate kubnd. However,

this reversible reaction will cause a fraction of V to be temporarily sequestered to

AnnV V .

Example B.1 (Sequestration of signal species in implementation of annihilation).

Consider that for the reactions in (B.25) the signal species is absent [V ′] = 0. In

that case, it results that [V ′seq] = 0 and the steady state is given by the equilibrium
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between [V ]∗ and [Vseq]
∗, with

0 = −cV V ktCmax [V ]∗ + kubnd [Vseq]
∗ (B.27a)

⇒ [Vseq]
∗ =

cV V ktCmax
kubnd

[V ]∗ . (B.27b)

In the absence of [Vseq], the intial total amount of the strand V is either free or

sequestered, with a total amount of strands [Vtotal] (0) = [V ] (t) + [Vseq] (t), and at

equilibrium

[V ]∗ = [Vtotal] (0)− [Vseq]
∗ (B.28a)

= [Vtotal] (0)− cV V ktCmax
kubnd

[V ]∗ (B.28b)

⇒ kubnd [V ]∗ = kubnd [Vtotal] (0)− cV V ktCmax [V ]∗ (B.28c)

⇒ [V ]∗ =
kubnd

cV V Cmaxkt + kubnd
[Vtotal] (0) (B.28d)

⇒ [Vseq]
∗ =

cV V Cmaxkt
cV V Cmaxkt + kubnd

[Vtotal] (0) . (B.28e)

For every quantity of V introduced, a fraction will remain free, and a fraction will

be temporarily bound in AnnV V .

Definition B.1. Define the annihilation buffering coefficient 0 < γV V < 1 as

γV V =
kubnd

cV V Cmaxkt + kubnd
[Vtotal] (0) (B.29)

resulting that [V ]∗ = γV V [Vtotal] (0) and [Vseq]
∗ = (1− γV V ) [Vtotal] (0).

We can then show that under Assumption 4.1 the elementary CRN for an-

nihilation

V + + V −
η−→ ∅ (B.30)

can be implemented with the network of DSD reactions from (B.24), with the equiv-

alence

η = 2cV V kt
cV V Cmaxkt

cV V Cmaxkt + kubnd
(B.31)

and initial conditions v+(0) = γV V [V ] (0), v−(0) = γV V [V ′] (0).

Recalling the assumption of signal concentrations much lower that Cmax, we

have that Cmax � [V ],Cmax � [Vseq], and also kubnd � cV V kt [V ]. The result is

that the dynamics have fast and a slow components. The fast dynamics result from
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d

dt
[V ] ≈ −cV V ktCmax [V ] + kubnd [Vseq] (B.32a)

d

dt
[Vseq] ≈ +cV V ktCmax [V ]− kubnd [Vseq] (B.32b)

d

dt

[
V ′
]
≈ −cV V ktCmax

[
V ′
]

+ kubnd
[
V ′seq

]
(B.32c)

d

dt

[
V ′seq

]
≈ +cV V ktCmax

[
V ′
]
− kubnd

[
V ′seq

]
(B.32d)

since the bimolecular reactions depend on slower reaction rates and signal rates

much lower than Cmax. At every instant of time where [V ] is added or consumed,

the fast dynamis keep [V ] and [Vseq] at equilibrium, and we can use (B.27b), (B.28d)

and (B.28e) as constraints approximatively kept during the slower dynamics.

Writing the MAK for the total amount of the strain V , with [Vtotal] = [V ] +

[Vseq], we have that

d

dt
[Vtotal] =

d

dt
[V ] +

d

dt
[Vseq] (B.33a)

= −cV V kt
(
[V ]
[
V ′seq

]
+
[
V ′
]

[Vseq]
)
. (B.33b)

Using the constraint from the equilibrium of the fast dynamics [Vseq] = cV V Cmaxkt
kubnd

[V ]

(and
[
V ′seq

]
= cV V Cmaxkt

kubnd
[V ′]) we have

d

dt
[Vtotal] = −cV V kt

(
[V ]
[
V ′seq

]
+
[
V ′
]

[Vseq]
)

(B.34a)

≈ −cV V kt
(

[V ]
cV V Cmaxkt

kubnd

[
V ′
]

+
[
V ′
] cV V Cmaxkt

kubnd
[V ]

)
(B.34b)

= −2cV V kt
cV V Cmaxkt

kubnd
[V ]
[
V ′
]
. (B.34c)

Writing the dynamics for the fraction of available strands d
dt [V ] from the total left

free from the fast dynamics we have

d

dt
[V ] = γV V

d

dt
[Vtotal] =

kubnd
cV V Cmaxkt + kubnd

d

dt
[Vtotal] (B.35a)

= −2cV V kt
cV V Cmaxkt

kubnd
(

kubnd
cV V Cmaxkt + kubnd

) [V ]
[
V ′
]

(B.35b)

⇒ d

dt
[V ] = −2cV V kt

cV V Cmaxkt
cV V Cmaxkt + kubnd

[V ]
[
V ′
]
. (B.35c)
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Doing the same for [V ′] we get the final reduced dynamics

d

dt
[V ] =

−2c2
V V k

2
tCmax

cV V Cmaxkt + kubnd
[V ]
[
V ′
]

= −2cV V kt (1− γV V ) [V ]
[
V ′
]

(B.36a)

d

dt

[
V ′
]

=
−2c2

V V k
2
tCmax

cV V Cmaxkt + kubnd
[V ]
[
V ′
]

= −2cV V kt (1− γV V ) [V ]
[
V ′
]

(B.36b)

with the equivalent η = 2cV V kt
cV V Cmaxkt

cV V Cmaxkt+kubnd
.

Interestingly, the gain 2 is a structural consequence, resulting from two possi-

ble annihilation pathways. Furthermore, the net annihilation rate depends not only

on the reaction rate of the slower reaction (cV V kt) but also on the other parameters

that define the fractions of available free and sequestered strands.

The design of the toehold affinities need some care, since

cV V Cmaxkt � kubnd ⇒ η ≈ 2cV V kt, [V ]� [Vtotal] (B.37a)

cV V Cmaxkt � kubnd ⇒ η ≈ 2cV V kt
cV V Cmaxkt

kubnd
, [V ] ≈ [Vtotal] . (B.37b)

The unbinding rate kubnd is limited by the biophysics of the reaction, and reducing

cV V results in a very slow reaction and large concentrations in the operations of the

circuits [79]. In practice, the parameterisation cV V Cmaxkt is kept as large as possible

to ensure a very fast reaction and keep low levels of concentrations. However, a faster

toehold binding rate cV V kt leads to the removal of free signal strands, and reduces

the availability to trigger other reactions. For cV V Cmaxkt = kubnd we get the special

case

cV V Cmaxkt = kubnd ⇒ η ≈ cV V kt, [V ] ≈ 1
2 [Vtotal] (B.38)

where η does match the reaction rate of the removal dynamics, but we still need to

account for the buffering of half of the signal strands.

This design ensures that the reaction is irreversible only if both species are

simultaneously present. However, a fraction of the available signal species will be

quickly buffered in the reversible binding for the implementation of the annihilation

reaction at the start of the reaction, leading to a very fast consumption of the strand

when it is added to the system. The effect of such initial buffering has been also

illustrated in [76].
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B.3.3 Modelling with finite unbinding reaction

If the simulation accounts for a finite unbinding rate, then the coefficients in the

catalysis need to reflect buffering effects of the input strand in the cascade of strands

displacements. Considering a finite unbinding rate kubnd entails that hybridised

complementary toeholds can unbind before triggering the strand displacement. The

temporarily bound toeholds introduce intermediary species for such unproductive

events, increasing the number of species and reactions. The reactions go now through

a reversible middle step, where the binding event can either reverse back or trigger

the DSD reaction. For example, the network for the catalysis in (4.7) expands to

V + JoinY V
cb×kt−−−⇀↽−−−
kubnd

TV
kubnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kbnd

JoinY V1 + aux hvtp (B.39a)

JoinY V1 + aux tphpv
kbnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kubnd

TJ
kubnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kbnd

JoinY V2 + sig hpvtq (B.39b)

sig hpvtq + ForkY V
kbnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kubnd

Tsig
kubnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kbnd

ForkY V1 + aux tphpv (B.39c)

ForkY V1 + aux hvtp
kbnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kubnd

TFV
kubnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kt

ForkY V2 + V (B.39d)

ForkY V2 + aux hytv
kt−−−⇀↽−−−
kubnd

TFY
kubnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kt

ForkY V3 + Y (B.39e)

ForkY V3 + aux hity
kt−→ ∅ (B.39f)

to include the temporary intermediary and reversible bounded strands.

Assumption B.1. Assume that the concentrations for intermediary and signal

species remain well below than Cmax, and that cb � 1 such that we can consider

timescale separation where cbkt � kbnd and cbkt � kt.

Under this assumption, most of the dynamics of the cascade is much faster

than the limiting reaction rate cb×kt, and we can employ time scale separation and

assumptions of QSS [109].

Applying the approximation of large concentrations from Assumption 4.1,
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we can simplify many of the bimolecular reactions to unimolecular reactions, with

V
Cmaxcbkt−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−
kubnd

TV
kubnd−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−

kbndCmax

JoinY V1 (B.40a)

JoinY V1
Cmaxkbnd−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−
kubnd

TJ
kubnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kbnd

JoinY V2 + sig hpvtq (B.40b)

sig hpvtq
Cmaxkbnd−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−
kubnd

Tsig
kubnd−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−

Cmaxkbnd

ForkY V1 (B.40c)

ForkY V1
Cmaxkbnd−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−
kubnd

TFV
kubnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kt

ForkY V2 + V (B.40d)

ForkY V2
Cmaxkt−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−
kubnd

TFY
kubnd−−−⇀↽−−−
kt

ForkY V3 + Y (B.40e)

ForkY V3
Cmaxkt−−−−−→ ∅ . (B.40f)
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The respective MAK results

d

dt
[V ] = −Cmaxcbkt [V ]− kt [ForkY V2] [V ] + kubnd [TV ]

+kubnd [TFV ] (B.41a)

d

dt
[TV ] = −2kubnd [TV ] + Cmaxcbkt [V ]

+Cmaxkbnd [JoinY V1] (B.41b)

d

dt
[JoinY V1] = −Cmaxkbnd [JoinY V1]− Cmaxkbnd [JoinY V1]

+kubnd ([TV ] + [TJ ]) (B.41c)

d

dt
[TJ ] = −2kubnd [TJ ] + Cmaxkbnd [JoinY V1]

+kbnd [JoinY V2] [sig hpvtq] (B.41d)

d

dt
[sig hpvtq] = −Cmaxkbnd [sig hpvtq]− kbnd [JoinY V2] [sig hpvtq]

+kubnd ([TJ ] + [Tsig]) (B.41e)

d

dt
[Tsig] = −2kubnd [Tsig] + Cmaxkbnd [sig hpvtq]

+Cmaxkbnd [ForkY V1] (B.41f)

d

dt
[ForkY V1] = −2Cmaxkbnd [ForkY V1] + kubnd ([Tsig] + [TFV ]) (B.41g)

d

dt
[TFV ] = −2kubnd [TFV ] + Cmaxkbnd [ForkY V1]

+kt [ForkY V2] [V ] (B.41h)

d

dt
[ForkY V2] = −Cmaxkt [ForkY V2]− kt [ForkY V2] [V ]

+kubnd ([TFV ] + [TFY ]) (B.41i)

d

dt
[TFY ] = −2kubnd [TFY ] + Cmaxkt [ForkY V2]

+kt [ForkY V3] [Y ] (B.41j)

d

dt
[ForkY V3] = −Cmaxkt [ForkY V3]− kt [ForkY V3] [Y ]

+kubnd [TFY ] (B.41k)

d

dt
[Y ] = −kt [ForkY V3] [Y ] + kubnd [TFY ] . (B.41l)

To resolve the steady state overall gain, we apply again Assumption 4.1, so

that Cmax � [Y ], Cmax � [V ], and Cmax � [JoinY V2]. We then have at steady
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state that

0 = −Cmaxkt [ForkY V3]∗ − kt [ForkY V3]∗ [Y ] + kubnd [TFY ]∗ (B.42a)

⇒ [ForkY V3]∗ =
kubnd

kt (Cmax + [Y ])
[TFY ]∗ (B.42b)

Cmax � [Y ]⇒ [ForkY V3]∗ ≈ kubnd
Cmaxkt

[TFY ]∗ . (B.42c)

Then, we have

0 = −2kubnd [TFY ]∗ + Cmaxkt [ForkY V2]∗ + kt [ForkY V3]∗ [Y ] (B.43a)

≈ −2kubnd [TFY ]∗ + Cmaxkt [ForkY V2]∗ +
kubnd
Cmax

[TFY ]∗ [Y ] (B.43b)

⇒ [TFY ]∗ ≈ Cmaxkt [ForkY V2]∗

2kubnd − kubnd
Cmax

[Y ]
=
Cmaxkt [ForkY V2]∗

kubnd

(
2− [Y ]

Cmax

) (B.43c)

≈ Cmaxkt
2kubnd

[ForkY V2]∗ . (B.43d)

Carrying on with the steady state conditions for all strands in the cascade, we have

0 = −Cmaxkt [ForkY V2]∗ − kt [ForkY V2]∗ [V ]

+kubnd ([TFV ]∗ + [TFY ]∗) (B.44a)

≈ − (Cmaxkt + kt [V ]∗) [ForkY V2]∗ + kubnd [TFV ]∗

+
1

2
Cmaxkt [ForkY V2]∗ (B.44b)

⇒ [ForkY V2]∗ ≈ kubnd

kt
(
Cmax − 1

2Cmax + [V ]∗
) [TFV ]∗

≈ 2kubnd
Cmaxkt

[TFV ]∗ (B.44c)
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0 = −2kubnd [TFV ]∗ + Cmaxkbnd [ForkY V1]∗

+kt [ForkY V2]∗ [V ]∗ (B.45a)

≈ −2kubnd [TFV ]∗ + Cmaxkbnd [ForkY V1]∗

+kt
2kubnd
Cmaxkt

[TFV ]∗ [V ]∗ (B.45b)

⇒ [TFV ]∗ ≈ Cmaxkbnd [ForkY V1]∗(
2kubnd − 2kubnd

Cmax
[V ]∗

) ≈ Cmaxkbnd [ForkY V1]∗

2kubnd

(
1− [V ]∗

Cmax

)
≈ Cmaxkbnd

2kubnd
[ForkY V1]∗ (B.45c)

0 = −2Cmaxkbnd [ForkY V1]∗ + kubnd [Tsig]
∗

+kubnd [TFV ]∗ (B.46a)

0 ≈ −2Cmaxkbnd [ForkY V1]∗ + kubnd [Tsig]
∗

+kubnd
Cmaxkbnd

2kubnd
[ForkY V1]∗ (B.46b)

⇒ [ForkY V1]∗ ≈ kubnd [Tsig]
∗

2Cmaxkbnd − Cmaxkbnd
2

≈ kubnd [Tsig]
∗

2Cmaxkbnd − 1
2Cmaxkbnd

=
2

3

kubnd
kbndCmax

[Tsig]
∗ (B.46c)

0 = −2kubnd [Tsig]
∗ + Cmaxkbnd [sig hpvtq]∗

+Cmaxkbnd [ForkY V1]∗ (B.47a)

0 ≈ −2kubnd [Tsig]
∗ + Cmaxkbnd [sig hpvtq]∗

+Cmaxkbnd
2

3

kubnd
kbndCmax

[Tsig]
∗ (B.47b)

⇒ [Tsig]
∗ ≈ Cmaxkbnd [sig hpvtq]∗

2kubnd − 2
3kubnd

≈ 3

4

Cmaxkbnd
kubnd

[sig hpvtq]∗ (B.47c)
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0 = −Cmaxkbnd [sig hpvtq]∗ − kbnd [JoinY V2]∗ [sig hpvtq]∗

+kubnd ([TJ ]∗ + [Tsig]
∗) (B.48a)

≈ −
(
Cmaxkbnd + kbnd [JoinY V2]∗ − kubnd

3

4

Cmaxkbnd
kubnd

)
[sig hpvtq]∗

+kubnd [TJ ]∗ (B.48b)

⇒ [sig hpvtq]∗ ≈ kubnd [TJ ]∗

Cmaxkbnd + kbnd [JoinY V2]∗ − 3
4Cmaxkbnd

≈ 4kubnd
Cmaxkbnd

[TJ ]∗ (B.48c)

0 = −2kubnd [TJ ]∗ + Cmaxkbnd [JoinY V1]∗

+kbnd [JoinY V2]∗ [sig hpvtq]∗ (B.49a)

≈ −2kubnd [TJ ]∗ + Cmaxkbnd [JoinY V1]∗

+kbnd [JoinY V2]∗
4kubnd

Cmaxkbnd
[TJ ]∗ (B.49b)

⇒ [TJ ]∗ ≈ Cmaxkbnd [JoinY V1]∗

kubnd

(
2− 4 [JoinY V2]

Cmax

)
≈ 1

2

Cmaxkbnd
kubnd

[JoinY V1]∗ (B.49c)

0 = −Cmaxkbnd [JoinY V1]∗ − Cmaxkbnd [JoinY V1]∗ + kubnd [TJ ]∗

+kubnd [TV ]∗ (B.50a)

≈ −2Cmaxkbnd [JoinY V1]∗ + kubnd
1

2

Cmaxkbnd
kubnd

[JoinY V1]∗

+kubnd [TV ]∗ (B.50b)

⇒ [JoinY V1]∗ ≈ kubnd [TV ]∗

2Cmaxkbnd − 1
2Cmaxkbnd

=
2

3

kubnd
Cmaxkbnd

[TV ]∗ (B.50c)
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0 = −2kubnd [TV ]∗ + Cmaxcbkt [V ]∗ + Cmaxkbnd [JoinY V1]∗ (B.51a)

≈ −2kubnd [TV ]∗ + Cmaxcbkt [V ]∗

+Cmaxkbnd
2

3

kubnd
Cmaxkbnd

[TV ]∗ (B.51b)

⇒ [TV ]∗ ≈ Cmaxcbkt [V ]∗

2kubnd − 2
3kubnd

=
Cmaxcbkt

4
3kubnd

[V ]∗

≈ 3

4

Cmaxcbkt
kubnd

[V ]∗ . (B.51c)

We can now write the intermediate steady states as function of [V ]∗ with

[JoinY V1]∗ ≈ 2

3

kubnd
Cmaxkbnd

[TV ]∗ =
2

3

kubnd
Cmaxkbnd

3

4

Cmaxcbkt
kubnd

[V ]∗

=
1

2

cbkt
kbnd

[V ]∗ (B.52a)

[sig hpvtq]∗ ≈ 4kubnd
Cmaxkbnd

[TJ ]∗ ≈ 4kubnd
Cmaxkbnd

1

2

Cmaxkbnd
kubnd

1

2

cbkt
kbnd

[V ]∗

=
cbkt
kbnd

[V ]∗ (B.52b)

[ForkY V1]∗ ≈ 2

3

kubnd
kbndCmax

[Tsig]
∗ ≈ 2

3

kubnd
kbndCmax

3

4

Cmaxkbnd
kubnd

[sig hpvtq]∗(B.52c)

≈ 2

3

kubnd
kbndCmax

3

4

Cmaxkbnd
kubnd

cbkt
kbnd

[V ]∗

=
1

2

cbkt
kbnd

[V ]∗ (B.52d)

[ForkY V2]∗ ≈ 2kubnd
Cmaxkt

[TFV ]∗ ≈ 2kubnd
Cmaxkt

Cmaxkbnd
2kubnd

[ForkY V1]∗ (B.52e)

≈ 2kubnd
Cmaxkt

Cmaxkbnd
2kubnd

1

2

cbkt
kbnd

[V ]∗ =
1

2
cb [V ]∗ (B.52f)

[ForkY V3]∗ ≈ kubnd
Cmaxkt

[TFY ]∗ ≈ kubnd
Cmaxkt

Cmaxkt
2kubnd

[ForkY V2]∗

≈ 1

4
cb [V ]∗ . (B.52g)

Due to the pathway structure of the cascade, the steady states are not defined only

by the parameters, but also by fractional gains due to the fact that the same strand

is consumed as an input to different DSD reactions.

Remark B.1. Only the intermediary structures involved in the unbinding reactions

depend on kubnd (TV , TJ , Tsig, TFV , TFY ). For faster unbinding rates, the steady
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state of the temporary bindings get smaller, where

[TV ]∗ ≈ 3

4

Cmaxcbkt
kubnd

[V ]∗ ⇒ lim
kubnd→∞

[TV ]∗ = 0 (B.53a)

[TJ ]∗ ≈ 1

2

Cmaxkbnd
kubnd

[JoinY V1]∗ ⇒ lim
kubnd→∞

[TJ ]∗ = 0 (B.53b)

[Tsig]
∗ ≈ 3

4

Cmaxkbnd
kubnd

[sig hpvtq]∗ ⇒ lim
kubnd→∞

[Tsig]
∗ = 0 (B.53c)

[TFV ]∗ ≈ Cmaxkbnd
2kubnd

[ForkY V1]∗ ⇒ lim
kubnd→∞

[TFV ]∗ = 0 (B.53d)

[TFY ]∗ ≈ Cmaxkt
2kubnd

[ForkY V2]∗ ⇒ lim
kubnd→∞

[TFY ]∗ = 0 . (B.53e)

Definition B.2. Define the catalysis buffering coefficient γb ≤ 1 such that

γb =
1

1 + 2Cmaxcbkt
kubnd

+ 2 cbktkbnd

. (B.54)

Assumption B.2. Assume that in the design cbkt � kbnd and cbCmaxkt � kubnd,

resulting γb ≈ 1.

With such assumption, the biophysics of binding and unbinding reactions

limit kbnd and kubnd and the speed of the circuit. However, it allows us to state an

equivalency between the implementation with DSD reactions (considering a finite

kubnd) and the elementary catalysis reaction.

Given the elementary catalysis reaction V + b−→ V ++Y + and respective MAK

ẏ+ = bv+ (B.55)

under Assumption B.1, we can approximate the parameterisation of the CRN with

the parameterisation of the DSD reactions using

b =
1

4
× cb × Cmax × kt . (B.56)

Furthermore, if Assumption B.2 is valid, we can neglect the buffering of the inputs,

and set the initial conditions for the input in the DSD implementation with γb ≈ 1,

and

[V ] (0) ≈ v+ (0) . (B.57)

To see why, assume QSS for [ForkY V3], so that we have from the equilibrium
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condition of [ForkY V3] that

d

dt
[ForkY V3] = 0 (B.58a)

⇒ −Cmaxkt [ForkY V3]− kt [ForkY V3] [Y ] + kubnd [TFY ] = 0 (B.58b)

⇒ −kt [ForkY V3]∗ [Y ] = Cmaxkt [ForkY V3]∗ − kubnd [TFY ]∗ . (B.58c)

and we can express the output dynamics as function of the steady state concentra-

tions with

d

dt
[Y ] = −kt [ForkY V3] [Y ] + kubnd [TFY ] (B.59a)

≈ Cmaxkt [ForkY V3]∗ − kubnd [TFY ]∗ + kubnd [TFY ]∗ (B.59b)

= Cmaxkt
1

4
cb [V ]∗ (B.59c)

⇒ d

dt
[Y ] ≈ 1

4
Cmaxktcb [V ]∗ = b [V ]∗ . (B.59d)

The net reaction rate of the elementary catalisys does not depend on the kubnd,

and the gain from [V ]∗ to the auxiliary and intermediary strands do not depdend

on kubnd at steady state. The gain 1
4 and results from additional reactions in the

network, and it is a structural property.

The other consequence is that the finite rate kubnd affects the steady state

of the input signal [V ]∗ 6= [V ] (0). During the fast dynamics when the intermediary

species converge to steady state, a fraction of the input strands is sequestered so

that the reversible reactions reach equilibrium. From the MAK in (B.41), we have

the conservation law

d

dt
[V ] +

d

dt
[TV ] +

d

dt
[JoinY V1] +

d

dt
[TJ ] +

d

dt
[sig hpvtq]

+
d

dt
[Tsig] +

d

dt
[ForkY V1] +

d

dt
[TFV ] = 0 . (B.60)

Comparing the initial conditions with the steady state solutions we have

[V ] (0) + [TV ] (0) + [JoinY V1] (0) + [TJ ] (0)

+ [sig hpvtq] (0) + [Tsig] (0) + [ForkY V1] (0) + [TFV ] (0)

= [V ]∗ + [TV ]∗ + [JoinY V1]∗ + [TJ ]∗ + [sig hpvtq]∗

+ [Tsig]
∗ + [ForkY V1]∗ + [TFV ]∗ (B.61)

⇒ [V ] (0) = [V ]∗ + [TV ]∗ + [JoinY V1]∗ + [TJ ]∗ + [sig hpvtq]∗ + [Tsig]
∗

+ [ForkY V1]∗ + [TFV ]∗ . (B.62)
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Writing the steady states as function of [V ]∗ we have

[V ] (0)

[V ]∗
= 1 +

3Cmaxcbkt
4kubnd

+
cbkt

2kbnd
+
Cmaxcbkt

4kubnd
+
cbkt
kbnd

+
3

4

Cmaxcbkt
kubnd

+
cbkt

2kbnd
+
Cmaxcbkt

4kubnd
(B.63a)

⇒ 1

γb
=

[V ] (0)

[V ]∗
= 1 + 2

Cmaxcbkt
kubnd

+ 2
cbkt
kbnd

. (B.63b)

The value of γb quantifies the buffering of the input strand in triggering the cascade,

where a fraction of the input strand V is sequestered in the reversible reactions of

the DSD cascade. The impact of this buffering effect can be seen in Figure 4.12,

and most noticeably in Figure 4.7b, where fractions instantly removed when R+ or

R− are introduced into the system.

Remark B.2. We can apply Assumption B.2 to set γb ≈ 1, but this entails to slow

down the dynamics of the circuit. The faster the gain in the catalysis, the more

relevant becomes the buffering of the input, since we are limited by the physics and

the unbinding rate kubnd.

In this case, the reversibility introduced by a finite unbinding rate introduces

an additional mismatch between the input concentrations, and the steady state of

the input concentration during the operation of the reaction. If we do not model the

unbinding reactions (corresponding to the ’Infinite’ mode in Visual DSD) we consider

the limit where kubnd → ∞. In this case we recover a simpler result for an infinite

unbinding rate where given the elementary catalysis reaction V + b∞−−→ V + +Y + and

respective MAK

ẏ+ = b∞v
+ (B.64)

under Assumption B.1, we can approximate the parameterisation of the CRN with

the parameterisation of the DSD reactions using

b∞ =
1

2
× cb × Cmax × kt . (B.65)

This is the equivalency found in some literature [79]. Disregarding the intermediary

bounded strands, we remove the number of reactions where the strands are inputs,

and the structure of the network introduces a gain of only 1/2.

Assuming an infinite unbinding rate also simplifies the buffering of the input,

and how the input concentrations need to be adjusted to compensate for the removed

fraction. Assuming cbkt � kbnd, the removal of input strand V due to buffering is
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negligible with

[V ] (0)

v+(0)
=

(
1 + 2

cbkt
kbnd

)
≈ 1 . (B.66)

B.4 DSD program for simulation with VisualDSD

The final program of the DSD system for the system in Section 4.2.3 is provided in

this section.

The configuration of the simulation itself is set with directives supplied by

Visual DSD. For example, concentrations are set in nM, the number of points is

set to 1000, and the directive for compilation is set to ’default’ to consider a finite

unbinding rate kubnd. Regarding the solver, it is set for ’deterministicsiff’ (since we

have timescale separation), with directives to set the tolerances. For a stochastic

simulation, the directive ’simulation’ should be changed to ’stochastic’.

The parameterisation is set with the directive ’parameters’, where we define

the reaction rates, initial concentration for the auxiliary species, and the degrees of

complementarity of the toeholds with

(* Parameters *)

directive parameters [

kbnd = 0.001 (* 1/nM/s *) (* toehold maximum binding rate *)

; kt =0.0001 (* 1/nM/s *) (* toeholds binding rate *)

; kubnd = 0.1 (* 1/s *) (* unbind rate *)

; simtime = 24000.0 (* simulation time *)

; Cmax = 10000.0 (* nM *)(* initial concentration for auxiliary

strands *)

(* complementarity degree ratios *)

; ca= 2.5e-03

; cb= 1e-03

; ci= 0.05

; cVV = 0.25

]

The strands are programmed using Visual DSD syntax, to define the toehold

and specific domains, such that the cascade progresses as expected. We start by

defining the toehold and specific domains, where we set maximum toehold binding

rates, and unbinding rate with

new tr={ colour = "green";bind = kt; unbind=kubnd} (* reference *)

new ty={ colour = "green";bind = kt; unbind=kubnd} (* feedback input *)

new tv={ colour = "red";bind = kt; unbind=kubnd} (* control action *)

new tp={ colour = "blue";bind = kbnd; unbind=kubnd} (* aux *)

new tq={ colour = "blue";bind = kbnd; unbind=kubnd} (* aux *)
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The toeholds that interact with the signal strands are set with a maximum toehold

binding rate kt, while < tp > and < tq > are set with a maximum toehold binding

rate kbnd.

The specific domains are defined with

(* specific domains for binding domains *)

new dr = {colour = "gray"}

new dr’ = {colour = "gray"}

new dy = {colour = "gray"}

new dy’ = {colour = "gray"}

new dv = {colour = "gray"}

new dv’ = {colour = "gray"}

(* remaining auxiliary domains *)

new hr = {colour = "gray"}

new hv = {colour = "gray"}

new hp = {colour = "blue"}

new hi = {colour = "blue"}

new hr’ = {colour = "gray"}

new hv’ = {colour = "gray"}

new hp’ = {colour = "blue"}

Then we can start constructing the signal and auxiliary strands. For example, the

definition of the strand Y is given by

def Y()= <ty^ hy >

The definition of the auxiliary strand JoinY , and the complementary domains for

the toehold and specific domains are set with

def JoinY() ={ty^(ca)*}:[hy]

where ca is the complementary degree of the toehold in JoinY .

More complex strands are the ones used in catalysis. For example, the tem-

plates for R→ R+ V are defined with

def JoinVR () ={tr^(ci)*}:[hr tp^]:[ hpr tq^]

def ForkVR () =[hi]:[tv^ hv]:[tr^ hr]:[tp^ hpr ]:{tq^*}

and involve multiple and different toeholds and specific domains.

Some intermediary and by-product strands like

def JoinVR_1 () =[tr^(ci) hr]{tp ^*}:[ hpr tq^]

def JoinVR_2 () =[tr^(ci) hr]:[tp^ hpr ]:{tq^*}

are not present initially, but it can be useful to defined them so we can include

their histories in the plot of Visual DSD. The directive ’plot’ is followed by a list of

concentrations to plot with
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directive plot

(* dual rail signals *)

sub(R();R’()); sub(Y();Y’()); sub(V();V’())

(* signal strands *)

; R(); R’(); Y(); Y’(); V(); V’()

(* auxiliary strands to implement catalysis *)

;JoinVR () ;JoinV ’R’(); JoinV’Y() ;JoinVY ’()

;ForkVR () ;ForkV ’R’(); ForkV’Y() ;ForkVY ’()

; aux_hrtp () ; aux_hvtr () ; aux_tphpr (); aux_hitv ();

JoinVR_1 ();JoinVR_2 ();ForkVR_1 ();ForkVR_2 ();ForkVR_3 ();ForkVR_4 ()

;sig_hprtq ()

(* auxiliary strands to implement degradation *)

;JoinY () ;JoinY ’();

(* auxilairy strands to implement annihilation *)

AnnYY () ; AnnVV()

The last section of the program, has the definition of the system to be sim-

ulated. In practice, it is an initialisation of the signal strands and all the auxiliary

strands. It starts by defining the initial conditions of the signal strands with

def System ()=(

(* initial conditions of the signal strands *)

0.0*V()

| 0.0*V’()

| 0.0*Y()

| 0.0*Y’()

| 0.0*R’()

| 0.2*R()

(* introduction of R’ at half the running time *)

| 0.4*R’()@0.50* simtime

where the strands for the reference are introduced at [R] (0) = 0.2 nM and [R′] (tfinal/2) =

0.4 nM, so that for a simulation of tfinal seconds we have

[R] (t) = 0.2 nM (B.67a)[
R′
]

(t) =

0 nM t < 1
2 tfinal

0.4 nM 1
2 tfinal ≤ t < tfinal

(B.67b)

It then follows a list initialising all the auxiliary strands at Cmax. For example,

| Cmax*JoinY’V’()

| Cmax*ForkY’V’()

| Cmax*aux_hv ’tp()

| Cmax*aux_tphpv ’()

| Cmax*aux_hy ’tv()

| Cmax * JoinY()
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| Cmax * JoinY’()

| Cmax*AnnVV()

The cascades are defined by the presence of these auxiliary templates. Apart from

the signal strands R, R′, V , V ′, Y , and Y ′, all the strands depicted in Figure 4.6

are initialised at a large concentration Cmax.

B.4.1 Code to simulate in Visual DSD

The system can be run in Visual DSD at https://dsd.azurewebsites.net/beta/ using

the final code file given below.

(* Integral feedback circuit using Chen and Cherry reactions *)

(* configuration of the simulation *)

directive concentration nM

directive duration simtime points 1000

directive compilation default

directive tolerance 1.0E-14

directive reltolerance 1.0E-14

directive scale 500.0

directive simulation deterministicstiff (* deterministicstiff *) (*

stochastic *)

(* Directive to plot concentrations *)

directive plot

(* dual rail signals *)

sub(R();R’()); sub(Y();Y’()); sub(V();V’())

(* signal strands *)

; R(); R’(); Y(); Y’(); V(); V’()

(* auxiliary strands to implement catalysis *)

;JoinVR () ;JoinV ’R’(); JoinV’Y() ;JoinVY ’()

;ForkVR () ;ForkV ’R’(); ForkV’Y() ;ForkVY ’()

; aux_hrtp () ; aux_hvtr () ; aux_tphpr (); aux_hitv ();

JoinVR_1 ();JoinVR_2 ();ForkVR_1 ();ForkVR_2 ();ForkVR_3 ();ForkVR_4 ()

;sig_hprtq ()

(* auxiliary strands to implement degradation *)

;JoinY () ;JoinY ’();

(* auxilairy strands to implement annihilation *)

AnnYY () ; AnnVV()

(* Parameters *)

directive parameters [

kbnd = 0.001 (* 1/nM/s *) (* toehold maximum binding rate *)

; kt =0.0001 (* 1/nM/s *) (* toeholds binding rate *)

; kubnd = 0.1 (* 1/s *) (* unbind rate *)
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; simtime = 24000.0 (* simulation time *)

; Cmax = 10000.0 (* nM *)(* initial concentration for auxiliary

strands *)

(* complementarity degree ratios *)

; ca= 2.5e-03

; cb= 1e-03

; ci= 0.05

; cVV = 0.25

]

(* Definition of the domains *)

(* toehold domains *)

new tr = {colour = "green";bind = kt; unbind=kubnd} (* reference *)

new ty = {colour = "green";bind = kt; unbind=kubnd} (* feedback input

*)

new tv = {colour = "red";bind = kt; unbind=kubnd} (* control action

*)

new tp = {colour = "blue";bind = kbnd; unbind=kubnd} (* aux *)

new tq = {colour = "blue";bind = kbnd; unbind=kubnd} (* aux *)

(* specific domains for binding domains *)

new dr = {colour = "gray"}

new dr’ = {colour = "gray"}

new dy = {colour = "gray"}

new dy’ = {colour = "gray"}

new dv = {colour = "gray"}

new dv’ = {colour = "gray"}

(* remaining auxiliary domains *)

new hr = {colour = "gray"}

new hv = {colour = "gray"}

new hp = {colour = "blue"}

new hi = {colour = "blue"}

new hr’ = {colour = "gray"}

new hv’ = {colour = "gray"}

new hp’ = {colour = "blue"}

(* -------------------- Definition of the strands to implement the

DSD reactions --------- *)

(* Signal strands to implement:

reference input r = R - R’;

the output y = Y-Y’ ;

and the actuation input v = V- V’ *)

def R()= <tr^ hr >
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def R’()= <tr^ hr’>

def Y()= <ty^ hy >

def Y’()= <ty^ hy’>

def V()= <tv^ hv >

def V’()= <tv^ hv’>

(* DEGRADATION Y->0 and Y’->0 *)

(* templates *)

def JoinY() ={ty^(ca)*}:[hy]

def JoinY’() ={ty^(ca)*}:[hy’]

(* by -products *)

def JoinY_1 ()= [ty^(ca ) hy]

def JoinY’_1()= [ty^(ca) hy’]

def dY()=<hy >

def dY’()=<hy’>

(* ANNIHILATION R+R’->0 , V+V’->0 , Y+Y’->0

*)

(* templates *)

def AnnYY()= {ty ^*}:[hy hy’*]<ty^*>

def AnnVV()= {tv^(cVV)*}:[hv hv’*]<tv^(cVV)*>

def AnnRR()= {tr ^*}:[hr hr’*]<tr^*>

(* by -products *)

def Iv()=[tv^ hv]:<hv >[hv’*]<tv^*>

def Iv’()={tv^*}[hv]{hv’}:[hv’* tv^*]

(* waste species *)

def Wv()=<hv >[hv’* tv^*]

def Wv’()=[tv^ hv]{hv’}

def Wy()=<hy >[hy’* ty^*]

def Wy’()=[ty^ hy]{hy’}

(* CATALYSIS R -> R + V *)

(* templates *)

def JoinVR () ={tr^(ci)*}:[hr tp^]:[ hpr tq^]

def ForkVR () =[hi]:[tv^ hv]:[tr^ hr]:[tp^ hpr ]:{tq^*}

(* auxiliary *)

def aux_hrtp ()= <hr tp^>

def aux_tphpr ()= <tp^ hpr >

def aux_hvtr ()= <hv tr^>

def aux_hitv ()= <hi tv^>

def aux_tqhi () = <tq^ hi >

(* intermediary and byproducts *)
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def JoinVR_1 () =[tr^(ci) hr]{tp ^*}:[ hpr tq^]

def JoinVR_2 () =[tr^(ci) hr]:[tp^ hpr ]:{tq^*}

def ForkVR_1 () =[hi]:[tv^ hv]:[tr^ hr]{tp ^*}:[ hpr tq^]

def ForkVR_2 () =[hi]:[tv^ hv]:{tr ^*}:[hr tp^]:[ hpr tq^]

def ForkVR_3 () =[hi]:{tv ^*}:[hv tr^]:[hr tp^]:[ hpr tq^]

def ForkVR_4 () =[hi tv^]:[hv tr^]:[hr tp^]:[ hpr tq^]

def sig_hprtq ()= <hpr tq^>

(* CATALYSIS R’ -> R’ + V’ *)

def JoinV’R’() ={tr^(ci)*}:[hr’ tp^]:[ hpr’ tq^]

def ForkV’R’() =[hi]:[tv^ hv’]:[tr^ hr’]:[tp^ hpr’]:{tq^*}

def aux_hr ’tp()= <hr’ tp^>

def aux_tphpr ’()= <tp^ hpr’>

def aux_hv ’tr()= <hv’ tr^>

(* intermediary and byproducts *)

def JoinV’R’_1() =[tr^(ci) hr’]{tp ^*}:[ hpr’ tq^]

def JoinV’R’_2() =[tr^(ci) hr’]:[tp^ hpr’]:{tq^*}

def ForkV’R’_1() =[hi]:[tv^ hv’]:[tr^ hr’]{tp ^*}:[ hpr’ tq^]

def ForkV’R’_2() =[hi]:[tv^ hv’]:{tr ^*}:[hr’ tp^]:[ hpr’ tq^]

def ForkV’R’_3() =[hi]:{tv ^*}:[hv’ tr^]:[hr’ tp^]:[ hpr’ tq^]

def ForkV’R’_4() =[hi tv^]:[hv’ tr^]:[hr’ tp^]:[ hpr’ tq^]

def sig_hpr ’tq()= <hpr’ tq^>

(* CATALYSIS Y’ -> Y’+ V *)

(* templates *)

def JoinVY ’() ={ty^(ci)*}:[hy’ tp^]:[hp tq^]

def ForkVY ’() =[hi]:[tv^ hv]:[ty^ hy’]:[tp^ hp]:{tq^*}

(* auxiliary *)

def aux_hy ’tp()= <hy’ tp^>

def aux_tphp ()= <tp^ hp >

def aux_hvty ()= <hv ty^>

(* CATALYSIS Y -> Y + V’ *)

(* templates *)

def JoinV’Y() ={ty^(ci)*}:[hy tp^]:[hp’ tq^]

def ForkV’Y() =[hi]:[tv^ hv’]:[ty^ hy]:[tp^ hp’]:{tq^*}

(* auxiliary *)

def aux_hytp ()= <hy tp^>

def aux_tphp ’()= <tp^ hp’>

def aux_hv ’ty()= <hv’ ty^>
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(* CATALYSIS V -> V + Y *)

(* templates *)

def JoinYV () ={tv^(cb)*}:[hv tp^]:[ hpv tq^]

def ForkYV () =[hi]:[ty^ hy]:[tv^ hv]:[tp^ hpv ]:{tq^*}

(* auxiliary *)

def aux_hvtp ()= <hv tp^>

def aux_tphpv ()= <tp^ hpv >

def aux_hytv ()= <hy tv^>

def aux_hity ()= <hi ty^>

(* CATALYSIS V’ -> V’ + Y’ *)

def JoinY’V’() ={tv^(cb)*}:[hv’ tp^]:[ hpv’ tq^]

def ForkY’V’() =[hi]:[ty^ hy’]:[tv^ hv’]:[tp^ hpv’]:{tq^*}

(* auxiliary *)

def aux_hv ’tp()= <hv’ tp^>

def aux_tphpv ’()= <tp^ hpv’>

def aux_hy ’tv()= <hy’ tv^>

(* Definition of the System , with the initialisation of the auxliary

strands , and the instants of introduction of the input strands R

and R’ *)

def System ()=(

(* initial conditions of the signal strands *)

0.0*V()

| 0.0*V’()

| 0.0*Y()

| 0.0*Y’()

| 0.0*R’()

| 0.2*R()

(* introduction of R’ at half the running time *)

| 0.4*R’()@0.50* simtime

(* Inital concentrations of strands for implementation of integral and

subtractor *)

| Cmax * JoinVY ’()

| Cmax * ForkVY ’()

| Cmax * aux_hytp ()

| Cmax * aux_hvty ()

| Cmax * aux_tphp ()

| Cmax * JoinV ’Y()

| Cmax * ForkV ’Y()

| Cmax * aux_hy ’tp()

| Cmax * aux_hv ’ty()

| Cmax * aux_tphp ’()
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| Cmax * JoinVR ()

| Cmax * ForkVR ()

| Cmax * aux_hrtp ()

| Cmax * aux_hvtr ()

| Cmax * aux_tphpr ()

| Cmax * JoinV’R’()

| Cmax * ForkV’R’()

| Cmax * aux_hr ’tp()

| Cmax * aux_hv ’tr()

| Cmax * aux_tphpr ’()

| Cmax * aux_hitv ()

(* Inital concentrations of strands for implementation of the plant *)

| Cmax*JoinYV ()

| Cmax*ForkYV ()

| Cmax*aux_hvtp ()

| Cmax*aux_tphpv ()

| Cmax*aux_hytv ()

| Cmax*aux_hity ()

| Cmax*JoinY’V’()

| Cmax*ForkY’V’()

| Cmax*aux_hv ’tp()

| Cmax*aux_tphpv ’()

| Cmax*aux_hy ’tv()

| Cmax * JoinY()

| Cmax * JoinY’()

(* Initialisation of the strand to implement the annihilation

reactions *)

| Cmax*AnnVV()

(* | Cmax*AnnYY()*) (* uncomment to introduce Y + Y’-> 0 *)

)

(* Run the system *)

System ()

(* EOF *)
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